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Abstract
In this thesis, we study a novel method to extract the Fisher information of quantum states from
direct measurements without the need for state reconstruction. Our method characterizes the
distinguishability of experimental probability distributions of the collective spin. The Fisher
information is obtained via the observed rate of change of their statistical distance as a function
of an experimental control parameter, which constitutes a phase transformation of the quantum
state.
The employed experimental system is a binary Bose-Einstein condensate of several hundred
atoms. We use a combination of coherent collisional interaction and linear Rabi coupling of
the two atomic states to generate collective non-classical spin states via quantum dynamics
close to an unstable fixed point of the corresponding classical system. The fast redistribution of
quantum uncertainty results in Gaussian spin-squeezed states for short evolution times which
turn into non-Gaussian states on an experimentally feasible time scale.
For the generated non-Gaussian states we observe a Fisher information larger than the
number of atoms in the detected ensemble, which is a signature of particle entanglement, in
a regime where no spin-squeezing is present. We confirm the implied resource for quantum-
enhanced measurements with the implementation of a model-free Bayesian protocol which
obtains a sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit in accordance with the extracted Fisher
information.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit einer neuartigen Methode, die sogenannte Fisher-Information
von Quantenzuständen aus direkten Messungen zu extrahieren, ohne dabei eine Zustands-
Rekonstruktion zu benötigen. Unsere Methode charakterisiert die Unterscheidbarkeit der
relativen Häufigkeitsverteilungen des kollektiven Spins. Die Fisher-Information wird dabei
über die beobachtete Änderungsrate ihres statistischen Abstands als Funktion eines experi-
mentellen Kontrollparameters erhalten, der eine Phasentransformation des Quantenzustands
darstellt.
Unser experimentelles System ist ein Bose-Einstein-Kondensat aus mehreren hundert
Atomen. Mit Hilfe einer Kombination von kohärenter Stoßwechselwirkung und linearer Rabi-
Kopplung zweier atomarer Zustände erzeugen wir nichtklassische kollektive Spinzustände
durch Quantendynamik in der Nähe eines instabilen Fixpunkts des korrespondierenden klas-
sischen Systems. Die schnelle Umverteilung der Quantenunschärfe ergibt dabei auf kurzen
Zeitskalen gaußförmige gequetschte Spinzustände, die sich auf experimentell zugänglichen
Zeitskalen in nicht-gaußsche Zustände verformen.
In diesem Regime, in dem keine Spin-Quetschung mehr vorhanden ist, beobachten wir einen
Wert der Fisher-Information, der die Atomzahl des detektierten Ensembles übersteigt, was
eine Signatur von Teilchen-Verschränkung darstellt. Wir bestätigen die damit verbundene
Möglichkeit quanten-verstärkter Messungen mit der experimentellen Umsetzung eines modell-
freien bayesschen Protokolls, das im Einklang mit der extrahierten Fisher-Information eine
Sensitivität jenseits des Standard-Quanten-Limits zeigt.
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11 Introduction
Accurate measurements of physical quantities such as time, (gravitational) acceleration and
rotation or electromagnetic fields are important for both fundamental science as well as
technology. Atom interferometers [1–4] are especially well-suited for these purposes, since they
provide high sensitivity due to the possibility of putting atoms into motional or internal quantum
superposition states, while the employed sensors (the atoms) are perfectly reproducible in their
physical properties and can be isolated from the environment to a large degree. The availability
of laser cooling and trapping [5] and the achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation [6] has
advanced this field considerably, since the enhanced coherence of the cold ensembles enables
high precision spectroscopy and long interrogation times. However, the finite number of
particles that can be probed in a single experimental realization imposes fundamental limits on
the precision of such devices.
The prototypical metrological device is the linear interferometer with two arms as shown in
Fig. 1.1 in its optical implementation in Mach-Zehnder configuration. In an atom interferometer,
the two optical beamsplitters are replaced by matter-wave splitters. An important analogue
of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is the Ramsey method of separated oscillatory fields [7],
which is an invaluable tool for high precision spectroscopy.
Figure 1.1 The linear two-mode interferometer (illustrated here in optical Mach-Zehnder configuration)
is a model system of (quantum) metrology. The quantity of interest is the relative phase shift θ between
the two arms of the interferometer. The estimation of this phase shift from the measured output statistics
is fundamentally limited by the granularity of the input state with N particles.
Single particles entering one input port of the interferometer will be put into a quantum
superposition between path 1 (|↑〉) and 2 (|↓〉). After a possible phase shift θ between the two
paths inside the interferometer, which is the quantity of interest, the two paths are recombined
and thus θ is mapped onto a probability p for the particle to exit one of the two output
ports. Upon measurement, the most information that can be obtained from one particle is
the output port it has taken (in which of the detectors it is detected). This is one classical
bit of information. If the phase shift is fixed, this procedure can be repeated N times and
the probability and thus the phase shift estimated from the relative frequency of the two
1
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detectors. The statistics of this process is binomial like N coin tosses with the probability p
for heads and 1− p for tails and thus the precision on p is limited by the binomial uncertainty
∆p =
√
p(1− p)/N , which leads for p = cos2(θ/2) via the Gaussian error propagation
∆p = | cos(θ/2) sin(θ/2)|∆θ = √p(1− p)∆θ to the famous shot-noise or standard quantum
limit (SQL)
∆θSQL =
1√
N
(1.1)
for the estimation of the phase θ. This situation does not change if N independent particles are
inside the interferometer at the same time.
Better sensitivity in specific ranges of θ can be achieved by introducing quantum correlations
(entanglement) between the N particles. In this case, the entangled sensors experience the
phase shift in parallel [8] and the fundamental limit of this approach is given by the Heisenberg
limit ∆θHL = 1/N , which can be only attained with maximally entangled states. Generally,
the obtainable precision is given by the Cramér-Rao bound
∆θest ≥ 1√
F
(1.2)
where F is the Fisher information, which characterizes the sensitivity of the state on the
parameter θ. If F > N for a specific quantum state and phase transformation, it contains
entanglement [9] and can be used to surpass the standard quantum limit.
The important class of Gaussian (spin-)squeezed states [10, 11] achieves this by reducing the
output fluctuations, such that ∆θ = ξR∆θSQL with the metrological spin squeezing parameter
ξR < 1 [10]. They have been produced to date in a variety of systems (see our publications [12,
13] and references therein) and are already employed in precision experiments, for example in
advanced (optical) gravitational-wave detectors [14, 15], for which the use of squeezed states
of light was first proposed [16].
In contrast, non-Gaussian states can allow for sensitive measurements beyond the standard
quantum limit even though they feature increased fluctuations of the observable. They are
an interesting pathway for metrology, since they can in principle provide sensitivity beyond
what can be achieved with squeezed states in the same system [9]. Without disentangling
operations before detection [17, 18], which are a challenge to implement, probabilistic methods
like Bayesian analysis or the method of maximum likelihood have to be employed for phase
estimation [19, 20] to benefit from the enhanced sensitivity.
In this thesis, we will discuss experiments using a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with two
internal spin states, in which coherent collisional interaction builds up entanglement between
the particles. We enhance this process by the addition of linear coupling, which leads to an
interesting situation with an inverted mathematical pendulum as its classical counterpart. This
system allows to study the transition from Gaussian spin squeezed to non-Gaussian states on
an experimentally feasible time scale. Since full quantum state reconstruction is intractable for
several hundred particles, we have developed a statistical method to extract the Fisher informa-
tion from measured experimental probability distributions, which serves to verify entanglement
in the non-Gaussian regime, where no spin squeezing is present. To demonstrate that the
resource can be employed in a phase estimation scenario, we characterize the sensitivity of a
model-independent Bayesian method. These results are summarized in our publication [21].
2
3This thesis is structured in the following way:
• In Chapter 2 we summarize the theoretical concepts. We start with the description of a
two-mode BEC and its pseudospin representation and discuss the classical limit, which
provides an intuitive picture of the quantum dynamics with the help of quasiprobability
distributions. We show that the classical limit for zero external detuning can be mapped
to a rigid pendulum. We discuss the concept of Fisher information and its role in
statistical estimation and introduce our extraction method based on statistical distances,
which we examine analytically and with the help of Monte-Carlo simulations. After a
short discussion of the Quantum Fisher information, we study the ideal time evolution of
spin squeezing and Fisher information with realistic parameters in the framework of the
two-mode model and show the influence of Gaussian noise. We further give a summary
of the relation between Fisher information and entanglement and a short discussion
about the role of entanglement in symmetric states.
• In Chapter 3 we detail the experimental system and the implementation of the spin
Hamiltonian. We characterize the optical traps and show the influence of external fields
and the collisional interaction on the employed two-photon resonance. We show how the
nonlinearity, which is enhanced with the help of a Feshbach resonance, can be directly
characterized. We further discuss gradients along the employed BEC array and how we
deal with them to obtain consistent conditions. We further show an analysis of the atom
loss during the spin evolution.
• In Chapter 4 we describe the experimental sequence, the steps towards the right param-
eters and how we ensure their stability during long-term measurements. We show the
nontrivial action of the employed spin-echo pulse and give details about readout and
data analysis.
• In Chapter 5 we show the measurement of experimental probability distributions and
the results of quantum state tomography. We discuss the results of maximum-likelihood
reconstruction of the density matrices and the limitations of this approach. The quasiprob-
ability distributions of the reconstructed states give an intuitive picture of the systematic
behavior with the total atom number. We compare the results of a two-mode model with
a quantitative variance analysis and non-Gaussian experimental probability distributions.
• In Chapter 6 we present the experimental Fisher information extraction using our statisti-
cal distance method and give an intuitive picture of the procedure. We test the method in
the Gaussian regime with spin squeezed states and show corresponding results in the
non-Gaussian regime.
• In Chapter 7 we discuss the limits of the phase estimation sensitivity for the non-Gaussian
states in a Gaussian protocol and characterize the sensitivity of a model-free Bayesian
phase estimation procedure, which can be used to harness the non-Gaussian resource in
accordance with the extracted Fisher information.
• After the Outlook in Chapter 8 we give in Appendix A supplementary theoretical details
and the parameters of the hyperfine structure as reference. In Appendix B we show
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further characterizations of the employed dipole traps and provide technical details
about the magnetic field stabilization and the microwave and radio frequency system.
Furthermore we derive the influence of spectral phase noise on the performance of linear
pulse sequences.
4
52 Theoretical Concepts
In this chapter we provide insights into the theoretical concepts relevant for this thesis. Al-
though the generation of entangled states with Bose-Einstein condensates is a top-down
approach without access to the individual particles, we begin the discussion with a microscopic
view, which provides deeper insights into the mechanisms and their interpretation. We further
discuss the concept of Fisher information which provides to date the most general understand-
ing of advanced metrological applications and the role of entanglement therein. We will show
its connection to the concept of statistical distance, which provides the basis of our method for
experimental characterization of non-Gaussian quantum states.
2.1 Two-mode Bose Einstein condensate
Our systems of choice are Bose-Einstein condensates of 87Rb with atom numbers in the
range of 200 to 600 in tight optical traps, such that spatial excitation degrees of freedom are
effectively frozen out. After their production in one energy eigenstate of the electronic ground
state hyperfine manifold, we address the transition to a second substate with microwave and
radio frequency magnetic fields and in this way realize an ensemble of two-level systems.
The high density of the BEC induces significant collisional interactions, which in the case
of spin dependency allows to redistribute the collective quantum uncertainty, which leads to
entanglement between the atoms. The motional BEC state with negligible thermal fraction
causes these collisions to be coherent and reversible for long periods of time. The intuitive
microscopic picture of this is, that for the majority of collisional events of two atoms, initial
and final states are the identical (two) spatial modes of the BEC.
An important consequence of the BEC state is, that the individual constituent atoms become
indistinguishable even in principle. Since they share the same motional wavefunction, the
description of the internal degrees of freedom has to be symmetric on particle exchange to
yield a valid bosonic total wavefunction. This somewhat obscures the notion of entanglement,
because the division into subsystems is ambiguous. We will give a practical perspective on this
problem.
2.1.1 Two-level atom
The two-state system is the most generic setting in quantum mechanics and is considered most
important as quantum bit (qubit) for technological applications [22]. In our case, this will be
realized with two levels |a〉 and |b〉 of the ground state hyperfine manifold. It is convenient
5
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x
y
z
Figure 2.1 Bloch sphere picture of a single atom with two internal states |↑〉 and |↓〉. All possible pure
state superpositions can be parametrized by two angles (ϑ, ϕ) and span the surface of the unit sphere
to map it to a spin-1/2 with the two states |a〉 = |↓〉 (spin down) and |b〉 = |↑〉 (spin up). All
possible superpositions of these two states can be parametrized by
|ϑ, ϕ〉 = cos ϑ
2
|↑〉+ sin ϑ
2
eiϕ |↓〉 (2.1)
with the two angles ϑ and ϕ ranging from 0 to pi and 0 to 2pi, respectively. With that, the Hilbert
space has a one-to-one mapping to the surface of a sphere with radius 1/2, the so-called Bloch
sphere. It provides an intuitive picture of unitary operations, which all translate to rotations of
the Bloch vector [23]. An operator basis in this space is given by (together with the identity
matrix) the Pauli matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (2.2)
which are the generators of rotations around the respective axes and act on the representation
|↓〉 → (0 1)T , |↑〉 → (1 0)T which is the eigenbasis of σz. They obey the SU(2)
commutation relation [σx, σy] = 2iσz and their cyclic permutations. Another pair of useful
operators are the raising and lowering operators σ± = 12(σx ± iσy), acting on the basis states
in the following way:
σ+ |↑〉 = 0 σ+ |↓〉 = |↑〉 σ− |↑〉 = |↓〉 σ− |↓〉 = 0. (2.3)
They obey the commutation relations [σ+, σ−] = 2σz and [σz, σ±] = ±σ±. In turn, these can
be used to define the operators
σx
2
=
1
2
(σ+ + σ−) and
σy
2
=
1
2i
(σ+ − σ−). (2.4)
Together with the commutation relations, they are especially useful to construct the basis for
coupled spins.
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2.1.2 Collective spin picture
For our N atoms, or equivalently N elementary spins s = (σx/2, σy/2, σz/2), the Hilbert
space is given by the direct productH = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HN of the two-dimensionalHk of
the individual spin-1/2 systems which has the exponentially large dimension 2N .
When the individual qubits are not resolved, this complexity can be reduced by considering
the collective spin operators
Jˆα =
N∑
k=1
s(k)α =
1
2
N∑
k=1
σ(k)α , α = x, y, z. (2.5)
This has the advantage, that the z-component Jˆz = (n↑ − n↓)/2 corresponds to our measure-
ment observable, when counting the number of spin-ups and spin-downs of the ensemble,
implementing a projective measurement. The length√
〈Jˆ 2〉 =
√
〈Jˆ 2x + Jˆ 2y + Jˆ 2z 〉 =
√
J(J + 1) (2.6)
of this spin can take all values from 0 to
√
N/2(N/2 + 1) if N is even and
√
3/2 up to the
same maximal value ifN is odd. However, the value of J does not uniquely identify a subspace
ofH. This is most obvious, when summing the dimensions of J-subspaces (here for N even):
N/2∑
J=0
(2J + 1) =
N
2
(
N
2
+ 2
)
+ 1 2N (2.7)
The reason is, that except for the case J = N/2 there exists a multitude of orthogonal subspaces
with the same J [24]. A special and important case is realized, if the individual qubits are
indistinguishable even in principle. This is the case, when the spatial wave functions of the
physical qubits perfectly overlap as in our case of the two-mode BEC, or all interactions are
sufficiently fast and nonlocal as is the case for ions sharing collective trap-oscillations [25, 26],
or atoms, which interact collectively via the light field inside an optical cavity [27, 28]. A
symmetric initial state can for example be realized by preparing all qubits in |↓〉 and applying
a preparation pulse sufficiently fast and homogeneous over the ensemble to prepare each spin
in the same superposition. The state space for indistinguishable qubits is spanned by the
eigenstates of Jˆz (any axis is equally suitable) with the largest spin length, which are the fully
symmetric, permutationally invariant Dicke states |J,m〉 = |N/2,m〉. We will also use the
notation |k,N − k〉 with k = m + N/2 to simplify expressions. The spin length has to be
maximal for indistinguishable qubits, as can be seen with the explicit form of the Dicke state
in first quantization
|k,N − k〉 = 1√(
N
k
)∑
j,l
Pˆjl| ↑↑ . . . ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
↓↓ . . . ↓︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k
〉, (2.8)
where Pˆjl exchanges qubit j with qubit l and the sum runs over all distinguishable permutations.
Since the permutation operator commutes with Jˆ 2z one can evaluate
Jˆ 2z |k,N − k〉 =
1√(
N
k
)∑
j,l
PˆjlJˆ 2z | ↑↑ . . . ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
↓↓ . . . ↓︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k
〉 =
(
k − N
2
)2
|k,N − k〉 (2.9)
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Similarly, one obtains 〈Jˆ 2x 〉 = 〈Jˆ 2y 〉 = N/2+k(N−k), which leads to 〈Jˆ 2〉 = N/2(N/2+1)
and thus to the maximal J = N/2. For the example N = 3 the Dicke states are
|3, 0〉 = |↑↑↑〉
|2, 1〉 = 1√
3
(|↓↑↑〉+ |↑↓↑〉+ |↑↑↓〉)
|1, 2〉 = 1√
3
(|↑↓↓〉+ |↓↑↓〉+ |↓↓↑〉)
|0, 3〉 = |↓↓↓〉 (2.10)
As reference, in appendix A.2, we list also the non-symmetric basis states for N = 3 and
the singlet states (zero collective spin length) of N = 4. In analogy to the single qubit, the
collective raising and lowering operators
Jˆ± = 1
2
N∑
k=1
σˆ
(k)
± (2.11)
can be defined, which inherit the commutation relations [Jˆ+, Jˆ−] = 2Jˆz and [Jˆz, Jˆ±] = ±Jˆ±.
They can be used to construct the symmetric basis beginning with |0, N〉. One finds
Jˆ+ |k,N − k〉 =
√
(k + 1)(N − k) |k + 1, N − k − 1〉
Jˆ− |k,N − k〉 =
√
k(N − k + 1) |k − 1, N − k + 1〉 .
In this fully symmetric subspace, the collective spin operators can also be represented in second
quantization using the generic harmonic oscillator operators a† and b† with the commutation
relations [a, a†] = 1, [b, b†] = 1 and [a†, b†] = [a, b] = 0 leading to
Jˆ+ = b
†a (2.12)
Jˆ− = a†b (2.13)
Jˆx =
1
2
(Jˆ+ + Jˆ−) =
1
2
(b†a+ a†b) (2.14)
Jˆy =
1
2i
(Jˆ+ − Jˆ−) = 1
2i
(b†a− a†b) (2.15)
Jˆz =
1
2
(b†b− a†a) (2.16)
This is the Schwinger boson representation [29, 30] with built-in symmetrization among the
individual qubits. It can be efficiently written as the Schwinger-Jordan map
J =
(
b† a†
) σ
2
(
b
a
)
. (2.17)
Jˆz describes the occupation number difference between mode a and mode b. Strictly speaking,
our observable is Jˆz, but we will drop this distinction for simplicity.
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2.1.3 Collective rotations
Rotations of the qubit state |ϑ, ϕ〉 on the Bloch sphere can be experimentally implemented by
phase-controlled pulses of electromagnetic fields whose frequency is tuned close to resonance
of the energy difference between |↓〉 and |↑〉. In our case, relaxation of |↑〉 due to spontaneous
processes is negligible on the experimental timescale, such that the single-qubit Hamiltonian
that can be implemented in this way reads in rotating wave approximation
Hˆ
(k)
rot =
Ω(k)
2
(
sin(φ)σ(k)x + cos(φ)σ
(k)
y
)
+
δ
(k)
r
2
σ(k)z (2.18)
The direction of the rotation axis can be controlled by the phase φ of the radiation field and
the detuning δ(k)r /2pi = fradiation − fatom from atomic resonance. A qubit initially in state |↓〉,
performs Rabi oscillations with a frequency Ω(k)/2pi proportional to the amplitude of the
applied field and φ = 0 by convention. For δr = 0 and Ωτpulse = pi/2, that is a pi/2-pulse,
the qubit is prepared in the state |−〉 = 1√
2
(|↑〉 − |↓〉), which is an equal superposition lying
on the equator of the Bloch sphere and the starting point for most of our experiments. If the
applied field is close to homogeneous over the ensemble, that is Ωk ≈ Ω for every k = 1 . . . N
and detuning (magnetic field) gradients are sufficiently weak (δ(k)r ≈ δr), the rotations can be
described by the collective spin operators and the Hamiltonian reads
Hˆrot =
N∑
k=1
Hˆ
(k)
rot = Ω
(
sin(φ)Jˆx + cos(φ)Jˆy
)
+ δrJˆz (2.19)
2.1.4 Coherent spin states
An important class of symmetric states are coherent spin states [31, 32] (CSS). They can be
produced by collective rotations of the states |N, 0〉 or |0, N〉 and correspond to the preparation
of each qubit in the same superposition:
|ϑ, ϕ〉N = |ϑ, ϕ〉⊗N = exp(iϕJˆz) exp(iϑJˆy) |N, 0〉 (2.20)
An explicit expansion in the Dicke state basis is given by
|ϑ, ϕ〉N =
N∑
k=0
(
N
k
) 1
2
cos(ϑ/2)k sin(ϑ/2)N−k exp (−ikϕ) |k,N − k〉
=
N∑
k=0
[(
N
k
)
pk(1− p)N−k
] 1
2
exp (−ikϕ) |k,N − k〉 (2.21)
with p = cos2(ϑ/2). In the limiting case of p = 0 one defines |pi, ϕ〉N = |0, N〉 and likewise
|0, ϕ〉N = |N, 0〉 for p = 1. The CSS feature a binomial probability distribution in Jz, which
can be intuitively understood, since the qubits are independently prepared with a probability p
to be in the excited state |↑〉. Upon measurement, each qubit is projected to |↑〉 with probability
p and |↓〉 with probability (1 − p). The resulting distribution of the ensemble is therefore
binomial like the one of N independent coin tosses with probability p for heads and (1− p)
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for tails (unfair coin for p 6= 1/2). Continuing the example of N = 3, the coherent states on
the equator of the Bloch sphere are explicitely∣∣∣pi
2
, ϕ
〉
=
1√
8
(|0, 3〉+
√
3 e−iϕ |1, 2〉+
√
3 e−2iϕ |2, 1〉+ e−3iϕ |3, 0〉) (2.22)
The coherent states are non-orthogonal since their overlap is given by
〈ϑ′, ϕ′|ϑ, ϕ〉 =
[
cos
ϑ′
2
cos
ϑ
2
ei(ϕ
′−ϕ) + sin
ϑ′
2
sin
ϑ
2
]N
| 〈ϑ′, ϕ′|ϑ, ϕ〉 | =
(
1 + n · n′
2
)N
2
= cos
(α
2
)N
, (2.23)
which is generally nonzero. Here, n and n′ are the unit vectors of the mean spin direc-
tions and α is the angle between them, which is explicitely cos(α) = cos(ϑ) cos(ϑ′) +
sin(ϑ) sin(ϑ′) cos(ϕ− ϕ′). The overlap is strictly zero only if the mean spin directions are dia-
metrically opposite (n′ = −n). In the limit of big N , its absolute value can be approximated
through
cos
(α
2
)N
≈
(
1− α
2
8
)N
≈ exp
[
−Nα
2
8
]
= exp
[
−1
2
α2
σ2α
]
(2.24)
with σα = 2/
√
N . The CSS become more and more localized around the mean spin direc-
tion with increasing N and even orthogonal in the classical limit N → ∞. They form an
overcomplete basis with the completeness relation
N + 1
4pi
∫
dΩ |ϑ, ϕ〉〈ϑ, ϕ| = 1, (2.25)
where dΩ = sinϑdϑdϕ is the solid angle element. Due to the overcompleteness, off-diagonal
elements |ϑ′, ϕ′〉〈ϑ, ϕ| are unnecessary in the description.
A general mixed state is representable via
ρˆ =
∫
dΩP (ϑ, ϕ) |ϑ, ϕ〉〈ϑ, ϕ| . (2.26)
P (ϑ, ϕ) is called the P representation (Glauber–Sudarshan P in optics) and can be viewed
as a quasiprobability distribution in the phase space (ϑ, ϕ), in which a single CSS is a two-
dimensional point-like delta-function [33]
PCSS(ϑ, ϕ) = δ(θ − θ0)δ(sin(ϑ)[ϕ− ϕ0]). (2.27)
Here, the sin(ϑ) cures the ambiguity of ϕ at the poles of the sphere, such that it is well defined
everywhere.
The P function can be used to define non-classicality: A state that cannot be represented as
a mixture of coherent states where P is consistent with a classical probability measure has no
classical counterpart and is therefore genuinely quantum [34].
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2.1.5 Quasiprobabilities
For visualization purposes, the state of N indistinguishable qubits can be displayed on a
generalized Bloch sphere with the help of a quasiprobability distribution. Strictly speaking,
such a procedure is a transformation to a semiclassical phase-space picture, which attaches
a quasiprobability density value to each coherent state direction (ϑ, ϕ). To make the scaling
properties with atom number intuitive, one often uses the spin length N/2 as radius of the
sphere, which is a legitimate but arbitrary choice.
Coming from the discussion of the coherent states and the attached definition of non-
classicality, the most natural function to consider for this purpose seems to be the P -function.
However, this has obvious complications, since the representation of a coherent spin state is
already a delta-distribution. Only a minor redistribution of its quantum uncertainty around
the mean spin direction (for example due to squeezing) leads to a P -function which is more
singular than a delta function [35]. For a more intuitive view of this singularity, it is instructive
to consider the limit where N is sufficiently big and the quantum state localized around the
mean spin direction, such that the curvature of the sphere can be neglected. Then, a Holstein-
Primakoff approximation [36] can be employed, which keeps two rescaled orthogonal spin
operators perpendicular to the mean spin direction and drops the third direction (approximately
constant). To simplify the notation, it is assumed that the mean spin direction is the z-direction.
Then, the rescaled operators read
jˆx,y =
1√
N
Jˆx,y, jˆ± =
1√
N
Jˆ± (2.28)
and a general quadrature operator jˆϕ = (jˆ+ eiϕ +jˆ− e−iϕ) is introduced, which parametrizes
all linear combinations of jˆx = jˆ0 and jˆy = jˆpi/2. This is the same type of approximation
used for the analysis of balanced homodyne detection in optics, where the local oscillator
field is treated classically [37] and the photocurrent difference has the same operational
form ∆photo/
√
NLO = (aˆ
† eiϕ +aˆ e−iϕ). This enables one to apply the full framework of
quasiprobability theory developed mainly for optical systems in one harmonic oscillator mode.
Of course, this approximation becomes questionable when the quantum uncertainty of the
spin state gets more extended, but is very useful to develop an intuition. The P -function in
this framework is still a function of two variables, which is combined to a complex number
α = |α| eiϕ = αr + iαi and can be written in the form
P (α) =
1
pi2
∫
C
d2β exp[i(αiβr − αrβi)]Φ(β) (2.29)
The characteristic function Φ(β) of the complex argument β = βr + iβi is the two dimensional
Fourier transform of P (α) [34] and can be written as [36]
Φ(β) = 〈exp[βjˆ− − β∗jˆ+]〉 exp[|β|2/2] (2.30)
Here, 〈·〉 denotes the quantum mechanical expectation value. We know that the P -function of
the coherent state is a δ-function, which is the Fourier transform of Φ(β) = 1. Thus, the term
in expectation value brackets is exp(−|β|2/2) in this case. A similarly intuitive example is the
squeezed state, whose characteristic function reads [38]
Φ(β) = exp
[
−β
2
r
2
Vx − β
2
i
2
Vy
]
exp[|β|2/2]. (2.31)
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Vx and Vy are the variances in the two orthogonal directions with VxVy ≥ 1 due to the
Heisenberg uncertainty product ∆Jˆx∆Jˆy ≥ 〈Jˆz〉/2. If one of them is smaller than one, the
characteristic function is exponentially rising and its Fourier transform is more singular than
the δ-function. In order to obtain a well-behaved function for all quantum states, appropriate
filtering Φfilt(β) = Φ(β)F (β) has to be performed on the characteristic function [38] leading
to different quasiprobability representations. A special class of such filters is given by
F (β, s) = exp[−(1− s)|β|2/2] (2.32)
This leads to the most prominent ones, namely the Wigner function (s = 0) and the Husimi
Q-function (s = −1), which can be nicely summarized in this way. If the filter is nonzero
everywhere, the filtering procedure is theoretically reversible and the full information about
the quantum state is preserved. If one wants to assign non-classical effects to negativities
of the filtered quasiprobabilities, care has to be taken, that the filter itself does not introduce
these negativities. This can be fulfilled, if the filter has a non-negative Fourier transform. A
simple problematic example is a hard cutoff at a specific value of |β|, which Fourier transforms
to an Airy-Disk with negativities. Recently, properly defined "nonclassicality filters" were
introduced [38] and applied to show negative quasiprobabilities of optical and atomic squeezed
states [35, 36]. Since Φ(β)/ exp[|β|2/2] is Gaussian for the squeezed state, the observed
structure in this case is mainly given by the Fourier transform of the filter (which is also
bell-shaped with variable width) multiplied with exp[|β|2/2], convoluted with the experimental
Gaussian distribution.
Although the Holstein-Primakoff approximation becomes questionable for small atom
numbers, it allows to develop a good intuition about quasiprobability distributions and their
appropriate formulation in the spherical phase space of the atomic two-level system.
Husimi Q representation One particularly useful quasiprobability measure is the Husimi-
Q function, which is easily computable and defined as
Q(ϑ, ϕ) =
N + 1
4pi
〈ϑ, ϕ| ρˆ |ϑ, ϕ〉 . (2.33)
As already discussed, it forms a filtered version of the P representation, which can be observed,
when inserting Eq. 2.26 in 2.33, yielding
Q(ϑ, ϕ) =
N + 1
4pi
∫
dΩ′ P (ϑ′, ϕ′) |〈ϑ′, ϕ′|ϑ, ϕ〉|2
≈ N + 1
4pi
∫
dΩ′ P (ϑ′, ϕ′) exp[−Nα2/4].
The approximation is valid for N  1. Inserting PCSS of the coherent spin state (Eq. 2.27),
its Husimi representation Q(ϑ, ϕ) ∝ exp[−1/2(α20/σ2α0)] in the big-N limit is isotropically
Gaussian around the mean spin direction (ϑ0, ϕ0) with an angular width σα0 =
√
2/N .
Compared with its angular uncertainty 1/
√
N , this is a factor of
√
2 broader. Since the
coherent spin state was a point-like δ-function in the P representation, this is the minimal
structure size that can be observed with a positive P representation. As seen before, smaller
12
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structures are only possible with negative values of P or points, at which it is more singular
than a δ-function. The Husimi distribution is zero or positive everywhere and thus non-classical
effects are less obvious due to the smoothing effect. Single Dicke states for example, whose
quasiprobability distributions are ring-shaped around the Bloch sphere [39] feature a width in
ϑ-direction on the order of 1/
√
N in the Q representation, which is a relatively weak effect in
view of their highly non-classical character.
2.1.6 Interaction and the two-mode BEC
The discussion so far has not considered the spatial wavefunction of the qubits. Since they are
embedded in the BEC, they spatially overlap and interact via binary collisions. The interaction
part of the Hamiltonian in second quantization reads [40]
Hint =
∫
d3x
(gaa
2
Ψ†aΨ
†
aΨaΨa +
gbb
2
Ψ†bΨ
†
bΨbΨb + gabΨ
†
aΨ
†
bΨaΨb
)
(2.34)
where the field operator Ψ†(x) creates a particle in spin state a at position x and gij =
4pi~2aij/m quantify the s-wave interaction strength with the scattering lengths aij of the two
components among themselves and each other. For ultracold gases, scattering via partial waves
with higher angular momentum are strongly suppressed, such that this is a good approximation.
For repulsive interactions (positive scattering length) the two components are miscible if
gaagbb ≥ g2ab, and tend to maximize their overlap [41]. For harmonic traps with high trapping
frequencies, spatial dynamics are frozen out, and the field operators can be approximated as
Ψ†α(x) = ψα(x)α
† with a spatial mode function ψα(x) and the harmonic oscillator creation
operators α† (α = a, b). The mode functions can be found as the ground state of the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation [41], assuming, that they are stationary and do not depend on the relative
occupation number. With this two-mode approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian turns into
Hint = Xaa a
†a†aa+Xbb b†b†bb+ 2Xab a†b†ab
= XaaNˆa(Nˆa − 1) +XbbNˆb(Nˆb − 1) + 2XabNˆaNˆb (2.35)
with the interaction constants
Xαβ =
gαβ
2
∫
d3x |ψα(x)|2|ψβ(x)|2. (2.36)
Nˆa and Nˆb denote the occupation number operators of the two modes. Substituting Nˆa =
N/2− Jˆz and Nˆb = N/2 + Jˆz and neglecting constant terms (global energy shifts) yields
Hint = (N − 1)(Xbb −Xaa)Jˆz + (Xaa +Xbb − 2Xab)Jˆ2z
= δintJˆz + χJˆ
2
z
The interaction thus yields a linear term, which leads to an additional phase evolution like the
previous detuning from atomic resonance (density- or meanfield-shift) and the nonlinear term,
which generates squeezing and entanglement and is called one-axis twisting Hamiltonian [11].
It constitutes a phase evolution which itself depends on the relative occupation numbers of the
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two modes. This is a very non-local operation among the individual qubits, as can be seen,
when writing this Hamiltonian in the individual particle spins as
Jˆ2z =
(
1
2
N∑
j=1
σ(j)z
)2
=
N
4
+
1
2
N∑
j<k
σ(j)z σ
(k)
z , (2.37)
which is valid in the symmetric subspace. It is the interaction part of the fully connected Ising
model and shows that for χ 6= 0 every qubit directly interacts nonlocally with every other. The
phase evolution of a single spin thus depends on the population imbalance of all others.
The time evolution under this Hamiltonian starting from a coherent spin state on the equator
of the Bloch sphere can be intuitively grasped as redistribution (shearing) of the quantum
uncertainty parallel to the equator, since every constituent Jz-eigenstate |k,N − k〉 aquires a
different phase during the evolution time tevo. With the expansion of the coherent spin states
(Eq. 2.21) this reads for example
|Ψ(tevo)〉 = exp
[
−iχtevoJˆ2z
] ∣∣∣pi
2
, 0
〉
N
=
N∑
k=0
√(
N
k
)
1
2N
exp
[
−iχtevo
(
k − N
2
)2]
|k,N − k〉
The evolution results in squeezed states up to a timescale ∼ 1/χ√N and culminates in a phase
cat state (equal superposition of two coherent states diametrically opposite on the equator of
the Bloch sphere) for half of the recurrence time trec = pi/χ. This fragile state however is far
beyond what can be currently reached in the BEC system, but impressive results have been
achieved in cavity QED systems [42, 43] and few trapped atomic ions [44, 45]. In the quantum
information context, the quantum evolution up to trec/2 is known as Mølmer-Sørensen [26]
entangling quantum gate, realizable in ion systems via collective trap oscillations with direct
driving [46] or geometric phase imprints [47, 48].
Further insight into this interaction can be gained by rotating the coordinate system by
90 degrees, such that the initial state is the coherent spin state |0, 0〉N (corresponding to all
atoms in |↑〉) and Jˆ2z turns into Jˆ2x interaction. This situation is usually found in discussions on
the generation of the squeezed vacuum state [49] in quantum optics or the Mølmer-Sørensen
interaction. In second quantization, one can expand
χJˆ2x =
χ
4
(b†a+ a†b)2 =
χ
4
(b†b†aa+ a†a†bb+ 2Nˆa(N − Nˆa) +N). (2.38)
One observes, that from this perspective the action of Jˆ2x is pair production of excitations
of the initially empty mode ψa. For short evolution time and big atom numbers N , one can
approximate the operator of the highly populated mode with a c-number (b2 ≈ N exp[i2φb] =
ζ) and Nˆa ≈ 0. In quantum optics, this is called the undepleted pump approximation [50]. It
leads to
χJˆ2x ≈
χ
4
(ζ∗a2 + ζa†2). (2.39)
The corresponding unitary time evolution operator exp[−itχ(ζ∗a2 + ζa†2)/4] is exactly the
squeezing operator found in textbook discussions of squeezed light [51, 52]. The analogy is
14
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good, as long as the local approximation of the sphere as flat surface over the extension of
the quantum state is justified. For longer evolution time, the spherical topology of the phase
space becomes important and the ’undepleted pump approximation’ becomes invalid as the
state begins to wrap around the Bloch sphere.
Rabi coupling A similar treatment for external Rabi coupling [40], which leads to inter-
conversion of the two components, yields an effective Rabi frequency
Ω˜ = Ω
∫
d3xψ∗a(x)ψb(x) ≤ Ω. (2.40)
However, this is only a valid description when the interconversion is adiabatic, meaning that
the spatial mode has to be able to adapt faster than the Rabi drive is changing its occupation.
This is because the Rabi coupling microscopically constitutes a single particle addressing.
For example, if all atoms are initially prepared in ψa, which would not perfectly overlap with
the other equilibrium mode ψb, the application of very strong Rabi coupling for τpulse = pi/Ω
would lead to a transfer of all atoms to |↑〉 but the spatial mode would still be ψa. The Rabi
frequency in this limit would correspond to the bare Ω, not to Ω˜ and the subsequent time
evolution would be an oscillatory motion of the atomic cloud in the trapping potential around
the equilibrium position of the mode ψb. In our case, the optical traps are spin-independent to a
very good approximation and interaction effects on the shape of the two modes negligible, such
that ψa ≈ ψb and Ω˜ ≈ Ω. When this single spatial mode approximation becomes invalid, the
interplay of strong Rabi coupling and interaction leads to demixing effects also in the initially
miscible situation, which is counterintuitive but can be understood as demixing of dressed
states [41], which we also studied and published in [53].
2.1.7 Collective spin Hamiltonian
In the two-mode approximation with the choice φ = 3pi/2 for the phase of the Rabi coupling
(Eq. 2.19) the relevant spin Hamiltonian becomes
Hˆ = χJˆ2z − ΩJˆx + δJˆz (2.41)
with the detuning δ = δr + δint being a combination of the detuning of the coupling radiation
from the bare atomic resonance and the interaction induced shift. This is a special case of
the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick Hamiltonian [54] studied in nuclear physics. The corresponding
time evolution it induces features very rich phenomena depending on the relative strength of
the three ingredients. Its analogy to the Josephson phenomenology of two weakly coupled
superfluids will be shown in the next section. In qubit operator basis it reads
Hˆ − const. = χ
2
∑
j<k
σ(j)z σ
(k)
z −
Ω
2
∑
j
σ(j)x +
δ
2
∑
j
σ(j)z , (2.42)
which is the Hamiltonian of the fully connected Ising model [55] in a combined transverse and
axial magnetic field.
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2.1.8 Mean field limit and classical trajectories
In the limit N → ∞ the finite quantum uncertainty 1/√N of the coherent state around the
mean spin direction can be neglected and the operators replaced by their expectation value for
a coherent spin state |ϑ, ϕ〉, explicitly
(Jˆx, Jˆy, Jˆz)→ (〈Jˆx〉, 〈Jˆy〉, 〈Jˆz〉) = N
2
(x, y, z)
=
N
2
(sinϑ cosϕ, sinϑ sinϕ, cosϑ)
=
N
2
(
√
1− z2 cosϕ,
√
1− z2 sinϕ, z) (2.43)
The Hamiltonian in this limit becomes
H =
N
2
(
Nχ
2
z2 − Ωx+ δ z
)
(2.44)
The equations of motion can be derived from the Ehrenfest theorem, which reads for the spin
operators
d
dt
〈Jˆα〉 = 1
i
〈[Jˆα, Hˆ]〉+
〈∂Jˆα
∂t
〉
. (2.45)
The operators have no explicit time dependence, so only the result of the commutator is relevant.
After the substitutions 〈JˆαJˆβ〉 = 〈Jˆα〉〈Jˆβ〉 this leads to the equations of motionx˙y˙
z˙
 =
 −Nχzy − δ yNχ zx+ δ x+ Ω z
−Ω y
 . (2.46)
Their solutions are the classical trajectories, which are isopotential lines of Eq. 2.44. Owing
to the spherical topology of the phase space, the equations of motion obtain the compactest
form in the angle coordinates (ϑ, ϕ) = (arccos(z), arctan(y/x)) with the time derivatives
ϑ˙ = −z˙/√1− z2 and ϕ˙ = (y˙x− yx˙)/(x2 + y2), where they read(
ϑ˙
ϕ˙
)
= Ω
( − sinϕ
Λ cosϑ+ cosϕ/ tanϑ+ δ˜
)
(2.47)
The Rabi frequency Ω determines the timescale of the dynamics and the dimensionless parame-
ters Λ = Nχ/Ω and δ˜ = δ/Ω the shape and symmetry properties of the phase space portrait. It
is shown in Fig. 2.2 for the symmetric case δ = 0. In the experimental situation, Λ is controlled
by the Rabi coupling strength, so for fixed detuning, the parameter δ/Ω changes as well. This
situation is shown in Fig. 2.3 for a constant detuning δ = 2pi × 2 Hz. We reparametrize once
more to obtain the equations of motion for the the population imbalance z and the relative
phase ϕ between the two modes, which is mostly discussed in the literature [56–61] and reads(
z˙
ϕ˙
)
= Ω
( −√1− z2 sinϕ
Λz + (z/
√
1− z2) cosϕ+ δ˜
)
. (2.48)
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Figure 2.2 Phase space picture of the weakly coupled interacting two-mode BEC. In the classical
limit N →∞ the quantum uncertainty can be neglected, which yields classical equations of motion
for the mean spin direction. The resulting trajectories are shown on the sphere and as flat phase space
portraits of the variable ϕ and its canonical momentum z for the resonant case δ = 0 and various
values of the system parameter Λ = Nχ/Ω, which quantifies the relative strength of the interaction
energy scale Nχ and the Rabi coupling Ω. For small Λ, the dynamics is dominated by Ω, which results
in slightly anharmonic oscillations with altered frequency (plasma- and pi-oscillations). The phase
space features two stable fixed points F0 = (0, 0) and Fpi = (0, pi) on the x-axis, which is the rotation
axis. At the critical value Λ = 1, the stable fixed point Fpi bifurcates into two new stable fixed points
F± = (±
√
1− 1/Λ2, pi) and Fpi itself becomes an unstable hyperbolic fixed point. The separatrix
(black line) marks the border between trajectories with 〈z〉 6= 0 (macroscopic quantum self trapping)
and those with 〈z〉 = 0. For Λ > 2, the separatrix embraces the two poles, which results in possible
trajectories with ϕ monotonically increasing (running phase modes).
The classical Hamiltonian in these coordinates becomes
H =
NΩ
2
(
Λ
2
z2 −
√
1− z2 cosϕ+ δ˜ z
)
. (2.49)
The dynamics of the system features a rich variety of phenomena, some of which are remi-
niscent of the behavior of a Josephson junction [57, 62] in superconducting materials (SJJ).
In this case, the two modes are the macroscopically occupied wave functions of cooper pairs
divided by a thin membrane, which provides a weak link of the two sides via tunneling.
Our system is the implementation of an internal bosonic Josephson junction (BJJ) in analogy
to the external version of a BEC in a double well potential, where the weak link (Rabi coupling)
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Figure 2.3 The classical phase space for a fixed detuning of δ = 2pi × 2 Hz. The interaction energy
scale Nχ = 2pi × 30 Hz is kept constant and Λ adjusted via the Rabi frequency. Decreasing Ω for
increasing Λ leads to an upward shift of the fixed point Fpi and eventually to the appearance of a second
stable and the unstable fixed point (bifurcation "out of blue sky"). For even smaller Ω the system is
again dominated by interaction and the detuning merely leads to a shift towards smaller z compared to
the resonant case.
is provided by a controllable tunnel barrier, also realized in our group with a precursor of
the current experimental setup [63, 64]. The big advantage of the internal system is that the
Rabi coupling can easily overwhelm the interaction effects and allows for a very controlled
preparation and characterization of the spin states.
For the BJJ all values of −1 ≤ z ≤ 1 are accessible, whereas the SJJ is mostly at z ≈ 0
due to the external circuit. Furthermore, the BJJ features various nonlinear behavior like
macroscopic quantum self trapping at z 6= 0 [57, 59, 65], which is a unique effect of dominant
interaction. The BJJ has a mechanical analog, where z is the canonical momentum of the
displacement angle ϕ of a pendulum whose length gets shortened by the factor
√
1− z2 of
its momentum [58]. The striking phenomena are in addition to oscillations with 〈ϕ〉 = 0 and
running phase modes (complete revolutions around the pivot) of the standard pendulum two
oscillation modes with 〈ϕ〉 = pi around the upward standing position. We will show below,
that by a coordinate transformation, these complicated behavior can be precisely mapped to a
rigid pendulum by a coordinate transformation.
The interesting case for nonclassical state generation is Λ > 1, where the phase space (z, ϕ)
features three stable fixed points (F0 = (0, 0) and F± = (±
√
1− 1/Λ2, pi)) and the unstable
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hyperbolic fixed point Fpi = (0, pi) on the negative x-axis. The energy landscape given by
the classical Hamiltonian obtains a saddle point there (quadratically increasing in z-direction
and decreasing in ϕ-direction for positive parameters). The regime Λ 1 of dominant Rabi
coupling is used for preparation and characterization of the quantum state. In the intermediate
regime 0 < Λ < 1, the frequency of small amplitude oscillations around the two stable
fixed points (plasma- and pi-oscillations) are very useful for an independent characterization
of the nonlinearity. A linearization (
√
1− z2 ≈ 1, sinϕ ≈ ±ϕ and cosϕ ≈ ±1) of the
equations of motion for δ = 0 around (0, 0) and (0, pi) gives z¨ = −Ω2(1 + Λ)z = −ω2plz and
z¨ = −Ω2(1−Λ)z = −ω2piz whose solutions are sinusoidal with the frequencies ωpl = Ω
√
1 + Λ
and ωpi = Ω
√
1− Λ. Observation of both allows to extract the parameters Ω and χ as
Ω =
√
(ω2pl + ω
2
pi)/2
χ = (ω2pl − ω2pi)/(2NΩ). (2.50)
One has to keep in mind however that this is only valid for small amplitudes, since larger
oscillations are anharmonic. A similar harmonic linearization around the two self-trapping
fixed points in the bifurcated regime yields the equations of motion ϕ˙ = ΩΛ(1− Λ2)(z − z±)
and z˙ = Ωϕ/Λ and thus z¨ = −ω2±z with the frequency ω± = Ω
√
Λ2 − 1, which is bigger than
Ω. For Ω → 0, i.e. Λ → ∞ but ΩΛ = Nχ = const., these two stable fixed points coincide
with the poles of the sphere, the two fixed points on the equator disappear and the frequency
ω± → Nχ corresponds to the phase evolution due to the nonlinearity (see Eq. 2.48), which is
maximal at the poles z = ±1.
2.1.9 Mapping to a rigid pendulum
Here we will show how the meanfield limit of the nonlinear system in the case of zero detuning
can be mapped onto the motion of a one-dimensional mathematical pendulum with the help of
an elementary coordinate transformation.
We first note that the trajectories are equipotential lines of the classical Hamiltonian and for
fixed spin length we have z2 = 1− x2 − y2, thus the classical Hamiltonian yields with δ = 0
Nχ
2
(1− x2 − y2)− Ωx = const. (2.51)
By completing the square, we get(
x+
1
Λ
)2
+ y2 = r2 = const. (2.52)
This is the equation of a circle, which means that all trajectories including the separatrix upon
projection to the x-y-plane fall onto circular lines 1. The center of all these circles is the point
(x, y) = (−1/Λ, 0), which will turn out to be the pivot of the mathematical pendulum swinging
in the x-y-plane. We define the phase of the pendulum as φ = arcsin(y/r). The first time
derivative yields with the equations of motion (Eq. 2.46)
dφ
dt
=
1√
r2 − y2
dy
dt
=
(Nχx+ Ω)z√
r2 − y2 =
(x+ 1/Λ)Nχz√
r2 − y2 . (2.53)
1This means that the separatrix and all trajectories are section lines of cylinders with the unit sphere.
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Figure 2.4 Rigid pendulum mapping of the Bose Josephson Junction mean-field limit For the
case of zero detuning δ, all trajectories including the separatrix fall onto circular lines with center
(x, y) = (−1/Λ, 0) upon projection to the x-y-plane. The temporal dynamics can be mapped onto a
rigid mathematical one-dimensional pendulum with the angle φ = arcsin(y/r) as dynamical variable
and the atomic imbalance z = φ˙/Nχ its conjugate momentum. Due to the restriction to the unit circle,
only oscillations with 〈φ〉 = 0 are possible for Λ < 1. For increasing Λ, the pivot of the pendulum
moves towards the origin. If the pivot point lies inside the unit circle, the pendulum is free to perform
also complete revolutions, in clockwise direction for z < 0 and counterclockwise for z > 0. This is
the bifurcation scenario [61]. For comparison with the non-rigid ’momentum shortened’ pendulum
analogy [58] employing the atomic phase ϕ as dynamical variable, we depict a complicated inverted
mode for the case Λ = 0.9.
With Eq. 2.52, the square root cancels and we have
φ˙ = Nχz. (2.54)
The second derivative yields
φ¨ = Nχz˙ = −NχΩy = −NχΩr sinφ. (2.55)
This yields the equation of motion of a one-dimensional mathematical pendulum
φ¨+ ω20 sinφ = 0 (2.56)
with the small amplitude angular frequency ω0 =
√
NχΩr = Ω
√
Λr. The atomic imbalance z
takes the role of the conjugate momentum: z = φ˙/Nχ and the classical Hamiltonian of this
pendulum takes the form
H˜ =
Nχ
2
z2 − Ωr cosφ (2.57)
with the canonical equations of motion
dz
dt
= −∂H˜
∂φ
= −Ωr sinφ
dφ
dt
=
∂H˜
∂z
= Nχz. (2.58)
The pendulum obtains its largest momentum, when φ = 0, where it can be noted most
conveniently as
φ˙
∣∣
φ=0
= Nχ
√
1− x2 − y2∣∣
φ=0
= Ω
√
Λ2 − (Λr − 1)2. (2.59)
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We note that there is no momentum shortening of the pendulum involved. Since the
trajectories are confined to the sphere, this allows to grasp the bifurcation scenario. For Λ < 1
the pivot lies outside the unit circle and only oscillations with downward mean bob position
are possible. The pivot approaches the unit circle for Λ→ 1 and crosses it at Λ = 1. This is
where the bifurcation happens. For Λ > 1 the pivot is inside the unit circle and trajectories
with full revolutions around the pivot are possible2. In this case, the separatrix is the trajectory
with radius r = (1− 1/Λ), that touches the unit circle. The trajectories inside the separatrix
are those corresponding to macroscopic quantum self-trapping (MQST) with the bob turning
clockwise for z < 0 and counter-clockwise for z > 0. For Λ > 2 the separatrix encloses
the origin, which enables windings of the atomic phase ϕ (running phase modes), which in
our picture corresponds to the same mode of the pendulum as the pi-self-trapped trajectories
of [57, 58]. Both feature a running phase φ. Equation 2.59 explains the frequency close to the
self-trapped stable fixed points, since for r → 0 (close to the fixed point, which is equal to the
pivot in this case), we get the self-trapping frequency Ω
√
Λ2 − 1 as obtained in 2.1.8 with a
linearization of the equations of motion.
For Λ→∞ (Ω→ 0), the pivot approaches the origin and the phase becomes equal to the
atomic phase (φ → ϕ). In this case, the angular momentum stays constant (z˙ = 0) and the
phase evolves with φ˙ = Nχz, corresponding to one-axis twisting.
We note that the ’gravitational acceleration’, which points into positive x-direction for
our pendulum is NχΩr2 and thus it has no obvious mechanical analogue. The oscillation
frequency increases with the pendulum length contrary to a ’normal’ pendulum in gravity.
Specifically, for Λ < 1 we recover the frequencies of plasma-oscillations with r = 1/Λ + 1
and of pi-oscillations with r = 1/Λ− 1. Note that due to the conservation of the spin length,
every φ is connected to two possible momenta z only. All realizable turning points of the
pendulum lie on the unit circle, where z = 0.
Our picture gives a simplified and unifying handle on the periods and temporal shape of the
mean-field oscillations, since they are given by those of the mathematical pendulum, which are
known very well in terms of elliptic integrals and Jacobi elliptic functions, respectively [66],
which was also obtained in [57] for the momentum shortened pendulum. Maybe more im-
portantly, it identifies the correct angle to judge the validity of the small-angle approximation
over the whole parameter regime and phase space, which is much less obvious with the atomic
phase ϕ. For example, with Λ < 1, there are trajectories, where the atomic phase (and thus
the momentum-shortened pendulum) makes excursions by almost ±pi/2, but the oscillation
is close to harmonic, which is explained by the rigid pendulum mapping. The limit of strong
Rabi coupling is also nicely included with Λ→ 0, the pendulum length r →∞, but Λr → 1,
which gives ω0 → Ω. All trajectories are close to harmonic in this case, since the small-angle
approximation becomes increasingly better.
Our pendulum analogy does not include an approximation and is different to the standard
Josephson mapping, since it does not use the (natural) macroscopic phase as dynamic variable.
It is exact, if the rotation axis of the Rabi coupling is perpendicular to the nonlinear twist.
In the detuned case, the effective rotation axis obtains a tilt in z-direction and the x-y planar
symmetry is broken. However, the pendulum picture still provides a good intuition, if the
detuning is small compared to Ω and Nχ.
2To simplify the notations, we take Λ > 0. The case Λ < 0 corresponds to a rotation of the picture by 180◦
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In the bifurcated regime, the period of trajectories close to the separatrix diverges. For the
creation of non-classical states, we prepare a coherent spin state in the regime Λ 1 with the
pivot on the positive y-axis. We then change the direction of the pivot by pi/2 to the negative
x-axis and quench the pivot position nonadiabatically to 1/Λ < 1 by decreasing the Rabi
frequency. This prepares the inverted pendulum situation which, due to the coherent state width
in z corresponds to a preparation of a ’superposition of trajectories’ close to the separatrix,
turning clockwise for z < 0 and counterclockwise for z > 0 during the time evolution. The
pendulum falls down to both sides simultaneously.
After writing, we have become aware of [67], where the mapping to the mathematical
pendulum was first recognized.
Comparison to the Josephson pendulum We have been describing a system of two
coupled largely populated bosonic modes as in the effective description of the Josephson effect
of superconductors. However, for the ’classic’ Josephson effect, all couplings are linear. In our
language, the classic Josephson effect would be described by the HamiltonianHJ = −Ωx+δz,
i.e. Rabi coupling with a finite detuning. The Josephson equations (z˙ = Ω sinϕ ; ϕ˙ = δ) come
about by considering z ≈ 0, which is maintained by the external circuit. If this would not be
the case, the Josephson effect would correspond to a (tilted) linear rotation and thus to a rigid
rotor. The dc Josephson effect (δ = 0) is explained by the changing projection of the mean
spin vector onto the rotation axis with the phase ϕ. When the mean spin vector is parallel with
the rotation axis, the coupling and therefore the current through the junction vanishes (z˙ = 0),
whereas it gets maximal for a relative angle of pi/2. For the ac Josephson effect (δ 6= 0), the
phase ϕ changes with a constant rate (corresponding to the external voltage) and thus the
current varies sinusoidally.
An isolated Josephson junction with finite parallel capacitance becomes nonlinear and can
be mapped to a pendulum, again for z ≈ 0 [68]. At first sight, the nonlinearity of our system
seems different in nature, since it is based on interactions between the constituent qubits.
However the effect is very similar, since the interaction in our case is also shared over the
whole ensemble in analogy to the capacitively shunted Josephson junction.
Yet, the approach to employ the nonlinearity is very different in the two systems. For
superconducting qubit devices, the nonlinearity is typically used to lift the splitting degeneracy
in the energy spectrum for macroscopic (phase) states with z ≈ 0, such that two of them can
be addressed and used as single qubit [69]. In contrast, we deal with nonequilibrium dynamics
of the interacting system, which populates a large number of eigenstates and evolves into a
nonclassical state. It eventually spreads over a big range of imbalances z (corresponding to a
big variation in the number of cooper pairs on the capacitor) and/or phases ϕ.
2.1.10 Quantum evolution from the classically unstable fixed
point
Figure 2.5 shows the ideal quantum evolution obtained by numerical diagonalization of the spin
Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.41) starting with a coherent spin state placed on the classically unstable
fixed point. The spread of the initial quantum uncertainty during the time evolution follows the
’velocity field’ given by the mean-field trajectories close to the separatrix. Short evolution times
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Figure 2.5 Phase space picture of the ideal quantum evolution. Top row: Pictorial mean-field
representation of the two contributions nonlinearity and linear coupling, which leads in combination
(here Λ = Nχ/Ω = 1.5 and δ = 0) to the bifurcated phase space. Middle and bottom row: Numerical
integration of the time evolution starting with a coherent spin state on the classically unstable fixed
point (corresponding to the lowest eigenstate of Jˆx) for N = 380 atoms, Λ = 1.5 and Ω = 2pi × 20 Hz.
The middle row shows the Husimi projection and the bottom row the corresponding Wigner distribution.
Short evolution times lead to spin squeezed states, which develop into non-Gaussian states as the
quantum uncertainty ’wraps’ around the two stable fixed points above and below the equator. This is
accompanied by negativities and rapid oscillations of the Wigner function. For better visibility, both
distributions are rescaled to their maximum for each evolution time. The classical trajectories, exactly
valid for N → ∞ provide an excellent intuitive guideline to understand the quantum evolution for
a finite number of atoms. The Husimi distribution is positive everywhere, but still carries the full
information about the quantum state. The Wigner function has the nice property, that the observable
spin distribution for some projection axis is obtained by integration in perpendicular direction (marginal
distributions). This can serve as basis for quantum state tomography [49, 74].
result in spin squeezed states, which turn into non-Gaussian states for later evolution times as
the state begins to bend around the two stable fixed points. The Wigner distribution obtains
negativities and rapid oscillations, which can be interpreted as quantum interference in phase
space [70, 71]. Compared to pure one-axis twisting (χJˆ2z ), the squeezing evolution as well as
the transition to non-Gaussian states is accelerated by the addition of linear coupling[40, 72, 73].
For the quantitative characteristics of these states see section 2.6.
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2.2 Fisher Information and the Cramér-Rao bound
The discussion of statistical parameter estimation dates back to Edgeworth, Fisher, Cramer and
Rao [75–79], who laid the grounds for a quantitative and general understanding of the precision
on a probability distribution parameter which can be obtained from a finite number of repetitions
of an experiment. The role of the Fisher information is to quantify the amount of knowledge
about a parameter that can be extracted from observations of a fluctuating observable. In
our case, the fluctuating observable will be the imbalance z = (Nb − Na)/(Nb + Na) and
the parameter a phase (or angle) θ, since every unitary change on a quantum system can
be characterized by a phase. The basis of the discussion are the conditional probability
distributions Pz(θ) = P (z|θ) which characterize the measurement outcomes given the value
θ of the parameter. From the knowledge of Pz(θ), which can be obtained from a calibration
measurement, statistical arguments or a complete theoretical description, an unknown future
value of θ can be estimated from a single repetition of the experiment with this unknown
setting. The Fisher information quantifies the achievable precision of this estimation task
via the Cramér-Rao bound. The notation of its derivation in the literature is often somewhat
obscured by the aim for the most general expressions in the multivariate case. For our purpose,
a single parameter and discrete probability distributions are enough and the derivation can be
written down in a very compact form.
We will concentrate here on unbiased estimators and give the biased version in the discussion
about the quantum Fisher information. An estimator is called unbiased if its expectation value
is the true value of the parameter, that is
〈θˆest〉 = θ. (2.60)
Specifically, this means that the deviation of the estimator from the true value in a single
evaluation is only of statistical nature and averages to zero if the experiment is repeated. This
must not be confused with the situation in which more and more statistical samples are used
for a single evaluation of the estimator, since then, it should always converge to the true value,
if it is a sensible estimator. Consider for example the familiar estimators for mean and variance
of a random variable X , which read for m repetitions
X =
1
m
m∑
k=0
xk and s2 =
1
m− 1
m∑
k=0
(xk −X)2. (2.61)
If X is Gaussian distributed, s2 is unbiased, whereas the mean squared deviation (m− 1)s2/m,
which also converges to the variance for m→∞ is statistically not centered at the true value
for finite m. The bias of s2 however depends on the form of the probability distribution of X .
We use the notation ∆X2 = Var(X) for the variance and 〈X〉 for the statistical expectation
value in the limit of infinite sampling, where X is described by its probability distribution. We
will focus on discrete probability distributions, since this is the experimental situation and is
more handy to treat. The general continuous case can be found in the extensive literature on
the subject, for example [78, 80, 81]. In the discrete case, the only requirements are that Pz(θ)
is differentiable with respect to θ and that the support of Pz(θ), that is the range for the values
of z, where Pz(θ) is nonzero, does not depend on θ [82].
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Cramér-Rao bound For deriving the precision bound of the estimator θˆest we start from
the equality
0 = 〈θˆest − θ〉 = ∂
∂θ
∑
z
(θˆest − θ)Pz(θ) = −1 +
∑
z
(θˆest − θ) ∂
∂θ
Pz(θ). (2.62)
Under the assumption that the estimator itself is not explicitly dependent on θ, but universal,
that is ∂θθˆest = 0, we get
∑
z
(θˆest − θ) ∂
∂θ
Pz(θ) =
〈
(θˆest − θ) ∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
〉
= 1. (2.63)
Taking the square of both sides, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the expectation value
〈XY 〉2 ≤ 〈X2〉〈Y 2〉, where X = (θˆest − θ) and Y = ∂θ logPz(θ), yields
〈(θˆest − θ)2〉
〈(
∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
)2〉
≥ 1. (2.64)
We thus obtain the Cramér-Rao bound
(∆θˆest)
2 ≥ 1
F (θ)
, (2.65)
where 〈(θˆest − θ)2〉 is the variance (∆θˆest)2 of the estimator and
F (θ) =
∑
z
Pz(θ)
(
∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
)2
(2.66)
is the Fisher information. The extension to the case of m independent repetitions of the
estimation task leads to the Cramér-Rao bound [80, 81]
(∆θˆest)
2 ≥ 1
mF (θ)
, (2.67)
which is a natural extension obeying the extra scaling with 1/m for multiple measurements.
The Cramér-Rao bound expresses the fundamental statistical limit on the precision of
unbiased parameter estimation. If it can be attained in a real scenario depends on the details
of the implementation and the shape of the probabilities Pz(θ). Bayesian and maximum
likelihood methods (detailed below) attain the limit asymptotically for m→∞ [83], which
is a relatively weak statement for practical purposes. Therefore it is important for the study
of a specific estimation protocol to characterize the required number of repetitions to obtain
a certain sensitivity. The proximity to the Cramér-Rao bound reveals the efficiency of the
employed estimator.
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Characteristics and alternative forms Above, the Fisher information is written in the
form of the expectation value of the square (second moment) of the so-called score ∂θ logPz(θ),
which characterizes the sensitivity of logPz(θ) on the parameter. Its expectation value (first
moment) yields∑
z
Pz(θ)
(
∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
)
=
∑
z
∂
∂θ
Pz(θ) =
∂
∂θ
∑
z
Pz(θ) =
∂
∂θ
1 = 0. (2.68)
So the Fisher information is identical to the variance of the score. The first derivative of the
score reads
∂2
∂θ2
logPz(θ) =
1
Pz(θ)
∂2Pz(θ)
∂θ2
−
(
∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
)2
(2.69)
and its expectation value∑
z
Pz(θ)
(
∂2
∂θ2
logPz(θ)
)
=
∂2
∂θ2
∑
z
Pz(θ)−
∑
z
Pz(θ)
(
∂
∂θ
logPz(θ)
)2
. (2.70)
The first term vanishes and the second term is the negative Fisher information, thus we get
F (θ) = −
∑
z
Pz(θ)
(
∂2
∂θ2
logPz(θ)
)
(2.71)
In this representation the Fisher information is interpreted as the negative average curvature
of logPz(θ). Since F (θ) ≥ 0 this means that the average curvature is negative. The Fisher
information can also be written in the convenient forms
F (θ) =
∑
z
1
Pz(θ)
(
∂Pz(θ)
∂θ
)2
= 4
∑
z
(
∂
∂θ
√
Pz(θ)
)2
. (2.72)
Especially the last form is very appealing. We will see later, that the object
√
Pz(θ) can
be viewed as a coordinate in the Euclidean space of probability amplitudes and the Fisher
information is proportional to the square of a statistical speed.
2.3 Maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation
In this section we will consider two conceptually different but closely related methods of
parameter estimation, namely maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation. Both are based
on the likelihood function introduced by Fisher [76], but the historically older Bayesian
approach arrives at a different interpretation.
Likelihood function In case we know the probabilities Pz(θ), and have measured (sam-
pled) m values {zj}m = {z1, z2, . . . , zm} with the fixed setting θ0, we can evaluate the
likelihood function
L(θ, {zj}m) =
m∏
j=1
Pzj(θ) (2.73)
It is a function of θ and represents the probability to obtain the outcome sequence {zj}m if the
setting θ0 had been θ.
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Maximum likelihood estimation A natural choice for a statistical estimator of θ0 is the
point at whichL(θ) obtains its maximum. This is the method of maximum likelihood. Formally
stated, the maximum likelihood estimator is
(θˆest)MLE = argmax
θ
L(θ, {zj}m) (2.74)
It is often more convenient to work with the logarithm of L, because probabilities are smaller
than one and the likelihood quickly tends to zero. It turns the product into a sum, which reads
logL =
m∑
j=1
logPzj(θ). (2.75)
The maximum of logL is the same as the maximum of L, because the logarithm is a monoton-
ically rising function.
Expected curvature of the likelihood function For one observation with the outcome
z1, the log-likelihood function becomes logL(θ, z1) = logPz1(θ), which is just the logarithm
of the conditional probability evaluated for the fixed value z1. It depends on the specific shape
of Pz1(θ) as a function of θ, if it possesses a unique global maximum. If it does, θMLE is well
defined and we know, that ∂θ logL(θ, z1)|θMLE = 0, which is the necessary condition for a
maximum. Furthermore, we know from Eq. 2.71, that〈
∂2
∂θ2
logL(θ, z)
〉
=
∑
z
Pz(θ)
∂2
∂θ2
logPz(θ) = −F (θ). (2.76)
This gives a nice intuitive interpretation of the Fisher information: It is the expected negative
curvature of the log-likelihood function for a single observation. Evaluated at θMLE it estimates,
how peaked the likelihood function will be on average at the point of the estimation. For m
independent observations we get〈
∂2
∂θ2
logL(θ, {zj}m)
〉
=
〈
m∑
j=1
∂2
∂θ2
logPzj(θ)
〉
=
m∑
j=1
〈
∂2
∂θ2
logPzj(θ)
〉
= −mF (θ). (2.77)
The last two steps reflect, that all zj are independent and identically distributed. This means,
that for m observations, the expected curvature of the likelihood function is m times higher.
Our assumption, that the likelihood function has a unique global maximum is not always
justified for a limited number of observations. However, the remarkable Bernstein-von Mises
theorem of Bayesian statistics (see below) guarantees this with very few assumptions for
m→∞. Practically speaking, this will be the case for sufficiently many observations.
Bayesian estimation The Bayesian approach differs from the former method mainly in
the interpretation of the likelihood function. While the maximum-likelihood estimator only
picks the maximum and discards every other information about the shape of the likelihood
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function, in Bayesian inference it is regarded as a probability distribution of the parameter
θ. This allows to include prior knowledge about the value of θ that is available before the
observation. Central to Bayesian estimation is Bayes’ theorem, which in our case reads
Pθ({zj}m) = L(θ, {zj}m)P (θ)
P ({zj}m) . (2.78)
It assigns a conditional probability Pθ({zj}m) = P (θ|{zj}m) to the parameter θ based on the
observation {zj}m on which the likelihood function is evaluated, and the prior knowledge
P (θ) which is also expressed as a probability. The denominator merely provides the proper
normalization for Pθ to be interpretable as probability distribution. If θ is a continuous variable,
it can be written as
P ({zj}m) =
∫
L(θ, {zj}m)P (θ) dθ. (2.79)
For estimation purposes this value is irrelevant, because it does not depend on θ. If logPθ
is examined, it only gives a constant offset. The object Pθ({zj}m) is called the posterior
distribution. In words, Bayes’ theorem states: Posterior probability is proportional to likelihood
times prior probability.
We note that in a puristic view, one would not state Bayes’ theorem with the likelihood
function, but with exactly the same object named and interpreted differently, which is not very
helpful here since we already gained some intuition about the likelihood function.
In contrast to the maximum likelihood approach, the outcome is not just one value but the
whole function Pθ is interpreted as a probability distribution of θ, which can be evaluated in
different ways. For example, the estimator could be the mean θ evaluated with the probability
Pθ({zj}m), which minimizes the mean squared deviation of the estimator from the true value.
Very similarly to the maximum likelihood method, the maximum of the posterior distribution
can be used as estimator, which is the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimator.
A big advantage of the Bayesian approach is that confidence regions can be defined (which
for example contain 68% of the probability, corresponding to one standard deviation). However,
one more or less arbitrary part is the choice of the prior probability P (θ). It can contain anything
from previous observations to personal belief. If no evidence about θ is available before the
observation, it should be simply taken constant to keep subjective elements out of the estimation
(principle of indifference). After one observation, the obtained posterior can be used as prior
for the next observation, which is called Bayesian updating.
One important result in Bayesian statistics is the Bernstein-von Mises theorem [84], which
states that independent on the choice of the prior, the posterior distribution converges to a
normal distribution, which is centered on the true value θ0 in the limit m → ∞. The prior
is only required to be nonzero in the neighborhood of θ0, which is perfectly reasonable. A
prior, which assigns zero probability to the true value is definitely wrong. The only further
requirement for our discrete case is, that the space of possible values of z is finite, which can
be easily approximated in practical applications and is certainly true in our case, since the
number of atoms is finite. The rate of the convergence again depends on the choice of the prior
and the shape of the probability distributions Pz(θ). This theorem is quite remarkable, since it
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has the character of a central limit theorem for the Bayesian probability distribution. With this
knowledge, we can give the limiting form of the posterior probability as
logPθ({zj}m)→ log
(
1√
2piσ2
exp
[
−(θ − θ0)
2
2σ2
])
= −(θ − θ0)
2
2σ2
+ const. (2.80)
independent of the prior. For P (θ) = 1, the Bayesian probability is identical to the (normalized)
likelihood function, thus we can identify the Gaussian variance σ2 with the inverse curvature
of the log-likelihood function and get with Eq. 2.77
σ2 =
1
mF (θ0)
. (2.81)
This means that Bayesian estimation with mean and variance of Pθ({zj}m) is asymptotically
unbiased and saturates the Cramér-Rao bound Eq. 2.67. In a practical application, the con-
vergence to a Gaussian for increasing m is an important indicator for the efficiency of the
estimator.
2.4 Fisher information extraction
One route for characterization of the experimentally obtained quantum state is full state
tomography to obtain an experimental estimate of the density matrix. The problem with this
general approach is that it becomes exponentially hard with the number of qubits [85, 86].
Besides this principal difficulty, we do not have access to the individual qubits, which would
force to make further a-priori assumptions about the quantum state, for example, that the
collective two-mode approximation is valid. Under this assumption, the dimension of the
density matrix is (N + 1)2, which still scales quadratically. In our case, this would require the
precise estimation of about (N + 1)2/2 ∼ 105 free parameters, which is not feasible at the
moment.
We will pursue a different route here, which employs the observed distributions directly
for state characterization. We have seen that the Fisher information quantifies the amount of
knowledge about a parameter that is encoded in the probability distributions of the observable
and their infinitesimal change with respect to the parameter. In principle, both can be extracted
by sampling of the distributions for known settings of the parameter which are closeby.
Experimentally, we face the problem that the observed frequencies fluctuate, which is especially
problematic for the estimation of the derivative. Therefore we need a statistically more robust
way of extracting these quantities. We will discuss the concept of statistical distance here
and show how this concept can be used to estimate the Fisher information from experimental
probability distributions.
2.4.1 The concept of statistical distance
The notion of statistical distance is about as old as modern statistical sampling theory [76],
see also [87]. The main idea is to quantify in statistical terms, how close a given probability
distribution is to another, that is how distinguishable they are from each other for a given number
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of samples. Quite naturally, this will depend on how structured the compared distributions
are, that is how probable it is to observe a sample, which can easily be identified as belonging
to one of the two alternatives. The definition is not unique and quite a number of statistical
distance measures have been devised, which are closely related [88]. We will concentrate on
one specific choice, which is very much related to the classical statistical concepts on which
Wootters studied the geometric structure of the quantum mechanical Hilbert space [87].
The basic idea is to count how many in m trials mutually distinguishable probability
distributions fit on a smooth curve with minimal length joining the two. In this approach,
distinguishability is defined with respect to the size of the uncertainty region for m trials. We
shortly reproduce the concepts in a notation consistent with the further treatment.
The probability distributions Pz are thought of as points in a space with as many dimensions
as there are possible values of z. We will call the normalized frequencies or experimental prob-
ability distributions Fz with
∑
z Fz = 1. When sampling m times from Pz, the corresponding
likelihood (or probability mass function) for the Fz will be the multinomial distribution
L({Fz}) ∝
∏
z
(Pz)
mFz , (2.82)
where mFz is the number of occurrence of the specific value z and the product runs over all
possible values of z. We omit the normalization constants for the sake of clarity, whenever
possible. Due to the central limit theorem, the likelihood becomes Gaussian for m→∞ and
reads
L({Fz})→∝ exp
[
−m
2
∑
z
(Fz − Pz)2
Pz
]
. (2.83)
The region of uncertainty is now defined as the 1σ radius of this Gaussian, which leads to the
condition √
m
2
[∑
z
(δPz)
2
Pz
] 1
2
> 1 (2.84)
for the distinguishability of the likelihood function of m trials for the distributions Pz and
P ′z with δPz = Pz − P ′z. Already at this point we can see the relationship with the Fisher
information, if we insert δPz = ∂θPz(θ)δθ for a parametrized Pz(θ), which leads to
√
m
2
[∑
z
1
Pz(θ)
(
∂Pz(θ)
∂θ
)2] 12
δθ =
√
mF (θ)
2
δθ > 1 (2.85)
and thus to the condition δθ > 2/
√
mF for distinguishability, which is two times the Cramér-
Rao bound. The definition of the line element proceeds in removing the expected scaling with√
m and taking m→∞, which ensures the convergence to Gaussian, while keeping the size of
the ’distinguishability region’ fixed. The statistical length of a curve, which joins Pz = Pz(0)
and P ′z = Pz(α) can now be obtained by the line integral (see also Eq. 2.72)
l =
1
2
α∫
0
d t
√
F (t) =
α∫
0
d t
[∑
z
(
∂
∂t
√
Pz(t)
)2] 12
=
α∫
0
d t
[∑
z
(
dxz
d t
)2] 12
(2.86)
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Figure 2.6 Geometrical picture of probability distributions and statistical distance. The probabil-
ity space for three possible outcomes is a plane in the positive octant, defined by the normalization
P1 + P2 + P3 = 1. The dots represent equally spaced distributions in the sense of statistical distance.
Distributions close to a border can be more easily distinguished, which can be observed as accumulation
of the points. A change of coordinates via the square root rectifies this and leads to equidistant points
on the unit sphere. The arrows denote two exemplary distributions, which are also shown as histograms.
The definition of the Wootters distance dW is the arc length between them, whereas the Hellinger
distance dH is proportional to the chordal distance, which is the length of the straight connection.
Here, the meaning of F (t) is the Fisher information calculated along the parametrized curve
Pz(t). The change of coordinates xz =
√
Pz allows to identify the last integral as an Euclidean
length. The normalization condition of probability distributions reads
∑
z x
2
z = 1 and identifies
the space of possible coordinates xz as the surface of the unit sphere constrained to the
coordinate region, where xz > 0. To define the distance, one can choose the smallest possible
length l of a curve on the unit sphere, which is identical to the angle between the probability
amplitudes xz and x′z and is the definition of the Wootters distance:
dW(P, P
′) = arccos(~x · ~x′) = arccos
∑
z
√
PzP ′z (2.87)
2.4.2 Hellinger distance
We have chosen to work with another definition of statistical distance, which is up to a constant
factor the "normal" Euclidean distance between the probability amplitudes and is called the
Hellinger distance. We will mainly work with its square, which reads
d2H(P, P
′) = 1− ~x · ~x′ = 1−
∑
z
√
PzP ′z =
1
2
∑
z
(√
Pz −
√
P ′z
)2
(2.88)
Geometrically, this means choosing the length of the direct connection, which is also called
chordal distance, instead of the arc length on the sphere. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. It is
quite remarkable that the intuitive argument for distinguishability based on the multinomial
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distribution ultimately leads to the square root of probabilities as the underlying geometrical
object [87] already for classical probabilities3. The Fisher information can be identified as
a differential Riemannian metric on probability space [88]. This causes curves which pass
regions of high Fisher information to lengthen. From the structure depicted in Fig. 2.6 we
directly see that the regions with high Fisher information are located close to the border of the
probability space, corresponding to fine structured probability distributions.
We will make this more concrete by investigating the structure of the Hellinger distance
for our singly parametrized Pz(θ). The Hellinger distance is itself a metric, that means that in
the probability space it is positive or zero, satisfies the triangle inequality and is symmetric.
It is zero only, if the two probability distributions are the same [88] and always smaller or
equal to one. It is equal to one, if the probabilities are mutually singular, which is equivalent to
orthogonality in probability amplitude space, that is ~x · ~x′ = 0. In this situation, Pz is zero,
where P ′z is not and vice versa.
We will now have a look at the Hellinger distance for neighboring points along our para-
metrized curve Pz(θ) with the help of a Taylor expansion at θ = 0. This is no restriction, since
we can always reparametrize θ′ = (θ − θ0) for every θ0 along the curve. For the first local
derivatives, we get
d2H
∣∣∣
0
= 0
∂d2H
∂θ
∣∣∣
0
= −1
2
∑
z
∂Pz(θ)
∂θ
∣∣∣
0
=
1
2
∂
∂θ
∑
z
Pz(θ)
∣∣∣
0
= 0
∂2d2H
∂θ2
∣∣∣
0
=
1
4
∑
z
[
1
Pz(0)
∂Pz(θ)
∂θ
∣∣∣
0
− 2∂
2Pz(θ)
∂θ2
∣∣∣
0
]
=
F (0)
4
− 1
2
∂2
∂θ2
∑
z
Pz(θ)
∣∣∣
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
∂3d2H
∂θ3
∣∣∣
0
= −3
8
∂F (θ)
∂θ
∣∣∣
0
(2.89)
Thus, we obtain the Taylor expansion of the squared Hellinger distance as
d2H(P
(θ), P (θ+δθ)) =
F (θ)
8
δθ2 − F
′(θ)
16
δθ3 +O(δθ4) (2.90)
We see that the local curvature of the squared Hellinger distance is proportional to the Fisher
information, which is always non-negative. In contrast, F ′(θ) and higher order terms can also
be negative.
2.4.3 Extraction procedure
The connection of the Fisher information to the curvature of the squared Hellinger distance
provides the basis of our extraction protocol. The idea is to experimentally sample several
Pz(θ) for closely spaced parameters θ, which are characteristic for the produced quantum state
and its dependence on θ. In our case θ will be the angle of a linear rotation. We then calculate
3Quantum mechanics is based on probability amplitudes, whose absolute values have the ’dimension’ square-
root-probability, i.e. |Ψ(α)| = √P (α)
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Figure 2.7 Illustration of the probability distribution of Fz for the specific value p = 〈Fz〉 = 0.01 at
a single value of z for varied number of samples M . The expected distribution of Fz is multinomial,
which results in a binomial distribution
(
M
k
)
pk(1− p)M−k with k = MFz for the single z.
the squared Hellinger distance between the experimental probability distributions and extract
the curvature and thus the Fisher information by a quadratic fit. Since we have to work with a
finite number of experimental repetitions we consider in the following the statistical properties
of this protocol.
2.4.4 Hellinger distance of experimental probability distributions
For a sufficiently high number of experimental observations, Pz(θ) will be more and more
approximated by the observed frequencies Fz(θ)4. We therefore consider the extension of the
Hellinger distance to frequencies, which reads
d2H(F (0),F (θ)) = 1−
∑
z
√
Fz(0)Fz(θ). (2.91)
For a finite number of samples,Fz(θ) also has a finite uncertainty, which shows up as fluctuation
around Pz(θ), if the sampling is repeated. This is described by the multinomial distribution
(Eq. 2.82). If Fz(θ) has been sampled very well, the deviations from Pz(θ) are to a good
approximation Gaussian distributed and well characterized by their variance, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.7. In this case, standard error propagation can be used for the error estimation of d2H,
which is not the case any more for poorer sampling conditions, especially with distributions
close to the boundary of the probability space, i.e small probabilities for some z. For small
probabilities Pz it takes a very high number of repetitions for Fz to become Gaussian and
statistically centered at Pz because unlikely events naturally happen infrequently. However,
the very concept of statistical distance (distinguishability in m trials) ensures, that for each
value of the Fisher information there will be a suitable δθ such that the statistical distance for
a specific number of repetitions will not be dominated by these effects. In other words: The
distance of distributions, which contain a big amount of information about θ will converge fast.
4We use the term ’experimental probability’ equivalently
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Gaussian error propagation For a large number of repetitions, we can separate the
signal from the fluctuations and write
Fz(θ) = Pz(θ) + δfz(θ) (2.92)
with δfz(θ) → 0 for many repetitions. The deviations δfz(θ) are the multinomial sampling
errors characterized by
〈δfz(θ)〉 = 0 (2.93)
〈δfz(θ)2〉 = Pz(θ)(1− Pz(θ))
M
(2.94)
〈δfz(θ)δfz′(θ)〉 = −Pz(θ)Pz′(θ)
M
for z 6= z′ (2.95)
Here,M is the number of samples and 〈·〉 denotes the statistical expectation value for repetitions
of the whole sampling procedure. The second line is equal to the variance and the third to
the covariance, which is nonzero, because observing the value z in one sample excludes the
observation of all other possibilities z′ 6= z. Because of the normalization, the fluctuations sum
to zero, that is
∑
z δfz(θ) = 0 for one realization. For small δf , we make a Taylor expansion
of Eq 2.91 up to second order, which yields
d2H ≈ 1−
∑
z
√
p0pθ
(
1 +
δf0
2p0
+
δfθ
2pθ
− δf
2
0
8p20
− δf
2
θ
8p2θ
+
δf0δfθ
4p0pθ
)
(2.96)
where we have used the abbreviations pθ = Pz(θ) etc. This is justified if δf  Pz(θ). Since
〈δfz(θ)〉 = 0, this leads to the requirement
√〈δfz(θ)2〉  Pz(θ) and thus with Eq. 2.94 to
Pz(θ) 1/M . The next step is to take the sample average of this expression. We first note,
that 〈δf0δfθ〉 = 0 because the two are statistically independent and 〈δf0〉 = 〈δfθ〉 = 0 because
of Eq. 2.93. By inserting the multinomial variances (Eq. 2.94), we arrive at
〈d2H〉 ≈ 1−
(
1 +
1
8M0
+
1
8Mθ
)∑
z
√
p0pθ +
1
8
∑
z˜
(
1
M0
√
pθ
p0
+
1
Mθ
√
p0
pθ
)
(2.97)
In general, the number of samples for F (0) and F (θ) can be different, which we have denoted
by M0 and Mθ respectively. The second sum (z˜) runs over all values of z, where p0 and pθ are
both nonzero.
Statistical bias Comparing Eq. 2.97 to the definition (Eq. 2.88) we can observe, that the
expectation value of the squared Hellinger distance obtains a statistical offset from the true
value due to finite sampling even with the assumption of symmetric (Gaussian) fluctuations of
each frequency around its mean. The reason for this is the nonlinearity of the square root in
the Hellinger distance and that 〈f(X)〉 6= f(〈X〉) for nonlinear functions f . Specifically, if f
is convex5, then 〈f(X)〉 ≥ f(〈X〉) and respectively "≤" for concave, which is called Jensen’s
inequality.
5For a convex function f(a1x1 + a2x2) ≤ a1f(x1) + a2f(x2) for a1 + a2 = 1 and both positive
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To illustrate, how a statistical bias arises for nonlinear functions, we look at the simplified
one-dimensional example f(x) =
√
x (concave) with Gaussian distributed input described
by a random variable X = x0 + δX with 〈X〉 = x0 and variance 〈δX2〉 = σ2. The Taylor
expansion yields
f(x+ δx) =
√
x
(
1 +
δx
2x
− δx
2
8x2
+O(δx3)
)
. (2.98)
It contains all relevant terms of the discussion above. With 〈δX〉 = 〈δX3〉 = 0 6 the expectation
value of this expression reads
〈f(X)〉 = √x0
(
1− 〈δX
2〉
8x20
+O(〈δX4〉)
)
≈ √x0
(
1− σ
2
8x20
)
(2.99)
in contrast to the value f(〈X〉) = √x0. Only if f(x) is linear, the quadratic and higher order
terms do not arise and 〈flin(X)〉 = flin(〈X〉).
To obtain a similar expression as Eq. 2.90, we now expand Eq. 2.97 again up to second order
in θ , which yields
〈d2H(F (θ),F (θ+δθ))〉 = c0 +
(
c2 +
F (θ)
8
)
δθ2 +O(δθ3, δf 3z ), (2.100)
with
c0 =
n− 1
4M
c2 =
1
32M
[
1 +
∑
z
(
∂θPz(θ)
Pz(θ)
)2]
(2.101)
where n is the number of z-values with Pz(θ)Pz(θ + δθ) 6= 0 (both nonzero) which is
approximately the same number for the condition Fz(θ)Fz(θ + δθ) 6= 0. In order to obtain
consistent results with this expansion, we have set M = Mθ = M0 here. Otherwise, the
evaluation of the derivatives would assume that F (θ) 6= F (θ+δθ)∣∣
δθ=0
, which is contradictory.
A similar treatment for the sample variance of d2H gives
Var(d2H) =
F (θ)
8M
δθ2 +O(δθ3, δf 3z ) ≈
d2H
M
(2.102)
The above discussion shows that an extraction of the Fisher information using the statis-
tical Hellinger distance for experimentally obtained frequency distributions Fz is possible
in principle and all errors decrease asymptotically with ∼ 1/M . However, the underlying
probabilities Pz(θ) of an observed experimental state are unknown, which would be needed
for the evaluation of Eq. 2.101 and 2.102. The observed Fz are the best available guesses for
Pz. Close to the border of the probability space, that is for small Pz, assigning some errors
like ∆(Fz)2 ∼ Fz(1− Fz)/M would lead to false conclusions, because Fz can be far from
Gaussian distributed7. In other words, the prerequisite M  1/Pz(θ) for the above treatment
cannot be fulfilled for all z. Therefore an independent statistical method for estimation of
bias and error bounds is desirable. For this, we will employ a Jackknife resampling technique,
detailed in the following.
6All odd central moments are zero for a Gaussian distributed random variable
7We will be dealing with experimental frequency distributions, which contain as few as one observation for
some particular z
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Figure 2.8 Left: Fictitious probability distribution of z used for benchmarking the employed statistical
methods. It resembles the admixture of a 5 dB squeezed state with 25% of a coherent state for 400
atoms, shifted by 0.1 with respect to each other. The resulting variance in z is larger than those of
a coherent state for this choice. For the Monte-Carlo simulation of the statistical Hellinger distance
versus angle θ, the whole distribution was shifted by the amount δz = δθ, which resembles rotations
on the Bloch sphere with maximal spin length. The dashed lines represent shifts of δθ = ±2◦. Right:
Sampled Hellinger distances (here for the example Mθ = 300 repetitions for θ 6= 0 and M0 = 1200
repetitions for θ = 0. The line is the result of the perfect probability distribution without sampling (true
value). The sample mean of d2H (diamonds) obtains a statistical bias, which can be reliably estimated
by the Jackknife method and subtracted (circles). Error bars display the statistical fluctuation (1 s.d.)
for the uncorrected and the mean of the Jackknife error estimate for the bias corrected case. The inset
shows the residuals of the two upon subtraction of the true value.
2.4.5 Jackknife resampling and Monte-Carlo simulation
In this section, we will describe a robust method for estimation of statistical errors and bias for
the Hellinger distances of the experimentally observed frequency distributions Fz. Furthermore
we will substantiate the Fisher information extraction method with Monte-Carlo simulations on
realistic probability distributions, which allows to benchmark the method for different choices
of the sample size M .
With access to an unlimited number of experimental repetitions under reproducible con-
ditions, the whole method could be repeated many times, which would allow to study its
statistical fluctuations as well as to predict its statistical bias from the averaging behavior. Of
course, the question if the method has a systematic error, i.e. averages to the wrong result for
infinite data, cannot be answered by purely statistical means. In our case, we want to first
estimate probabilities by observed frequency distributions, which by itself is very demanding
for our typical system sizes of N ∼ 400 atoms, which translates in principle to N + 1 possible
values for the imbalance z when assuming perfect detection. As discussed above, the further
procedure of calculating the Hellinger distances cannot be treated reliably by Gaussian error
propagation, which would need the true probabilities and their derivatives as input. The re-
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Figure 2.9 Systematic Monte-Carlo simulations for different number of realizationsMθ per histogram of
the Hellinger distance estimation, sampled from the probability distribution of Fig. 2.10 with increased
statistics M0 = 4Mθ for the reference histogram. Left: Bias removal by the Jackknife method. The line
is a fit of a power law to the mean statistical bias of d2H (diamonds) with the result ∝ 1/M0.92θ . Circles
show the average of the corrected values and the inset the division of the two, which demonstrates an
efficient and accurate bias reduction of more than 95% in the relevant range (not too few samples but
with an appreciable bias). Right: The inset shows the scaling of the fluctuations of the biased Hellinger
distance estimation (diamonds) and those of the bias corrected values (squares) with the number of
realizations. The line is a power law with 1/M0.63θ . The main panel shows the fluctuation increase due
to the bias removal (squares), which is remarkably low (< 10% in the relevant range) and the Jackknife
error estimation (circles) with its standard error. The Jackknife method overestimates the true error and
lies reliably above the slightly increased fluctuations caused by the bias removal.
maining possibility of repeating many times is experimentally difficult to realize due to the
enormous amount of necessary experimental repetitions.
Resampling methods provide in some cases an efficient way out of this dilemma. They are
well established tools in the field of statistical estimation and decision [89] and allow to infer er-
ror and bias margins basically by evaluating the original estimator on generated pseudosamples.
These are obtained by random draws with replacement from the original data (nonparametric
Bootstrap [90]) or a guess for their distribution (parametric Bootstrap) or generated by taking
all but a small subset of data (Jackknife). While Bootstrap methods are more versatile and
better suited for the assessment of the whole distribution of an estimator, we chose to work
with the Jackknife procedure, which was the precursor of Bootstrap and originally designed
for bias reduction. The advantages are that it includes only real experimentally observed data,
can be made perfectly reproducible (does not require a random number generator), is easy
to use and computationally fast [91]. It is able to remove a statistical bias scaling with 1/M ,
which we have seen is the case for the Gaussian approximation (Eq. 2.101) in the limit of big
M . We now turn to the exact implementation later used for the experimental data and present
Monte-Carlo simulations to test this procedure.
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Figure 2.10 Left: Monte-Carlo simulation of the extraction of the Fisher information F from quadratic
fits to the estimated Hellinger distances based on the probability distributions of Fig. 2.8. The bias
corrected values (circles) were fitted quadratically with the curvature as only fit parameter, whereas
for the original biased values (diamonds) a global offset was allowed as second fit parameter. The
lower dashed line displays the result of a quadratic fit to the true values of the Hellinger distance in the
same angle range (±2.5◦). The shaded region is the 68% confidence interval of the bias corrected fits,
centered on the dashed line as reference. The inset shows the scaling of the relative standard error of the
extracted values of F . The statistical fluctuations of the estimate of F for the bias corrected case (circles)
closely match the average 68% confidence prediction of the single fits (crosses). The fluctuations of the
biased version (diamonds) are bigger due to the additional fit parameter. The deviation from the true
infinitesimal Fisher information (upper dashed line) stems from the finite angle range for the extraction,
since d2H starts to deviate from parabolic for larger angles. Right, top: Hellinger distance values of the
probability distributions used for the Monte-Carlo simulation for larger shift angles θ. The curvature of
the gray parabola is the ideal Fisher result for infinitesimal changes. The angular shape of the Hellinger
distance is specific for the underlying distributions. The shallow shape for larger angles is generic for
peaked distributions. Right, bottom: Dependence of the extracted Fisher result on the angle range used
for the Hellinger fit. For the exemplary case of ±2.5◦ used for the left panel (dashed lines), this leads to
an underestimation of ∼ 12%.
After data taking, we have M0 experimental values {z(0)1 , z(0)2 . . . z(0)M0} of the imbalance z
for the reference at θ = 0 and Mθ values {z(θ)1 , z(θ)2 . . . z(θ)Mθ} for small θ 6= 0 which we bin and
normalize to obtain the discrete frequency distributions Fz(0) and Fz(θ). With these, we can
calculate one value for the Hellinger distance at each θ.
For the Jackknife bias and error evaluation, we divide {z(0)1 , z(0)2 . . . z(0)M0 ; z
(θ)
1 , z
(θ)
2 . . . z
(θ)
Mθ
}
in g blocks of h samples (M0 +Mθ = hg). With this, g pseudovalues [d2H]remj are obtained by
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removing block number j and calculating the Hellinger distance with the remaining samples.
The Jackknife estimator〈
d2H
〉
Jack = g
[
d2H
]
Full − (g − 1)
1
g
g∑
i=1
[
d2H
]
remj (2.103)
is the bias corrected value used for the further analysis. Its standard error [91] is estimated as
the square root of
(∆(d2H)Jack)
2 = (g − 1) JackVar([d2H]remj) = g∑
j=1
([
d2H
]
remj −
〈
d2H
〉
Jack
)2
(2.104)
The factor (g − 1) accounts for the fact, that the generated samples are not statistically
independent. This block-Jackknife results are averaged up to blocksize h = 20 for mean
and variance, which provides extra robustness. Before each block-Jackknife evaluation, the
samples of both reference and angle measurement are randomly shuffled.
In Figures 2.8 and 2.9 we show a test of this procedure on fictitious probability distributions,
which resemble those of a quantum mechanical state consisting of a 5 dB squeezed state with
a 25% admixture of a coherent spin state for N = 400 atoms. The noise and the relative
displacement of the coherent state annihilates all quantum metrological advantage for standard
averaging readout of a perfect Ramsey sequence with maximal mean spin length. However,
the ideal Fisher information is still ∼ 3 dB beyond the shotnoise limit. Fig. 2.8 shows this
distribution together with an example of a Hellinger distance estimation for rotations with
maximal spin length and slope (δz = δθ). The knowledge of the probability distributions from
which the samples are generated allows to test the statistical estimation. We find the expected
positive bias, resulting from the concavity of the Hellinger distance in the probabilities as
discussed above. The Jackknife method reduces it very effectively and produces realistic
errorbars. Fig. 2.9 shows this systematically for different sample sizes Mθ. For each choice,
the reference is sampled with M0 = 4Mθ, close to our experimental implementation and
motivated by the fact that the reference is contained in d2H for every angle θ and it is therefore
beneficial to priorize it in situations with a limited total number of samples. The procedure
is repeated 200 times for each Mθ to enable a statistical analysis of the Jackknife estimates
and a comparison to their true value. The statistical bias of d2H scales with ∼ 1/M also under
very poor sampling conditions and is reliably removed by the Jackknife. In the relevant range
of M > 300, the bias reduction adds less than 10% noise to the estimated d2H, well within the
Jackknife error estimate, which is slightly larger than the true statistical fluctuations8. Finally,
Fig. 2.10 shows the systematic behavior of the curvature extraction via quadratic fits with
f(θ) = aθ2 or f(θ) = aθ2 + b for the bias corrected and the original values of d2H respectively.
Both are translated to an estimated Fisher information F = 8a. The fits are of least-χ2 type
weighted with the Jackknife error estimates or nonweighted respectively. In the relevant range,
the results are very close to the ideal angle-averaged value, which is obtained by a quadratic fit
to the true Hellinger distances in the same angle range. The confidence region bound of the fit
is consistent with the statistical error of the curvature which is bigger for the uncorrected values
due to the additional fit parameter. The d2H curvature decreases for larger angles in our case,
8This conservative behavior is a generic feature of the Jackknife
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Measurement
observables
Figure 2.11 Quantum parameter estimation setting. The input state ρ0 undergoes a unitary transfor-
mation (rotation) which depends on the parameter (angle) θ and a measurement, represented by the
operator Mˆ . Either the conditional output probabilities Pz(θ) or precise knowledge about the input
state and the transformation can be used to construct an estimator θest, which allows to infer the value of
θ from the observable outcomes of the measurement. The precision of θest is ultimately limited by the
Quantum-Cramér-Rao bound ∆θ2est ≥ 1/mFQ[ρ0, Hˆ] with the Quantum Fisher information FQ, which
is the maximum of the Fisher information F [ρ0, Hˆ, Mˆ ] over all measurement operations Mˆ consistent
with quantum mechanics and thus FQ[ρ0, Hˆ] ≥ F [ρ0, Hˆ, Mˆ ].
which is the generic behavior of peaked distributions and leads to a slight underestimation
of the true Fisher information. This trend is shown systematically in the lower right panel.
A different simulation with Gaussian distributions showed, that the allowable angle range
for an underestimation of 10% on the Fisher information is roughly ±90◦/√F in this case.
Non-Gaussian settings are typically more demanding, as in our example. The scaling with
1/
√
F is expected from the Cramér-Rao bound.
2.5 Quantum Fisher Information
Since quantum mechanical states are of statistical nature intrinsically, the concept of Fisher
information provides a natural view on parameter estimation settings, where the ’quantum
noise’ is the fundamentally limiting factor. Optimization over all measurements consistent with
quantum mechanics yields the Quantum Fisher information, which separates the question about
the sensitivity of a specific state on a parameter from the question of the optimal measurement
that has to be performed to take full advantage of it. It is by now well established [8, 9, 17, 92–
94], that only unique quantum properties like entanglement at the stage of the parameter
dependent transformation allow quantum states to be more sensitive than the best classical
state.
The generic unitary parameter estimation setting is depicted in Fig 2.11. The state of a
quantum mechanical system described by the statistical operator (density matrix) ρˆ0 undergoes
a unitary transformation with Hˆ being the generator of this transformation (i.e. U = exp(iθHˆ)).
The goal is to estimate the value of the parameter θ from the outcomes of m measurements on
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ρˆθ with the help of a proper estimator, which is described by a quantum mechanical operator
θˆest. For an unbiased estimator, the Quantum-Cramér-Rao bound is given by
(∆θˆest)
2 ≥ 1
mFQ[ρˆ, Hˆ]
(2.105)
with FQ being the Quantum Fisher information [95], which is defined as the optimal value of
the Fisher information over all measurements allowed by quantum mechanics, so called POVM
(positive operator valued measures). It characterizes the maximally achievable precision of
the estimator given the input state ρˆ. The factor 1/m is the classical scaling for repeated
independent measurements. For pure states (ρˆ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|), the Quantum Fisher information
reduces to the very simple form9
FQ[ρˆ, Hˆ] = 4(∆Hˆ)
2, (2.106)
where (∆Hˆ)2 = 〈Ψ| Hˆ2 |Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉2 denotes the quantum mechanical variance of the
operator Hˆ . This means, that the input state ρˆ is most sensitive on the parameter θ if it features
a large spread in Hˆ .
For example in our qubit setting with linear rotations about the z-axis, that is Hˆ = Jˆz, the
pure state with the highest Quantum Fisher information is the one with the largest variance in
Jˆz, which is the N -particle GHZ(Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger)-state (also called NOON-state
or Schrödinger cat state)
|GHZ〉 = |NOON〉 = 1√
2
(|N, 0〉+ |0, N〉). (2.107)
It is the prototypical state, that attains the Heisenberg limit [9, 17, 96]
∆θ2HL =
1
mN2
, (2.108)
which is the maximum achievable precision on θ in the two-mode setting.
It is interesting to note, that the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound can be regarded as the precise
version of a Mandelstam-Tamm uncertainty relation [97] between the parameter θ and its
"conjugate" operator Hˆ . For the original Mandelstam-Tamm type, the parameter would be time
and Hˆ the operator of the energy [98]. This is fundamentally different from the commutator
type of uncertainty relation, since time is not an operator but a parameter in quantum mechanics.
For fixed quantum Fisher information, time resolution can be only increased by increasing the
spread in energy.
Take, for example, an ensemble of two-level atoms with the energy difference δE between
the (single-particle) ground state |↓〉 and the excited state |↑〉. The unperturbed state of this
system evolves with the Hamiltonian Hˆ = δEJˆz. In this case, the Quantum Cramér-Rao bound
for the unbiased estimation of the parameter θ = tδE/~ takes the appealing form
∆tδE ≥ ~√
FQ[ρˆ, Jˆz]
(2.109)
9A derivation of the Quantum Fisher information for mixed states can be found in Appendix A.1
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Thus, if one wants to increase the precision of time estimation in an atomic clock, one aims
for a quantum state with high FQ and makes δE as big as possible, which corresponds to
the intuitive notion of "more ticks per second". This is exactly the advantage of modern
optical clocks [99], where δE is many THz compared to the traditional time standard involving
hyperfine splittings in the GHz regime. For a pure state, using ∆E = δE∆Jˆz, this yields
∆tδE ≥ ~
2∆Jˆz
⇒ ∆t∆E ≥ ~
2
. (2.110)
For a coherent spin state of N atoms with an ’energy spread’ ∆E = δE
√
N/2, this yields
a limit for time resolution of ∆t = ~/(
√
NδE). In Ramsey spectroscopy, which is the most
sensitive and important method for metrological applications, the signal is the accumulated
phase ϕ = TδE/~ during the interrogation time T and the signal-to-noise ratio is bound by
SNR ≤ ϕ/∆ϕ = T/∆T = T√FQδE/~ = ϕ√FQ. For fixed δE, this can be increased by
lengthening the interrogation time, which has the drawback of limiting the bandwidth, or by
increasing
√
FQ beyond the limit
√
N achievable with coherent spin states of independent
atoms.
2.6 Time evolution of Fisher information
As shown in 2.1.10, the quantum evolution starting on the classically unstable fixed point gives
access to spin squeezed states for short evolution time as well as twisted non-Gaussian states
at later time. In this section, we show quantitative results of numerical calculations for the case
without external detuning (see Fig. 2.5). We compare the (Quantum) Fisher information to the
optimal spin squeezing in the perfect noiseless case to the obtainable values in the presence of
additive Gaussian noise, for example due to finite detection resolution on the state populations
Na and Nb.
Spin squeezing [10, 11] is characterized by the factor ξ2 = ξ2N/[〈 ~J 〉2/(N/2)2], where
the number squeezing factor ξ2N characterizes the spin variance perpendicular to the mean
spin direction compared to an ideal coherent spin state of the same atom number, i.e. ξ2N =
(∆J⊥)2/(∆J⊥)2CSS and 〈 ~J 〉2 = 〈Jx〉2+〈Jy〉2+〈Jz〉2 ≤ (N/2)2 is the squared mean spin length.
As the spin state increases in size, the curvature of the Bloch sphere becomes appreciable and
the mean spin length reduces. Besides limitations due to technical noise, this fundamentally
limits the obtainable visibility V ≤ 〈 ~J 〉2/(N/2)2 of a Ramsey sequence and thus the slope of
the Ramsey fringe [100].
In a practical implementation of a spin squeezed Ramsey sequence [12], the state is rotated
such that its shortest axis is aligned with the equator of the Bloch sphere, i.e. that its largest
spread is in z-direction. After the Ramsey interrogation time, during which a phase θ can
be accumulated (corresponding to a rotation around the z-axis), the short axis is aligned
with the readout direction z by a final pi/2 rotation. The complete action of this sequence
is thus a rotation by the angle θ with the rotation axis J~n and the readout (projection) axis
J~p perpendicular to each other and both perpendicular to the mean spin direction (see also
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Fig. A.1). The inset in Fig. 2.12 shows an analogous situation for a non-Gaussian state. With
the relations [9]
∆θ2est ≥
1
FQ[ρ, J~n]
≤ 1
F [ρ, J~n, J~p]
≤ ξ
2
min
N
, (2.111)
the normalized Fisher information F(Q)/N for a single linear rotation is readily comparable
to the inverse spin squeezing factor 1/ξ2 10. Both have a direct operational meaning for the
maximal sensitivity of a Ramsey sequence. Since the spin squeezing factor is based on the
spin variance, it characterizes the maximally obtainable precision for estimation of θ by the
average of the observable11, i.e. the mean spin component 〈J~p〉 as projected to the readout
direction ~p and employing the phase estimator θest = arcsin(2〈J~p〉/N)12. To take advantage
of a non-Gaussian state with F/N > 1/ξ2 requires methods like maximum likelihood or
Bayesian estimation, taking into account substructures of the spin distributions beyond their
mean position on the projection axis.
Figure 2.12 summarizes the numerical calculations. In the noiseless case, the Quantum
Fisher information closely matches the spin squeezing result for short evolution times. For
longer times, the bending of the state leads to a decrease of squeezing since the variance in all
directions becomes bigger than that of the coherent spin state and additionally the mean spin
length decreases. However, the quantum Fisher information continues to rise and eventually
comes close to the Heisenberg limit. Interestingly, it turns out, that the rotation axis for maximal
FQ matches the optimal rotation axis for spin squeezing (perpendicular to the direction of
minimal variance) for all evolution times. This is due to the fact that the optimal FQ is obtained
for the axis with maximal spread of the quantum state, which appears to be perpendicular to
the axis of smallest variance even for the wrapped states. In the initial time evolution it moves
from closely aligned with the tangent of the separatrix at the unstable fixed point towards the
z-axis.
The calculation of the Fisher information F additionally requires the optimization of the
measurement axis, which for the wrapped states becomes quite tedious since they obtain
fine structures on the single particle level. The best values close to FQ are found for the
measurement axis parallel to the mean spin direction. This can be intuitively understood
by looking at the Wigner distributions (Fig. 2.5). One relies on perfect visibility of the
fine-structures in this case, which are maximal when projecting along the mean spin direction.
This situation is qualitatively changed by the addition of Gaussian noise along the projection
axis, which we incorporated by convolution of the spin distributions with a Gaussian. We
evaluated two cases: ∆Jmeas = 0.7, which is at the threshold to single particle resolution
(∆Na,b ∼ 1) 13 for the two components a and b, and ∆Jmeas = 3 (∆Na,b = 4), which is
the level of our detection noise. For both noisy cases, the prediction of the optimal rotation
axis from the quantum Fisher information fails (dot-dashed line in Fig. 2.12 for ∆Jmeas = 3)
and the optimal measurement axis is again found perpendicular to the mean spin direction.
10We focus here on linear projective measurements along a certain fixed direction ~p for the calculation of F ,
since it is our experimental situation. Note that this already includes all higher moments of J~p in the resulting
probability distributions.
11This is also true for the non-Gaussian case in the limit of many measurements, where the distribution of the
sample mean is well approximated by a Gaussian distribution due to the central limit theorem.
12For J~p = Jz and small angles close to the equator, θest ≈ z = (Nb −Na)/N .
13This is also equivalent to the loss of a single atom prior to detection.
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Figure 2.12 Time evolution of Fisher information and spin squeezing. The time evolution without
external detuning δ starting with a coherent spin state from the unstable fixed point is calculated
numerically for a fixed atom number N = 300, interaction parameter Λ = 1.5 and Rabi frequency
Ω = 2pi × 20 Hz. The dashed lines correspond to the ideal noiseless case, where the Quantum Fisher
information (QFI) rises to a maximum value ∼ 22 dB, a factor 2 away from the ultimate Heisenberg
limit (∼ 25 dB for N = 300), whereas the spin squeezing is limited to ∼ 12 dB, about a factor 10 lower.
The solid lines correspond to the same situation with added Gaussian noise along the measurement
axis (threshold to single atom resolution ∆Jmeas = 0.7, realistic detection resolution ∆Jmeas = 3).
The optimization for distinct evolution times is shown in the right panel. Rotation axis, measurement
axis and mean spin direction were kept mutually perpendicular and the angle α was varied (see inset).
One observes that the angle for optimal Fisher information starts to deviate from the angle of best spin
squeezing as the state enters the non-Gaussian regime. The dash-dotted line in the left panel corresponds
to the maximum Fisher information for the noisy state with ∆Jmeas = 3, but calculated for the optimal
rotation axis of the noiseless QFI, which turns out to be not the optimal choice.
Inspired by the spin squeezed case, we therefore consider a scheme with the measurement axis
perpendicular to the rotation axis and both perpendicular to the mean spin direction as depicted
schematically in the inset. An optimization over the angle α yields a smooth continuation of
the spin squeezed states by the noisy wrapped states with the Fisher information beyond the
shot-noise limit (F/N > 1) where the spin squeezing has already vanished even without added
Gaussian noise. The angle α for optimal Fisher information increasingly differs from the angle
of minimal variance, i.e. best spin squeezing. This is due to the fact that the wrapped state is
still sharply peaked in the center, which is maximally visible along the measurement axis at
an angle of increased variance (where the ’tails’ of the state are also appreciable). This can
be taken into account and exploited by an advanced phase estimation protocol, but not with
standard averaging.
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Figure 2.13 Entanglement criteria – Fisher information vs. depth of entanglement. Left: The
numerical solution of the time evolution starting on the unstable fixed point for N = 300 and fixed
parameters with Λ = 1.5 and Ω = 2pi × 20 Hz, moving in the parameter space of spin squeezing,
i.e. normalized mean spin length (Ramsey visibility) V and number squeezing parameter ξ2N . The
points mark steps of 1 ms, starting in the top right corner. The thin gray lines are the (analytical)
bounds given in [101] for entanglement depth. The dashed line represents the condition ξ2N/V2 < 1,
sufficient for entanglement. Additional Gaussian noise (typical value ∆Jmeas = 3, corresponding to
our detection noise but also representative for atom loss, diamonds) leads to a limitation of the reached
entanglement depth. Right: Comparison of the entanglement criteria for the time evolution in the ideal
case (dashed lines) and with Gaussian noise (solid lines). Since the entanglement in a slightly spin
squeezed symmetric state is shared between all atoms, the entanglement depth is maximal initially.
For the noisy case it obtains a maximum at finite evolution time before the point of maximum number
squeezing. The restrictive Fisher information criterium is only sensitive to metrologically relevant
entanglement and thus gradually increases with time. The inset shows a zoomed y-axis. The large
Fisher information and thus entanglement expected for later evolution times is increasingly contained
in small phase space structures and thus very sensitive to added Gaussian noise. Note that 6-particle
entanglement according to the Fisher criterium corresponds to a metrological advantage of ∼ 8 dB,
which shows the large scale of this plot.
2.7 Fisher Information and entanglement
A collection of two-level systems (qubits) is the prototypical setting to discuss quantum
entanglement of many-body systems. A system of N distinguishable qubits is called fully
separable, if it can be written in the product form
ρ =
∑
k
pkρ
(1)
k ⊗ ρ(2)k ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ(N)k (2.112)
with pk ≥ 0 and
∑
k pk = 1. ρ
(j)
k refers to the density operator of qubit j. Otherwise it is
called entangled (non-separable) [102]. If a specific state can be written in this form is highly
non-trivial. Inequalities based on (variance) measurements of the collective (pseudo-)spin
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have been devised [101, 103, 104], which can detect entanglement in the presence of spin
squeezing. It has been pointed out that the observation of a Fisher information F > N for linear
collective transformations (Hˆlin = Jˆ~n) signals the presence of entanglement [9]. Furthermore,
it was shown that the value of the Fisher information signals multi-particle entanglement. In
particular, a violation of the inequality
FQ[ρ, Hˆlin] ≤ sk2 + r2 (2.113)
signals genuine (k + 1)-particle entanglement [105]. Here, s is the integer smaller or equal
to N/k and r = N − sk. If N is divisible by k, the right-hand side simplifies to Nk, hence
an observation of F/N > k signals (k + 1)-particle entanglement. The Fisher information
defines an equivalence class of entangled states, since it recognizes and classifies by definition
all states that contain entanglement useful for the improvement of parameter estimation tasks,
including spin squeezed states [9].
Comparison with entanglement depth The observation of a spin squeezing factor
ξ2 < 1 also implies entanglement [103]. Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty relations for
the spin operators, spin squeezing for a given number of qubits is bound from above and
thus a depth of entanglement can be defined by comparing with this limit [101, 106, 107].
The spin squeezing depth of entanglement characterizes the smallest possible division into
independently squeezed subsystems which is consistent with a given (i.e. measured) mean spin
length and number squeezing factor14.
Along a similar line of thought but much more restrictive, the entanglement criterion based
on the Fisher information considers the smallest possible subdivision into any entangled states
with individually higher Fsub/Nsub. This means that the limit is only given by a subdivision
into maximally entangled NOON-states (Eg. 2.107), which maximize the quantum Fisher
information of the subsystems. For example, the smallest subensembles that can lead to
F = 2N are N/2 maximally entangled pairs with Fsub = 22 = 4. Consequently, F/N > 2
means that there has to be at least one non-separable subsystem with at least 3 particles.
In Figure 2.13, we compare the two entanglement criteria during the numerical time evolution
on the unstable fixed point. In the ideal case, the initial time evolution is very close to
the maximally squeezed state for a given mean spin length and thus the spin squeezing
entanglement depth is very high, close to the total number of atoms. The addition of Gaussian
noise alters this drastically and the entanglement depth is maximal for finite evolution time.
In contrast, the Fisher information criterion starts at zero and shows the gradual build-up of
metrologically relevant entanglement. Since this is increasingly accompanied by small phase
space substructures, it is also very sensitive to noise.
2.7.1 Entanglement and symmetric states
The derivations of entanglement criteria assume the distinguishability of the qubits. If we
assume in our case that only two spatial modes ψa(x) and ψb(x) are accessible, the spin-
wavefunction has to be symmetric with respect to particle exchange and partitioning in unam-
14Depth of entanglement criteria have also been recently devised and employed for the characterization of states
close to W-states [28, 108, 109] and symmetric Dicke states [110]
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biguous subsystems to define entanglement is not dictated by the physical arrangement any
more15.
An important example in this discussion are the Fock or Dicke states |k,N − k〉 (see 2.1.2),
which are the eigenstates of the Jˆz-operator and form a natural basis for indistinguishable
qubits. They are separable in the two modes [111] but highly entangled, when distinguishable
particles are considered as subsystems. The first Dicke state (also called W-state [28, 112]) for
example reads for 3 particles
|1, 2〉 = 1√
3
(|↑↓↓〉+ |↓↑↓〉+ |↓↓↑〉), (2.114)
which is inseparable with respect to the above definition and features a maximal Quantum
Fisher information max~n FQ[|k,N − k〉 , Jˆ~n] = N(1 + 2k − 2k2/N) = 7, which shows
3-particle entanglement. In contrast, any coherent spin state of the 3 particles, for example∣∣∣θ = pi
2
, φ = 0
〉
3
= [
1√
2
(|↓〉+|↑〉)]⊗3 = 1
2
√
2
(|0, 3〉+
√
3 |1, 2〉+
√
3 |2, 1〉+|3, 0〉), (2.115)
is separable in the particle basis, features max~n FQ[|θ, φ〉N , Jˆ~n] = N = 3 but is non-separable
with respect to the modes ψa and ψb. However, irrespective of the modes, an individual
preparation of N single qubits in 1/
√
2(|↓〉 + |↑〉) would produce the same result in every
protocol that does not contain couplings between the qubits, such that no particle entanglement
can be established. Yet the same phenomena would be observed when preparing and probing
the qubits one by one sequentially. In this respect, the quantum state of a single particle
prepared in a superposition of the two modes is (mode-)entangled [113, 114].
Thus, there is no definite answer to the questions ’Does the system contain entanglement?’
or ’Is the system separable?’, since the choice of the subsystems changes the answer to these
questions [115]. Moreover, in view of technological applications, it depends on the task, which
kind of inseparability of the quantum state is required to surpass classical performance or to
enable operations that are impossible for classical systems [116].
It was argued that since the Dicke states are separable with respect to the modes, entangle-
ment is not required for quantum enhanced metrological tasks [117]. However it was shown
recently that the effective particle entanglement contained in symmetric states can be extracted
into entanglement of independent modes [118]. The idea of the protocol is to apply (spatial)
beamsplitters, which leave the internal state unaltered but can be sequentially applied to achieve
any desired partitioning of the system. The crucial observation is that this protocol produces
no additional correlations and all the mode-entanglement stems from the structure of the initial
state, which is even in one-to-one correspondence with the initial structure. For example, the
above Dicke state can be written as
1√
3
(√
2
[ 1√
2
(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)
]
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|↓〉
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]
2
)
, (2.116)
which is identical to what would be observed by fictitious beamsplitting into two spatial modes
1 and 2 combined with projection onto local particle numbers (two particles in mode 1, one
15If every participating particle is localized, a ’natural’ choice is the use of the individual particles as subsystems.
However, this is also arbitrary to some degree.
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particle in mode 2). In an experimental situation, this could be achieved by counting the
total number of particles in each spatial mode for each realization combined with suitable
postselection.
In experiments with photons, beamsplitting operations are routinely employed to create
entangled modes (beams) [20, 119, 120]. They already proved to be a viable route to various
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen entangled states in the optical continuous variable setting [121–124]
and corresponding protocols have been proposed for the atomic system [125, 126].
In the extreme case of splitting into many modes, such that the probability for having two
atoms in a single mode tends to zero, the originally contained resource could be transformed
into N -mode entanglement. This limiting case is also known as the dilute cloud argument [93,
127], where one imagines a situation in which the original physical cloud of indistinguishable
qubits is diluted16, such that in each bin of the detector (pixel on the CCD camera) there is
at most one atom. If the detection is sufficiently fast, local interactions between the atoms
are negligible during the probe time. Since the collective internal state is unaffected by
the dilution [127] the detector bins can be viewed as individual modes and thus particle
entanglement is equivalent to mode entanglement.
When collective observables are sufficient for the estimation task or to characterize the
internal state, this splitting is not necessary. Therefore, we can apply criteria derived for
collective states of distinguishable qubits for our situation of indistinguishable particles. The
state of indistinguishable qubits is not fundamentally different from a symmetric state of
distinguishable qubits and thus a fictitious labeling does not lead to false conclusions, as long
as no operations are involved which specifically address single qubits. Entanglement criteria
based on collective observables are especially useful if the symmetry of the state is not a
prerequisite, as it is the case for the Fisher information criterion.
16This is easily achieved by switching off the external trapping potential and letting the cloud expand in free fall.
Usually, interactions that can alter the internal state then vanish very fast.
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Our experimental setup close to its present form has already been described in numerous
theses [41, 107, 128–130] so we will only briefly discuss the BEC production. Since the final
optical traps are an essential part of the environment of the mesoscopic BECs, we detail on
their characteristics. Furthermore, we describe the interaction with static, radio-frequency
and microwave magnetic fields, which we use for spin state manipulation. Furthermore, we
discuss the collisional two-body interaction, which is in our system essential for the creation
of nonclassical spin states. Finally, we characterize the atomic loss from inelastic collisions.
3.1 The route to BEC
Each experimental run begins with a large volume magneto-optical trap (MOT) which is loaded
from a two-dimensional MOT in about 3 s. After a short (∼ 3 ms) sub-doppler cooling step
in an optical molasses, the atoms are optically pumped to the hyperfine manifold F = 1,
of which the state with mF = −1 is low-field seeking, and transferred to a magnetic trap.
Shortly after loading, the remaining atoms in F = 2 are pushed out by shortly pulsing on the
MOT laser beams. The magnetic trap consists of a quadrupole field with a vertical gradient of
∼ 250 G/cm and a superimposed horizontally rotating bias field with a maximum amplitude
of ∼ 30 G to avoid spin flips in the center of the trap, where the magnetic field vanishes. This
time-orbiting-potential (TOP) configuration is very robust and offers the advantage of easy
and reliable implementation of evaporative cooling by ramping down the amplitude of the
rotating bias field (circle-of-death evaporation). In this way, the hottest atoms, which are able
to reach the edges of the cloud, can perform spin flips when they hit the rotating magnetic zero
and are expelled from the trap. The remaining atoms rethermalize and thus cool down. After
∼ 25 s in the magnetic trap we are left with ∼ 106 ultracold but still thermal atoms, which
can be subsequently loaded into an optical dipole trap formed by two crossed beams with a
wavelength of 1030 nm from a multimode solid state Yb:YAG laser (Innolight Corona with
a specified longitudinal mode spacing of 15 GHz). The crossing point of the two beams is
located ∼ 100 µm underneath the position of the magnetic trap at full strength. By ramping
down the current of the quadrupole coils, the cloud position is lowered due to gravity and
sweeps over the dipole trap beams. This procedure ensures a robust loading of the dipole
trap. One of the beams (called ’waveguide’) is used throughout the rest of the experiment,
while the crossing light sheet (’XDT’) is just needed to enhance elastic scattering for efficient
rethermalization. After forced evaporation by lowering the laser power of both beams, we are
left with a Bose-Einstein condensate of ∼ 104 atoms with indiscernible thermal fraction. The
value of the lowest laser power is used to control the atom number in the BEC. Afterwards,
the intensity of the waveguide is again increased, while the XDT is slowly ramped to zero,
which results in a very elongated cloud in a quasi one-dimensional situation [41]. For the
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Figure 3.1 Geometry of the experiment and physical system. Left: The view from above on the
vacuum glass cell with the movable imaging objective shows the arrangement of the optical traps for the
simultaneous creation of up to 35 independent BECs with atom numbers in the range N ∼ 100 . . . 600.
The direction of the magnetic offset field of 9.13 G is indicated as well as the arrangement of the radio
frequency (RF) and microwave (MW) loop coils to drive magnetic transitions between the hyperfine
states. Right, top: The sketch schematically shows the involved hyperfine states and their couplings.
The levels |a〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 and |b〉 = |2,−1〉 form the interacting pseudo-spin two-mode
system used to create nonclassical spin states. The atoms initially condense in |c〉 = |1,−1〉, from
where we transfer them with high fidelity to |a〉 by an RF sweep. The coupling between |a〉 and |b〉
is implemented with MW and phase controlled RF magnetic fields, resulting in a coupling strength
(Rabi frequency) Ω. Also the two-body interactions relevant for the experiments are depicted, leading to
the nonlinearity χ = Xaa +Xbb − 2Xab and a shift of the resonance ∝ (N − 1)(Xbb −Xaa). Right,
bottom: Sketch of the lattice potential and exemplary absorption image after Stern-Gerlach separation.
Before the imaging, the population of |b〉 is transferred to |c〉 by a microwave pi-pulse.
preparation of mesoscopic condensates, an optical lattice potential is formed by crossing two
laser beams under a shallow angle of α ∼ 8.5◦ at the position of the atoms which results in
a slicing of the cloud and recondensation in each lattice well. Figure 3.1 gives an overview
on the arrangement of the final trapping potentials. The trapping frequencies for the spin
measurements are ∼ 2pi × 260 Hz transversally and ∼ 2pi × 660 Hz in lattice direction.
3.2 Pseudospin system
In this subsection, we will first briefly discuss the implementation of the spin Hamiltonian
Hˆ = χJˆ2z + Ω(sinφJˆx + cosφJˆy) + δJˆz (3.1)
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and later detail the experimental characterization of χ and the various detuning effects, which
contribute to δ and have to be considered in the experiment. The magnetic sublevels that
constitute the atomic two-level, i.e. qubit system with their couplings and interactions are
schematically depicted in Fig. 3.1. Typical values of the parameters in the experiment are
χ ∼ 2pi × 0.06 Hz, Ω . 2pi × 350 Hz and |δ| . 2pi × 2 Hz.
3.2.1 Interaction
We use the pseudo-spin system |a〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 ↔ |b〉 = |2,−1〉, which features
a Feshbach resonance at a magnetic field of 9.1 G [131–134]. This can be used to modify
the interspecies interaction Xab, which is essential for enhancing the otherwise negligible
nonlinearity χ = Xaa +Xbb − 2Xab. We work at a precisely controlled magnetic offset field
of 9.13 G on the high side of the resonance, which results in a reduction of the interspecies
scattering length and thus leads to a reduction of Xab, i.e. χ > 0. The miscibility of the two
components is ensured by this choice1. Due to the slightly different intraspecies interactions,
the two modes are not expected to be perfectly overlapping in the ground state [41, 129]. Since
we start with all atoms in |a〉, the nonadiabatic preparation of a superposition of |a〉 and |b〉
will lead to a slight breathing motion of the modes, which is expected to be negligibly small
for our high trapping frequencies [107], such that the single spatial mode approximation can
be applied2.
3.2.2 Linear Coupling
Due to the required change in mF by two, Rabi coupling of |a〉 and |b〉 can only be realized
with a two-photon process. For this purpose, we work with microwave (MW) and radio
frequency (RF) magnetic fields both red detuned by ∆one = 2pi × 200 kHz with respect to the
’intermediate level’ |F = 2,mF = 0〉. The microwave frequency bridges the large hyperfine
splitting of 6.835 GHz between F = 1 and F = 2, whereas the comparably small RF frequency
(6.2 MHz) spans the energy difference between |2, 0〉 and |b〉 due to the Zeeman splitting. This
coupling scheme has the advantage that the RF can be generated and manipulated by an
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). In this way, arbitrary pulse sequences with controlled
phase φ, detuning δ and Rabi frequency Ω can be programmed with high precision. The phase
of the first pulse defines here the frame of reference and can be set to φ1 = 0 without loss
of generality. The two-photon Rabi frequency is connected to the resonant one-photon Rabi
frequencies by
Ω =
ΩMWΩRF
2∆one
. (3.2)
The maximum values of ΩMW and ΩRF are chosen sufficiently big (∼ 2pi × 12 kHz) to surpass
the nonlinearity during spin rotations and sufficiently small to keep population of |2, 0〉 at
a negligible level (Ω2MW/RF/(Ω
2
MW/RF + ∆
2
one) . 0.4%). For further technical details on the
MW/RF system see Appendix B.3.
1The miscibility parameter at this field is ∆mis = gaagbb/g2ab > 1 [41]
2Note that we do not rely on its validity for most of the conclusions in this thesis.
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3.2.3 Detuning
The parameter δ represents the total deviation of the difference of MW and RF frequencies,
which defines the frame of reference, from the atomic two-photon resonance. Since the
obtainable nonlinearity is relatively weak, we have to work with very small Rabi frequencies
typically smaller than 2pi × 30 Hz to reach the interaction-dominated (Josephson) regime
with Λ = Nχ/Ω > 1. This makes the system susceptible to very small detunings on the
order of a few Hertz. Thanks to the linear Zeeman shift of both levels being very similar, the
transition has a residual magnetic field shift of only 2pi× 10.7 Hz/mG. This is still demanding,
since it requires a magnetic field stability well below 1 mG. With an active magnetic field
control, detailed in Appendix B.2, we achieve a short-term stability typically better than 30 µG.
Remaining slow drifts are compensated by automated Ramsey experiments on the two-photon
transition. Other important shifts of the resonance are due to AC Zeeman shifts, which are
caused by the MW and RF fields driving their respective far detuned one-photon resonance,
and interaction shifts (both detailed below).
3.2.4 Detection
After each spin manipulation sequence, we employ a Stern-Gerlach separation, which consists
of a 2 ms current pulse on the quadrupole coils of the magnetic trap, during which the waveguide
trap is quickly switched off. After a subsequent time of flight of ∼ 2 ms, the hyperfine spin
states with different magnetic moment separate vertically, while still being confined by the
lattice potential. The short time of flight is crucial for the reduction of the atomic density3. A
positive side effect is the contraction of the clouds in horizontal direction due to the lattice
potential, which facilitates the distinction of the wells.
The individual components are detected by far-above saturation absorption imaging4 [135]
with high spatial resolution (∼ 1.1 µm). We use the fast kinetics mode of the CCD camera5 to
aquire five frames with a spacing of 1.2 ms (600 µs exposure time, 656 µs shifting time). For
this, all but ∼ 200 pixel rows of the active region of the CCD are masked by a razor blade
directly attached to the camera window. During the first four frames, laser light resonant with
the F = 2 manifold is pulsed on for 15 µs. With the pulse for the second frame, repumper
light resonant with the F = 1 manifold is additionally applied perpendicular to the imaging
direction, which optically pumps F = 1 population to F = 2. The repumper laser is kept on
for the subsequent two frames. For the last frame all light is extinguished.
The first frame thus carries the absorption signal of F = 2 population, which is quickly
accelerated and removed by the strong laser pulse. Absorption signal on the second frame
represents the F = 1 population, while the third frame is used as reference, ideally containing
no absorption signal.
3The subsequent imaging procedure assumes that the atomic column density is approximately constant over
the equivalent of one pixel in object space, which is ∼ 420 × 420 nm in our case. Strong deviations from
this requirement lead to nonlinear behavior, because the connection of absorbed photons to atom number is
nonlinear. We observed also diffraction effects when imaging in the trap, which vanished with the time of
flight.
4typically ∼ 12Isat, such that the maximum optical density is smaller than 2
5Princeton Instruments PIXIS 1024BR
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The forth frame is illuminated to enhance the quality of the reference frame, since each
absorption frame contains a small amount of leakage light if the succeeding frame is also
illuminated. This results from edge diffraction at the razor blade into the masked region, where
the charges of the previous frames are stored before readout. The illumination of the forth
frame thus gives the third (reference) frame the right amount and structure of leakage light.
The last frame without illumination is used to determine the ADC offset of the camera,
which is subtracted from all frames before any further processing.
In post-processing, the acquired reference frames of typically 700 subsequent repetitions of
the experiment are used in linear combination, whose coefficients are found by minimizing
the squared per-pixel distance to the absorption frame in specified regions that do not contain
atomic absorption signal [136]. The positive effects of this procedure are a significant reduction
of the photon shot noise by almost a factor two in variance and a further reduction of the
(already small) fringe noise contribution. The shot-noise reduction happens because the linear
combination averages uncorrelated noise of the individual pictures. A further advantage is that
the reference image is automatically normalized to the intensity of the absorption image.
With the help of this optimized reference frame, the absorption signal is converted into
atomic column density per pixel6 and integrated in elliptical regions7 individually centered
on the two components of each well. We systematically varied the size of these regions and
chose them sufficiently big without cutting away atomic signal. Further details on the detection
scheme and its calibration can be found in [130, 137]. The typical detection noise (one std.)
on a single component is ±4 atoms, which only weakly depends on the imaging intensity.
For each experimental picture, a Gaussian error propagation is performed, which takes into
account the camera gain calibration and the calibration factors of the conversion from camera
counts to atoms/pixel. This ’noise image’ is integrated in the same region as the atomic signal,
which yields a very reliable online value for the photon shot noise part of the detection noise.
3.3 Optical traps
Here, we detail the physical characteristics of the optical dipole traps, which determine
the atomic density and thus the interaction strength of the two modes. A more technical
characterization can be found in the Appendix B.1.
3.3.1 Lattice
The lattice beams are derived from a Ti:Sa ring laser (Coherent 899), have a wavelength of
λ ∼ 820 nm and are thus red detuned to both the D2 (780 nm) as well as the D1 (795 nm) line
of 87Rb. They form a one-dimensional lattice along the waveguide, which has a spacing of
d = λ/[2 sin(α/2)] ≈ 5.5 µm. The trapping frequency along the lattice was determined by
modulating the phase of one of the two beams with an electro-optic modulator. If the resulting
shaking of the lattice is resonant with the on-site trapping frequency, this leads to a transfer to
excited trap states accompanied by a detectable growth in transversal cloud size. Due to the
6This is achieved by an integration of the Lambert-Beer law for a saturable absorber, whose coefficients are
calibrated with a measurement of the atomic shot-noise of a coherent state
7A typical size of their principal axes is 14 and 36 pixels
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sinusoidal form of the trapping potential, the obtained resonance frequency depends on the
magnitude of the modulation. This can be taken into account by successively decreasing the
driving amplitude and extrapolating to zero. The inhomogeneity along the lattice is found to
be less than 2% (see Appendix B.1). From the local trapping frequency, we get an estimate for
the barrier height of the optical lattice, if we assume the potential to take the form [138]
Vlat(x) = V0 cos
2(kx) (3.3)
with k = pi/d. Taylor expansion at the minima x0 = pi/2 + npi yields the harmonic approxi-
mation
Vlat(x) ≈ V0k2(x− x0)2 = M
2
ω2ho(x− x0)2 (3.4)
and thus the barrier height
V0 =
Mω2ho
2k2
=
Mω2hod
2
2pi2
. (3.5)
With the mass M ≈ 1.443×10−25 kg this leads to V0 ≈ 2pi~×5.7 kHz for the highest trapping
frequency of 2pi × 660 Hz. Compared to the recoil energy Er = ~2k2/(2M) ≈ 2pi~× 19 Hz,
this is a factor s = V0/Er ≈ 300 higher. This is deep in the tight binding limit and the energy
scale of coherent tunneling in the lowest band can be estimated to [139]
4J
Er
=
16√
pi
s3/4 exp(−2√s) ≈ 5× 10−13 (3.6)
The corresponding time scale of ∼ 1011 s is way below relevance. Even the full photon recoil
energy of ~2k2L/(2M) = 2pi~2/(2λ2M) ≈ 2pi~ × 3.4 kHz is below the barrier height. This
means that only multiple photon scattering from the lattice beams allows to aquire sufficient
energy for classical hopping. Since the atoms are trapped close to the maxima of the lattice, the
photon scattering rate can be estimated to ~Γsc = ΓVlat/∆ and in our case of the two relevant
transitions to [140]
~Γsc ≈ ΓVlat 2∆
2
1 + ∆
2
2
∆1∆2(2∆1 + ∆2)
. (3.7)
Here, ∆1 and ∆2 are the detunings from the D1 and D2 lines respectively. For 820 nm
and Γ ≈ 2pi × 6 MHz this yields Γsc . 15 mHz and thus a worst case heating rate [140]
of (2/3)ErΓsc/kB = (2/3)(~2k2L/2M)Γsc/kB . 2 nK/s, if all atoms are retrapped after
scattering a photon. Besides heating effects before the actual spin experiments, the expected
(classical) hopping rate is much too small to cause any significant effect.
3.3.2 Transversal confinement
The confinement in transversal direction is provided by a focused laser beam (waveguide)
with a wavelength of 1030 nm. From trap frequency measurements (see Appendix B.1), we
can estimate its Gaussian waist (2σ-radius) in the focus to 2σWG ≈ 25.7 µm. This leads to an
aspect ratio of ω⊥/ω‖ ≈ 110 and trap depths of (Vhor, Vvert) ≈ 2pi~ × (106, 40) kHz8 at our
working point. The high aspect ratio leads to a very elongated cloud of the expanded BEC
8Vvert < Vhor due to the gravitational potential, which weakens the trap in vertical direction
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and thus to the population of many lattice wells with similar mean atom number in the central
part. The clear disadvantage of the shallow focus is the high trap depth and thus high laser
power needed to obtain a resonably strong confinement. This is accompanied by an increased
ability to trap thermal atoms. In terms of temperature, the trap depth of 40 kHz corresponds to
2 µK, significantly higher than the recoil temperature ~2k2L/(2MkB) ≈ 165 nK of lattice beam
photons.
In comparison, the previously employed ’charger’ trap, which consisted of a more tightly
focused beam with a Gaussian waist of 2σC ∼ 5 µm, allowed to reach a typical transversal
trapping frequency of 2pi × 460 Hz with trap depths of only 2pi~× (11, 1) kHz, corresponding
to ∼ 50 nK in the weak direction, such that scattering from the lattice beams mainly caused
an increased single particle loss rate, because retrapping was unlikely. The required trap
depths of the waveguide for the same transversal confinement would be 2pi × (300, 220) kHz,
corresponding to 11 µK in the weak direction. The required optical power for the charger is
a factor (σ2WG/σ
2
C)(300/11) ≈ 700 times lower, which is a big advantage. The comparably
strong longitudinal confinement (aspect ratio of ∼ 21) made it possible to robustly condense in
a single beam. However the resulting big variation of the mean atom number per well in the
lattice configuration made it difficult to obtain sufficient statistics for the unstable fixed point
dynamics, which sensitively depends on the atom number.
In addition, in previous experiments, a different waveguide beam configuration with an
aspect ratio of ∼ 260 (waist of ∼ 60 µm) was employed, which is in principle favorable for
homogeneity, but it was difficult to reproducibly expand the initial BEC in it for loading of
the lattice potential. Furthermore, the required trap depth for tight trapping is even higher. We
therefore decided to slightly increase the beam size before the final focusing lens, leading to
the compromise described above.
The calculation of the scattering rate for the waveguide beam at maximal power yields
Γsc . 45 mHz and a heating rate of . 3 nK/s, calculated with the photon recoil energy
2pi~× 2.2 kHz for 1030 nm photons. Together with the heating from the lattice potential, this
is in the same ballpark as previously observed heating rates in a similar configuration [64]. In
the degenerate regime, the heat capacity depends on the temperature, so this is only a very
rough estimate. Nevertheless, it shows, that it is imperative to minimize the holding time at
high trapping frequencies. We observe trap lifetimes of ∼ 15 s for the BECs in the hyperfine
ground state, which compares well with 1/Γtotsc ∼ 17 s. Thus, the heating rate is presumably
lower than this worst case scenario.
3.4 Resonance Shifts
In this section, we provide details of the shifts of the two-photon transition, which directly
influence the detuning δ of the spin system, namely shifts due to magnetic fields, the employed
dipole traps and interaction shifts.
3.4.1 Magnetic field
Figure 3.2 summarizes the hyperfine structure in a DC magnetic field including the employed
Rabi coupling and the resulting AC shifts.
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Figure 3.2 Hyperfine structure and magnetic field shifts. Here, the contributions to the hyperfine
energy splittings of the 87Rb 5S1/2 groundstate are schematically depicted. The employed qubit levels
for the pseudospin are highlighted in dark black. Left: The linear Zeeman shift, which is the dominant
contribution in absolute terms, contributes a small differential sensitivity of ≈ 2.8 kHz/G of the two-
photon resonance. Middle: The quadratic contribution of the Zeeman shift adds to this a differential
sensitivity of 6×72 Hz/G2×9.13 G ≈ 7.9 kHz/G. The sum of linear and quadratic contributions gives
a total sensitivity of 10.7 kHz/G at the working field. Right: The AC Zeeman shift of the RF field
yields approximately an additional linear Zeeman splitting. Depicted is the case of equal contributions
of the two circular components B− and B+ (see text) for a realistic RF Rabi frequency of 12 kHz on
|2, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉. The MW Rabi frequency was chosen as 10 kHz. One observes, that the MW AC shift
is always increasing the transition frequency, whereas size and direction of the RF AC shift depends on
the balance between B+ and B−.
DC magnetic fields The DC Zeeman shifts can be for small magnetic fields well approxi-
mated by a quadratic function
νZ = ±|pZ |mFB ± |qZ |(4−m2F )B2, (3.8)
where the lower (upper) sign is for F = 1 (F = 2). The absolute value of pZ is slightly
different for F = 1 and F = 2 due to the small but nonzero nuclear g-factor and given in
Fig. 3.2. More accurate values can be obtained with the Breit-Rabi formula [141] (see also
Appendix A.4).
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AC magnetic fields The AC Zeeman shifts are caused by the detuned coupling of all
possible one-photon transitions to the states of the pseudospin system. Far from all resonances,
a good approximation for these shifts is the incoherent sum of all contributions
δAC =
∑
j
Ω2j
4∆j
. (3.9)
Because the RF couples all Zeeman sublevels, a deeper understanding of these shifts requires
a detailed look at the individual coupling strengths. In terms of spin-1 (F = 1) and spin-2
(F = 2) operators, the RF driving represents a spin rotation of the form [142, 143]
Hˆcpl = ∆spinSˆz + |Ω±|Sˆx, (3.10)
where the coupling strengths are given by Ω± =
√
2|gF |µBB± and B+ (B−) is the amplitude
of right-handed (left-handed) polarisation amplitude of the RF magnetic field with respect to
the direction of the static offset field. µB is the Bohr magneton and gF the magnetic g-factor.
For example B+ = B− = By/(2
√
2) for linear polarisation along y. In our case, the coupling
strength in F = 1 (F = 2) is proportional to B− (B+) and |gF |µB in terms of frequencies is
approximately 2pi × 0.7 MHz/G. The relation of the individual coupling strengths between
the levels is therefore determined by the entries of the Sˆx spin operators, which have exactly
the same form as the collective spin operators Jˆx for N = 2 (spin-1) and N = 4 (spin-2).
These are given in Fig. 3.2 together with calculated shifts with the assumption of B− = B+
for a realistic RF Rabi frequency of 2pi × 12 kHz on the |2, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 transition, relevant
for the two-photon coupling. The action of the RF dressing is approximately analogous to
an additional linear Zeeman shift. However the detailed balance of B+ vs. B− determines
the resulting shift of the RF on the two-photon transition. The AC Zeeman shift of the MW
magnetic field is more direct, since there is only one relevant transition reasonably close to
resonance.
We directly characterized both contributions by Ramsey spectroscopy at 9.2 G keeping
either the RF or the MW or none of them on during the interrogation time with the result
δMW ≈ 2pi×120 Hz and δRF ≈ 2pi×70 Hz with the same sign, adding up to δAC ≈ 2pi×190 Hz
for the fastest pulses with a two-photon Rabi frequency of Ω ≈ 2pi × 320 Hz. Apparently, the
B− component is about 60% stronger than B+ for the employed loop coil antenna, presumably
due to effects of induction in the surrounding coils and metal parts.
A calibration of the AC shifts was performed for each employed pulse power on a regular
basis. It turned out, that the most sensitive measure for this purpose is the offset of small
amplitude pi and plasma oscillations (also used for the direct characterization of the nonlinearity,
detailed below). We equalize both the offsets as well as the amplitudes of the atomic imbalance
oscillations by adjusting the RF frequency. This procedure is reliable also in the presence
of nonlinearity, where the frequency of the plasma(pi)-oscillations is enhanced (reduced). In
the Rabi regime (Ω > Nχ), the offset gives the tilt of the rotation axis due to the detuning
(∝ arctan(δ/Ω)), which is the relevant parameter for a particular Ω.
3.4.2 AC electric fields of the dipole traps
The scalar AC Stark shifts from the red-detuned trapping laser beams are slightly larger for
F = 2 than for F = 1. The resulting differential shift is approximately −(ωhfs/∆)V0, where
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ωhfs is the hyperfine splitting, ∆ the detuning from the optical resonance and V0 the absolute
value of the shift, which is close to the trap depth. We roughly estimate a shift of ∼ 2pi × 3 Hz
coming from the lattice and∼ 2pi×8 Hz from the waveguide. At first sight, it seems surprising
that the largely detuned waveguide has a bigger influence, but this is due to the total shift being
about 18 times as large. Due to the power stabilization of the beams, which is better than 10−3,
these shifts have a negligible influence on the stability of the two-photon resonance.
The vectorial contribution to the AC Stark shift scales with the magnetic sensitivity of the
states and the circular polarization component of the light and can thus be seen as an additional
effective magnetic field [144]. The differential shift for the two-photon resonance is comparable
in magnitude to the discussed scalar shift in the case of pure circular polarization [145]. Since
we work with linearly polarized light for the trapping beams, this effect can be neglected.
3.4.3 Interaction shifts
One of the intrinsic effects of the BEC spin system is the interaction dependent resonance shift
δint = (N − 1)(Xbb −Xaa), which depends on the difference of the intraspecies interaction
parameters. In our range of atom numbers it scales approximately with δint ∝
√
N (see Fig. 3.5
and discussion below). We determined its value by Ramsey experiments at a magnetic field
of 9.2 G relatively far away from the Feshbach resonance, since a dependence on Xab is not
expected. The extracted value is δint = 2pi × −0.79(2)
√
N [130], which we verified with
an independent characterization in the presence of significant nonlinearity (see below). The
interaction shift is quite substantial; at N0 = 500, a change of 60 atoms corresponds to a shift
of about 1 Hz. The loss of atoms during a time evolution thus leads to considerable detuning
drift. Furthermore, a postselection based on the sum of both components is mandatory to
obtain consistent results.
3.5 Characterization of the interaction parameters
The most versatile measurement for the characterization of the interaction effects in the spatial
single mode approximation are plasma- and pi-oscillations9 (see 2.1.8) in the Rabi regime of
dominant coupling (Λ = Nχ/Ω  1). These are initiated by a preparation pulse of angle
pi/2−  with pulse phase φ = 0, followed by a sudden change of the RF coupling phase by
pi/2 for plasma or 3pi/2 for pi-oscillations. Figure 3.3 depicts this procedure schematically.
The finite preparation imbalance z < 0 results in small amplitude oscillations which reflect
remarkably many features of the interacting two-mode system. In the limit of small amplitudes,
we obtain the following approximations for their frequencies:
ωpl = Ω
√
1 + Λ = Ω
(
1 +
Λ
2
− Λ
2
8
+O(Λ3)
)
ωpi = Ω
√
1− Λ = Ω
(
1− Λ
2
− Λ
2
8
+O(Λ3)
)
(3.11)
9The naming refers to the atomic phase ϕ between the two components being zero or pi.
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Figure 3.3 Scheme of plasma- and pi-oscillations in the Rabi regime Here, small amplitude oscilla-
tions are depicted for dominating Rabi coupling (Ω > Nχ). They are initiated by a preparation with
a pi2 −  pulse (with reference phase φ = 0) followed by a nonadiabatic change of the coupling phase
by 3pi/2 for pi-oscillations (mean atomic phase 〈ϕ〉 = pi) or pi/2 for plasma-oscillations (mean atomic
phase 〈ϕ〉 = 0). The top row shows the preparation with a mean spin vector below the equator of
the Bloch sphere, and the subsequent rotation of the mean spin in the two cases in the presence of
a detuning (here exaggerated δ/Ω ∼ 0.6). The effective rotation axis ~ω is tilted with respect to the
equatorial plane by an angle ∼ arctan(δ/Ω). The resulting oscillations have differing amplitudes and
offsets 〈z(t)〉 along the projection axis z. For δ = 0 (lower panel), the oscillations share the same
offset and amplitude, however their frequencies differ in the presence of nonlinearity, which is used
for its characterization. The detuned behavior is a sensitive means to verify the compensation of AC
Zeeman shifts in the presence of the full coupling power, which cannot be accomplished with a Ramsey
sequence.
and thus for their mean and difference frequency
(ωpl + ωpi)/2 ≈ Ω
ωpl − ωpi ≈ ΩΛ = Nχ. (3.12)
Note, that for the nonlinearity χ, the approximation is to second order. A further interesting
quantity is the offset 〈z(t)〉 of the oscillations, which reflects the position of the fixed point
in the dynamics of the mean and can be obtained by the requirement (z˙, ϕ˙) = 0 from a
linearization of the equations of motion (Eq. 2.48) which yields
zoff,pl ≈ − δ
Ω(1 + Λ)
≈ − δ
Ω
(1− Λ)
zoff,pi ≈ δ
Ω(1− Λ) ≈
δ
Ω
(1 + Λ) (3.13)
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Figure 3.4 Characterization of the nonlinearity Here, we show the result of small amplitude plasma-
and pi-oscillations in the Rabi regime with Ω ≈ 2pi × 320 Hz and an evolution time up to 10 ms at our
working magnetic field of 9.13 G. Left top: Exemplary measurement in a single lattice well with a
mean atom number of 510, averaged over 6 realizations. The deviations of the oscillation frequencies
are a direct measure of the nonlinearity due to atomic interactions. Left bottom: Difference frequency
as extracted from single-well measurements and binned by atom number. Additionally, we show the
expected scaling with the atom number from a numerical solution of the stationary Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (GPE) for our trapping parameters. The empirical fit of a simple square root describes very well
the behavior in the relevant range of atom numbers with the result Nχ = 2pi × 1.25(2)√N Hz. From
the GPE result, we can estimate the change in scattering length ∆aab ≈ 6.4aB due to the Feshbach
resonance. Right: The three parameters offset, amplitude and phase of the oscillations. The detuning
changes with the atom number as can be seen in the behavior of offset and amplitude. For a precise
extraction of the frequencies, offset and phase are fixed to the value of the linear fit (see text).
and thus (zoff,pi − zoff,pl)/2 ≈ δ/Ω. At fixed external detuning, the scaling of δ with the atom
number gives the interaction shift.
Figure 3.4 shows a corresponding measurement at a magnetic field of 9.13 G. The measure-
ment of the time evolutions were repeated six times for two different evaporation depths of the
initial BEC to obtain a large range of atom numbers and good statistics.
The extraction of the nonlinearity was done by first fitting the oscillations sinusoidally for
each well and measurement with the free parameters amplitude, offset, phase and frequency.
With the help of the systematic behavior of phase and offset versus atom number, the fit was
repeated with those values fixed to the linear approximations shown in Fig. 3.4 in order to
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Figure 3.5 Interaction shift of the two-photon resonance From the same measurement as Fig. 3.4,
the interaction shift of the resonance is extracted from the offset of the oscillations. It shows nice
agreement to the expected scaling with the fit result δint = 2pi × −0.77(6)
√
N Hz. Note that the
characterization is done in the presence of nonlinearity directly at 9.13 G and agrees very nicely with
the result 2pi ×−0.79(2)√N Hz obtained from Ramsey experiments at 9.2 G, farther away from the
Feshbach resonance.
obtain an better estimate of the frequencies. The obtained frequencies were subtracted and
binned by mean atom number. In each bin, a weighted mean was calculated, taking into
account the RMS fit errors ∆ω by weighting with 1/(∆ω2pl + ∆ω
2
pi).
Both nonlinearity χ and interaction detuning δint depend on the shape of the BEC mean
field (wavefunction) ψ(x) of the two modes on the single lattice site as well as on the relevant
interaction parameters gij . The expected behavior in the single spatial mode approximation is(
Nχ
δint
)
≈ N
2
(
gaa + gbb − 2gab
gbb − gaa
)∫
|ψ|4 d3x, (3.14)
where gab is altered close to the Feshbach resonance.
In Fig. 3.4 we compare the experimental values for Nχ with the expected scaling from the
Gross-Pitaevskii self-consistent groundstate solution for ψ obtained with a single component
of scattering length 100aB . The prefactor fitting best to the observations is gaa + gbb − 2gab ≈
2pi × 0.98 Hz µm3, from which we estimate a change of the interspecies scattering length
of ∆aab ≈ 6.4aB due to the Feshbach resonance. An empirical square-root fit gives a
very good approximation for the relevant range of atom numbers with the result Nχ =
2pi × 1.25(2)√N Hz.
Figure 3.5 shows the corresponding extraction of the interaction shift using the differences in
offset, multiplied with the local Rabi frequency for each well. The result again fits very nicely
to the
√
N -behavior with the result δint = 2pi ×−0.77(6)
√
N Hz in very good agreement with
the result of the Ramsey experiments at 9.2 G.
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Figure 3.6 Influence of preparation error and detuning Here, a projection of the pi- and plasma-
oscillations to the y-z-plane (viewed from the negative x-axis) is schematically depicted for δ > 0, as is
the case for the calibration measurement. The initial y-position is influenced by both nonlinearity as well
as detuning during the preparation pulse, which leads to a phase offset of the subsequent oscillations,
which is different in magnitude and sign for the two types. The detuning shifts their offsets in opposite
directions, which also makes their amplitudes differ. The effects are exaggerated here for clarity.
The behavior of the phase of the oscillations can be understood as combined effect of
nonlinearity and detuning during the rotation about the y-axis for preparation. The nonlinearity
results in a phase evolution which linearly depends on z, whereas the detuning contributes
proportional to the mean spin length in x-direction, which builds up due to the rotation.
The linearized equation of motion for y in this case reads y˙ ≈ Nχz(t)x(t) − δx(t), where
z(t) ≈ − cos(Ωt) and x(t) ≈ − sin(Ωt). This can be easily integrated, which yields
y(t) ≈ Nχ
2Ω
sin2(Ωt) +
δ
Ω
[cos(Ωt)− 1]. (3.15)
With Ωt ≈ pi/2 of the preparation pulse, one gets y ≈ (Nχ/2− δ)/Ω = Λ/2− δ˜ and thus an
atom number dependence of y after the preparation. The situation is schematically depicted in
Fig. 3.6. Since χ > 0 and δint < 0 in our case, linear and nonlinear interaction contributions
add up and a compensation can be only achieved for one specific atom number by an external
detuning or a phase adjustment of the second pulse. For the calibration measurement, the
preparation pulse was ideal (i.e. y ≈ 0 after the pulse) at atom numbers around 220, although
the atom number ’most resonant’ was ≈ 730 (see Fig. 3.5). This reflects in the phase of the
oscillations (Fig. 3.4) becoming equal for low atom numbers and increasingly different for
higher numbers, although the coupling comes closer to resonance.
It is interesting to note that due to the closely matching atom number dependencies of Nχ
and δ, the phase error of the preparation pulse can in principle be minimized by a suitable choice
of the interspecies interaction parameter10, such that the linear interaction part compensates
the nonlinear one for a broad range of atom numbers.
10This could be achieved with gab = (3gaa − gbb)/2. Since gaa > gbb, this would correspond to a required
increase of gab and thus to a position on the lower-field immiscible side of the Feshbach resonance. However,
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3.6 Gradients of the parameters
The advantage of our BEC array besides the tight trapping in lattice direction is that each
experimental run yields several BECs with similar atom numbers. In order to interpret them
as independent realizations of the same experiment, it is important, that the relevant physical
parameters are as homogeneous as possible along the lattice (x-direction). The possible
deleterious effects can be divided into influence of the trapping, which potentially alters
nonlinearity and detuning, the gradient of the offset magnetic field, which gives a spatial
variation of the detuning, and the inhomogeneity of the coupling fields, which can contribute
rotation angle errors and detuning through the AC Zeeman shift.
3.6.1 Trapping
The influence of the trapping on interaction effects can be estimated by noting that the relevant
interaction parameter of a harmonically trapped BEC is given by Na/aho [146], where aho =√
~/mωho is the harmonic oscillator length and ωho = (ωxωyωz)1/3 is the geometric mean of
the trapping frequencies. We have seen that the interaction dependent parameters scale with
the interaction energy per particle Eint/N ∝ Na
∫ |ψ|4 d3x ' α√N . For nonlinearity and
interaction detuning, a has to be substituted with the relevant scattering length combinations.
Due to the universality of the interaction parameter, the scaling in units of the mean harmonic
oscillator can be obtained from the scaling with the atom number [146]. This yields
Eint
N
∝ ωho
2
√
N
√
ωho ∝
√
Nω
5/4
ho =
√
Nω
5/6
⊥ ω
5/12
lat ≈
√
Nω⊥
√
ωlat. (3.16)
In the Thomas-Fermi limit, which neglects the kinetic energy over the interaction and trapping
contribution, the corresponding quantity would beEint/N = (2/7)µ = ~ωho/7(15Na/aho)2/5 ∝
N2/5ω
6/5
ho , which yields almost the same scaling with the trap frequencies
11. From Eq. 3.16, we
see that the waveguide trapping frequency has an approximately linear influence, whereas the
lattice potential is less critical. The inhomogeneity of the trapping frequencies is ∆ωlat/ωlat <
1.5% and ∆ω⊥/ω⊥ < 1% (see Appendix B.1), which leaves an influence of < 2% on the
interaction effects. While negligible for the nonlinearity χ, the influence on the detuning is
noteworthy, since the total interaction shift is ∼ 2pi × 20 Hz and the 2% turn into 2pi × 0.4 Hz
total shift.
Due to the hyperfine splitting, there is also a direct effect of the trapping on detuning, which
is proportional to the optical power (see section 3.4.2). From the above consideration of the
differential AC Stark shifts, we estimate an influence smaller than 2pi × (2∆ωlat/ωlat × 3 Hz +
2∆ω⊥/ω⊥ × 8 Hz) ≈ 2pi × 0.25 Hz.
We note that these are rather pessimistic estimates, but showcase the delicacy of the effects
(we aim for a homogeneity and stability of better than 1 Hz) and the advantage of direct
characterizations and calibrations via Ramsey spectroscopy and pi/plasma-oscillations.
we know from test experiments on this side aiming for best spin squeezing, that it is not favorable for the
generation of nonclassical states to increase gab with our trapping parameters, presumably because the mode
overlap decreases. For tighter traps, this could be an option.
11The scaling with the atom number in Thomas-Fermi approximation is experimentally indistinguishable from a√
N -behavior. However, since a ≈ 5.3 nm and aho ≈ 570 nm in our case, the requirement Na/aho  1 for
Thomas-Fermi is only valid for N  100.
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3.6.2 Magnetic offset field
The magnetic sensitivity 10.7 Hz/mG of the two-photon resonance implies that the gradient
of the magnetic field B0 has to be smaller than about 0.3 µG/µm for a detuning homogeneity
better than 0.5 Hz over 30 sites of the BEC array. Due to the relatively large value of B0, we
are only sensitive in its direction and perpendicular components are suppressed by a factor 2B0,
since the different field directions sum quadratically to the absolute value. We optimized the
gradient with the help of Ramsey experiments with long interrogation time on the maximally
Zeeman sensitive transition |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉. Due to the magnetic field gradient, the different
lattice sites eventually dephase and the atomic imbalance after the second pi/2-pulse shows a
periodic pattern along the array. Due to magnetic field fluctuations, the absolute position of
this pattern is not reproducible for long interrogation times, whereas the periodicity is stable,
reflecting the magnetic field gradient. This proved very handy for optimization, since any
experimental change of the gradient also comes with a change in B0. We optimized by placing
small permanent refrigerator magnets close to the experimental chamber towards increasing
period of the pattern. Finally, we were limited by the interaction shift on this transition,
which changes the behavior of the pattern from spatially periodic to atom number dependent.
With a careful analysis of the scaling of the differential Ramsey signal along the lattice for
small interrogation times12, we measured the final gradient to 0.196(6) µG/µm [12, 130]. This
means that the inhomogeneity over 30 wells (∼ 30 µG) is on the order of the shot-to-shot
reproducibility of B0.
3.6.3 Coupling fields
The influence of gradients of the Rabi coupling fields is twofold. On the one hand, they lead to
a variation of the rotation angles for fast rotations of fixed pulse-length or of the parameter
Λ = Nχ/Ω via a change in Ω. More importantly, they also cause an inhomogeneity of the
detuning via the AC Zeeman shift. To characterize these effects, we performed Rabi flopping
with many cycles either on the one-photon microwave transition or on the two-photon transition.
In each case, the gradient is revealed by sinusoidally fitting the imbalance results of each lattice
well and extracting the spatial dependence of the Rabi frequency by a linear fit.
The gradient of the microwave coupling field is quite sensitive to the position of the antenna
loop. For optimization, we chose the Rabi pulse time on the one-photon transition sufficiently
long, such that a dephasing along the lattice was apparent in a single experimental run and
maximized the period along the lattice by small displacements of the antenna. The disadvantage
is that this changes also the Rabi frequency which makes the period maximization for fixed
Rabi pulse time ambiguous and necessitates several recalibrations of the Rabi frequency
during optimization. The final gradient was ∆ΩMW/ΩMW ≈ 1.4%/165 µm (30 wells) at
ΩMW ≈ 2pi × 10.0 kHz.
For the radio frequency we tried different configurations and sizes as well as distances of
loop coils13 and ended up with the present configuration (see Fig. 3.1 RF 1 and Appendix
B.3) with the loop around the imaging objective as big as possible to not obscure the MOT
12The employed sequence contained a swapping of a spin-squeezed state to the magnetically sensitive transition
|1, 1〉 ↔ |1,−1〉 with negligible interaction shift.
13This includes an unsuccessful try of two loops simultaneously on opposite sides of the glass cell
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beams. Combined with the microwave, this yielded a gradient of the two-photon coupling
of ∆Ω/Ω ≈ 0.53%/165 µm14 at Ω ≈ 2pi × 344 Hz, that is at an RF Rabi frequency of
ΩRF ≈ 2pi × 13.8 kHz. This means that the RF gradient partly compensates the MW gradient.
Since ∆Ω/Ω ≈ ∆ΩMW/ΩMW + ∆ΩRF/ΩRF, we get ∆ΩRF/ΩRF ≈ −0.38%/165 µm.
We note that the relative gradient of the two-photon coupling does not depend on the relation
ΩMW/ΩRF, since Ω is directly proportional to both contributions.
The relative gradient value of the two-photon coupling directly translates into angle inhomo-
geneities, for example a worst case of ≈ 0.5◦ for a 90◦ rotation (pi/2-pulse)15.
Since the AC Zeeman shifts are proportional to the square of the one-photon Rabi frequencies,
they are not coupled to the two-photon Rabi frequency, but depend on the strength of the
individual coupling fields. In light of the Rabi gradients, this is most important for the regime
Ω < Nχ during state evolution, which requires Ω . 2pi× 20 Hz. This can be either reached by
attenuating the RF or the MW or both, the total attenuation required from Ω0 ≈ 2pi × 320 Hz
being & 24 dB. If attenuating only one component, the AC Zeeman shift gradient of the other
component remains, which gets significant, since the important parameter is δ/Ω. For example,
if only the RF is attenuated, which is easy to implement with the arbitrary waveform generator,
a sizable gradient of≈ 2∆ΩMW/ΩMWδMW ≈ 3%/165 µm×2pi×120 Hz ≈ 2pi×4 Hz/165 µm
would remain, while the shift due to the RF would become negligibly small. We therefore
take the additional complication16 of lowering the microwave coupling by 10.8 dB with the
help of a fixed attenuator on a fast RF switch for this purpose (for details see Appendix B.3).
The attenuation leads to a drastic reduction of δMW to ≈ 2pi × 10 Hz and of its gradient to
≈ 2pi × 0.3 Hz/165 µm. The additionally employed attenuation of the RF by 14 dB makes its
AC Zeeman shift contribution to the detuning gradient negligible (δRF ≈ 2pi × 3 Hz).
3.7 Atom loss
The loss of atoms from the trap is a severe limitation for the creation of highly nonclassical
states in our pseudospin implementation. The most relevant loss channels are two-body
loss [147] in F = 2 and losses due to the Feshbach resonance [148]. Here, we discuss and
characterize these two contributions. All other loss channels, for example due to photon
scattering from the dipole traps or collisions with background atoms in the vacuum chamber
happen on a timescale of ∼ 15 s and are thus negligible for the spin evolution times . 30 ms.
For the loss characterization, we have prepared different initial imbalances with a two-photon
Rabi coupling pulse followed by a variable hold time of up to 70 ms at our working field 9.13 G
close to the Feshbach resonance.
14This corresponds to a reduction by an order of magnitude from the gradient we had with the older antenna RF 2
(Fig. 3.1)
15On average, these effects are smaller, since similar atom numbers are usually spaced by much less than 20
wells. However, the effect systematically increases for a post-selection of smaller atom numbers, since they
are located at the edge of the BEC array.
16The attenuated and non-attenuated paths have a different phase shift, which we directly calibrated with
pi/plasma-oscillations and compensated with a corresponding RF phase shift.
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Figure 3.7 Two-body spin relaxation loss Here, all atoms are prepared in |b〉 = |F = 2,mF = −1〉
and kept for different hold times up to 70 ms in the trap. The resulting decay is fitted for each lattice
well and the results binned and averaged for the initial atom number. The result of an exponential fit
(left) shows a characteristic scaling with the initial atom number. A linear fit in a double-logarithmic
scale (middle) gives the result τ ∝ N−0.45(4) (also line in left plot), consistent with the expectation
1/
√
N . A fit to Eq. 3.19 yields the loss parameter kbb = 2.51(5) · 10−4ms−1 (gray error band), which
is to good approximation independent of the initial atom number.
3.7.1 Two-body spin relaxation
For the collisional interaction of two atoms of |b〉 = |F = 2,mF = −1〉, the total spin projec-
tion MF = m
(1)
F +m
(2)
F = −2 is a conserved quantity in a small magnetic field, while this is
not the case for the total F quantum number. During the collision one of the two or both atoms
can relax to F = 1, which releases the hyperfine energy splitting of 6.8 GHz and is in either
case sufficient for both atoms to escape the trap. In absence of component |a〉, we model this
loss process [147, 149] with
dnb(t)
dt
= −Kbbnb(t)2, (3.17)
where nb(t) is the density of component |b〉. In the single spatial mode approximation, we can
integrate out the spatial degrees of freedom and obtain
dNb(t)
dt
= −KbbNb(t)2
∫
|ψ|4 d3x ≈ −kbbNb(t)3/2, (3.18)
where we have used our approximation
∫ |ψ|4 ∝ 1/√N . The Thomas-Fermi scaling would be
∝ N−3/5. By separation of variables, this differential equation can be integrated with the result
Nb(t) =
(
kbb
2
t+Nb(0)
−1/2
)−2
. (3.19)
Experimentally, the initial decay cannot be distinguished from an exponential law, but we
expect the decay time to have a scaling of τ ∝ 1/kbb
√
Nb(0). We therefore fit the data for
the imbalance z ≈ 1 with both alternatives. Figure 3.7 shows the results. The exponential
fit yields the scaling τ ∝ Nb(0)−0.45(4), which is consistent with our expectation. The fit to
Eq. 3.19 yields the parameter kbb = 0.251(5) s−1, which turns out to be a good description for
all initial atom numbers. Including the GPE result
√
N
∫ |ψ|4 d3x = 2.60(4) µm−3 we obtain
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Figure 3.8 Losses due to the proximity of the Feshbach resonance The preparation of different
initial imbalances between |a〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 and |b〉 = |F = 2,mF = −1〉 systematically varies
the strength of the additional loss channel due to the Feshbach resonance. Including the result of the
two-body spin relaxation loss of F = 2, the numerical solution of the coupled differential equations
for Na and Nb are fitted to the experimental results. Left: The assumption of additional two-body
loss already captures quite well the imbalance dependence. However, the resulting loss parameter k(2)ab
shows a clear scaling with the initial total atom number (∝ N(0)0.28(2), linear fit in the log-plot), which
is a strong indication of other loss channels and dismisses a pure two-body Feshbach loss mechanism.
Right: Including an additional scaling of ∝ N−0.3 in the differential equations yields a nice description
with smaller relative deviations vs. imbalance and no significant dependence on the initial atom number
with the result kab = 1.63(4) · 10−4 ms−1 (given with one standard deviation of its mean vs. imbalance,
which is larger as vs. initial atom number, depicted as gray band and gray lines in the rightmost panel).
The empirical scaling lies in between the expected scaling of pure two-body and pure three-body loss
(see text).
Kbb = 9.7(3) · 10−14 cm3s−1 in agreement with the result (10.4± 1) · 10−14 cm3s−1 of [147],
which was obtained at a magnetic field of 3 G.
3.7.2 Feshbach loss
The loss mechanism due to the Feshbach resonance has been considered in [148] as additional
two-body loss channel taking the form
dna(t)
dt
= −K(2)ab na(t)nb(t)
dnb(t)
dt
= −K(2)ab na(t)nb(t)−Kbbnb(t)2 (3.20)
From the above consideration of two-body loss, we can write
dNa
dt
≈ [−k(2)ab NaNb]N−1/2
dNb
dt
≈ [−k(2)ab NaNb − kbbN2b ]N−1/2 (3.21)
Here, we have assumed, that the single spatial mode does not depend on the relative populations,
but only on the total atom number N = Na +Nb and we have omitted the notation of the time
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dependence for clarity. This coupled system of equations cannot be easily solved analytically,
but a numerical solution can be obtained quite efficiently. With an optimization algorithm, we
fitted its solution to the time dependence of Na and Nb independently for each lattice well and
measurement by minimizing the squared deviations to the experimental data. The value for kbb
was fixed to the value obtained above. The results for k(2)ab were binned for averaging either by
initial imbalance or by initial atom number. The range of the other parameter was chosen in the
range of statistical relevance (N(0) = 350 . . . 700 and z(0) = −0.6 . . . 0.7 respectively). The
results are shown in Fig. 3.8 left. While the imbalance dependence is captured quite reasonably,
we observe a clear scaling of k(2)ab with N(0)
0.28(2), which points at an additional three-body
loss channel.
The consideration of three-body loss is motivated by the notion of molecule formation due
to the coupling to the molecular states involved in the Feshbach resonance [150]. For molecule
formation, three atoms have to come together such that the momentum conservation can be
fulfilled and the binding energy can go into the relative motion of molecule and third particle.
For the loss rates, we would write down
dna
dt
= −K(3)ab (n2anb + nan2b) = −K(3)ab nanb(na + nb)
dnb
dt
=
dna
dt
−Kbbn2b (3.22)
or in terms of the atom numbers
dNa
dt
≈ −K(3)ab NaNbN
∫
|ψ|6 d3x ≈ −k(3)ab NaNb
dNb
dt
≈ dNa
dt
− kbbN2bN−1/2 (3.23)
Here, we have used
∫ |ψ|6 d3x ∝ N−1, which is a good approximation to the GPE result17
in our range of atom numbers. The corresponding Thomas-Fermi scaling is N−6/5 = N−1.2.
However, the best description of the experimental data is found with
dNa
dt
= −kabNaNbN−0.2
dNb
dt
=
dNa
dt
− kbbN2bN−1/2, (3.24)
which was anticipated from the observation k(2)ab ∝ N0.3 from the assumption of two-body loss.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.8 right. The relative deviations from the mean parameter value vs.
imbalance are reduced compared to the two-body loss assumption, which is caused by the good
description of the dependence on initial atom number. We find a parameter kab = 0.163(4) s−1,
where the given error is the standard deviation from the mean vs. imbalance. If the Thomas-
Fermi approximation would be justified, the observed scaling would be perfectly consistent
with pure three-body loss, since the relevant term is ∝ NaNbN−0.2 = NaNbNN−1.2 (see
Eq. 3.23). However, the scaling of the GPE solution is weaker (∝ N−1 instead of ∝ N−1.2).
As we have seen, two-body loss is expected to scale with ∝ NaNbN−0.5, which has the same
17The numerical value is N
∫ |ψ|6 d3x ≈ 9.1(1) µm−6
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Figure 3.9 Exponential lifetime for different initial conditions Here, we show the dependence of the
exponential lifetime of the total number of atoms on the initial imbalance and on the initial atom number.
The lines in the left panel are contours of equal lifetime, spaced by 10 ms, beginning with 80 ms on the
right edge. The right column shows two cuts, one for an initial z ≈ 0 vs. atom number and one for an
initial atom number of N ≈ 500 vs. initial imbalance. Due to the spin relaxation loss in F = 2, the
behavior vs. imbalance is asymmetric with respect to z = 0. The shown experimental data points are
the results of exponential fits for evolution times up to 70 ms.
form and only differs by the scaling with the total atom number. One could suspect, that the
difference is caused by the fast timescale of the loss [132], such that the picture, that the shape
of the wave function can adiabatically follow during the time evolution is not justified and
therefore a smaller scaling of two-body loss is plausible. However, the time scale of atom loss
is ∼ 100 ms, whereas the mean harmonic oscillator time scale is ∼ 3 ms with tight trapping
in all directions, such that non-adiabaticity can be neglected. We checked the validity of this
rough argument with a time dependent GPE and found the deviations from the given scalings
to be on the order of 10−3 during the time evolution.
In this respect we can conclude, that we observe a clear tendency towards three-body
Feshbach loss, while the admixture of additional two-body loss cannot be discriminated in
our range of atom numbers. Although we made rather simplified assumptions in view of the
complex nature of the mixed-spin-channel Feshbach resonance [131, 134], we have obtained a
reasonable description.
In Figure 3.9, we show the exponential lifetime of the total number of atoms as fitted to the
numerical solution of Eq. 3.24 with the obtained parameters for an evolution time of up to
70 ms. Due to the Feshbach loss, the lifetime is imbalance dependent and diverges for z → −1
(all atoms in |a〉). For z ∼ 0.15 the lifetime is minimal (∼ 100 ms for 500 atoms) while for
z → 1 it is limited by the spin-relaxation timescale (∼ 200 ms for 500 atoms). The lifetimes
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closely match the experimental data fitted exponentially for the same time scale, which gives
a nice consistency check of the extracted parameters. We note, that the exponential lifetime
depends on the fitting timescale, since for small evolution times the non-exponential decay is
steeper than the exponential approximation.
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4 State preparation and readout
Here, we detail the experimental steps for the diabatic production and characterization of
non-classical states by time evolution close to the classically unstable fixed point. We give
intuitive insights with the help of the phase-space Husimi distributions.
4.1 Spin manipulation sequence
After the production of the BEC array in the internal state |F,mF 〉 = |1,−1〉 = |c〉, the
magnetic offset field is ramped to its final value of 9.13 G and actively stabilized. The spin
state manipulation sequence begins with a radio-frequency adiabatic passage 1 in F = 1
to the state |a〉 = |1, 1〉. Since it sweeps over the two Zeeman resonances, this transfer is
robust and obtains a very high fidelity. The state |a〉⊗N is the coherent spin state with ϑ = pi,
located at the south pole of the sphere in our two-mode description. Subsequently, we apply
an Ω0τ = pi/2-pulse with the Rabi frequency Ω0 ∼ 2pi × 310 Hz to rotate this state onto the
equator. This sets the frame of reference between the atomic phase and the local oscillator,
which in our case corresponds to the subtraction of the RF frequency from the MW frequency.
We define the axis of the first pulse to be the positive y-axis. During a pause of 2 µs, we
attenuate the microwave by 10.8 dB and the radio frequency by 14 dB, which reduces the
Rabi frequency to Ωevo ∼ 2pi × 18 Hz, corresponding to Nχ/Ωevo ∼ 1.5, i.e. in the bifurcated
regime. In combination with the phase shift of the MW attenuator (∼ 83◦), the phase of the
RF is adjusted such that the rotation axis is approximately parallel to the mean spin direction,
which corresponds to a preparation close to the unstable fixed point. The subsequent evolution
time of variable length is interrupted by a ’spin echo’ pulse with length Ω0τ = pi, which partly
suppresses the effect of detuning fluctuations from realization to realization. We discuss below
that in our nonlinear situation it doesn’t only cause a phase inversion. After the second half
of the attenuated evolution, we apply two types of rotations for state characterization: One
with the rotation axis approximately antiparallel to the mean spin direction, which we call
tomography rotation, characterized by the angle α = Ω0τ , and one with the rotation axis
approximately at 90◦ to the mean spin direction, which we call interferometry rotation by the
angle θ = ΩIτ . Since we want to apply also very small rotations in the order of 1◦ with the
last pulse, we attenuate the RF by 6 dB, such that ΩI ∼ 2pi × 160 Hz. This results in about 100
cycles of the RF per degree of rotation, such that switch-on effects, which typically distort the
first ∼ 2 cycles of the pulse become negligible. The timing sequence is illustrated in Fig. 4.1
with the corresponding rotations and a theoretical time evolution of the two-mode model.
1The RAP consists of a linear ramp of the RF frequency from 7 MHz to 5.8 MHz in 20 ms with a Rabi frequency
of ∼ 10 kHz
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Figure 4.1 Experimental pulse sequence Here, we show the experimental timing sequence of the
microwave and radio frequency pulses. The top row depicts the nonadiabatic state preparation sequence
with 1) pi/2-pulse for preparation close to the unstable fixed point, 2) first half of the evolution with
attenuated Rabi frequency, 3) spin-echo pi-pulse, 4) second half of the evolution. The bar graph
schematically shows the different Rabi frequencies of the pulses and the different pulse phases in
grayscale. The corresponding rotation axis direction is noted underneath. The two spheres at the bottom
show the action of the last two pulses used for state characterization. The rotation about the x-axis with
angle α is used for state tomography, which is followed by a rotation about the y axis with (small) angle
θ for the Fisher information extraction. The depicted classical phase space is the situation during the
time evolution, which is shown with a detuning of 2pi × 1 Hz, and the corresponding initial and final
states are depicted by empty and filled contours, respectively. Without detuning, the resulting state
would be always point symmetric to its intersection with the negative x-axis. Due to the asymmetry of
the phase space in z-direction, the spin-echo pulse can only partly compensate the effect of detuning.
4.1.1 Towards the right parameters
The detuning for the fast pulses was coarsely minimized with the characterization of the AC
Zeeman shifts by Ramsey spectroscopy at 9.2 G, farther away from the Feshbach resonance
but still at a comparable offset field. A confirmation and fine adjustment was performed at
9.13 G with the symmetrization of plasma- and pi-oscillations as described in Section 3.5,
which turned out to be an invaluable tool.
The adjustment of the detuning during the evolution time is much more subtle, since the
atom number dependence of the interaction shift has a much larger effect. For example, for
500 atoms the total interaction shift is ∼ 17 Hz, which changes by ∼ ±1 Hz with ±60 atoms
(this means also during the time evolution in the presence of atom loss). To come close to
a reasonable setting, we measured time evolutions without spin echo pulse and decided for
the detuning, which showed the most symmetric statistical spread in imbalance. Here as for
all characterizations, the BEC array with several realizations at similar atom numbers in one
realization is indispensable. Coarse adjustments can be typically done by hand while observing
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the behavior along the lattice on the absorption pictures of single shots and statistical spreads
can be coarsely estimated by on-the-fly analysis, which is close to impossible in reasonable
time in the case of single realizations per experimental run, which currently requires ∼ 38 s to
complete.
The Rabi frequency of the fast pulses was separately calibrated by Rabi flopping for the
two employed pulse powers. Typical drifts are smaller than 0.5%, which we correct by slight
adjustments of the RF power before each long-term measurement of ∼ 3− 5 days duration.
The relative phase shift (modulo 2pi) between the two paths of our microwave attenuator
assembly was also determined by plasma/pi-oscillations. Here, we prepared the coherent state
directly on the equator, switched the attenuator but kept the RF power at its initial level. The
phase was found by adjustment of the RF phase of the second pulse such that the oscillation
amplitude was minimized. The successful preparation on the ’pi-side’ can be checked by
a small positive phase displacement from this setting and a rotation angle ≤ 180◦ of the
second pulse. The resulting sign of the imbalance is positive on the pi-side and negative on
the plasma-side 2. For unattenuated microwave, the same result is obtained for an RF phase
shift of 3pi/2 + φprep, where φprep ∼ 3◦ is the phase acquired during the preparation pulse due
to finite detuning and the nonlinearity (see Fig. 3.6). The difference in RF phase between
the two settings is the attenuator phase shift. Since the phase shifts are critical ingredients
of the unstable fixed point evolution, we checked the stability of the assembly on a network
analyzer while rapidly toggling its setting between attenuated and unattenuated. It turned out
to be remarkably stable under physical stress like knocking with a screwdriver handle 3 and
temperature changes. Even heating it with a heat gun well beyond the human touch tolerance
resulted in a change in phase shift of only about one degree. Since the lab temperature stability
is better than 1K, this is more than sufficient.
In the following analyses, we concentrate on the time regime where the bending dynamics
leads to non-Gaussian features and the spin squeezing vanishes. Experimentally, we found
this time by tomographic characterization of the squeezing via the angle α for different
evolution times [13, 130]. The day before a detailed characterization measurement with the
acquisition of experimental probability distributions, we typically performed such a squeezing
tomography, for which reasonable statistics can be acquired in one night of measurement time.
Especially the angle of best squeezing can be robustly extracted. Since we expected the best
performance in the neighborhood of this angle with minimal variance, we concentrated the
detailed characterization there. In the presence of systematic drifts during the measurement
time, it is important to shuffle and interleave the different measurement settings. For example,
we changed the angle θ in every realization and the angle α for every row of realizations
between two Ramsey corrections. For the measurements without θ-pulse, the setting of α was
randomly shuffled.
2This is specific for positive nonlinearity χ. For χ < 0 the picture changes by a phase of pi.
3To obtain mechanical stability it is thoroughly screwed to an aluminum base-plate and interconnected with
semi-rigid coaxial lines
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4.1.2 Keeping track of the detuning
To ensure the resonance during a long-term measurement, we perform automated Ramsey spec-
troscopy on the two-photon transition after 30− 40 experimental realizations, corresponding to
a time interval of 20− 25 minutes. For this, we acquire 10 shots of a pi/2− T − pi/2 sequence
with T = 30 ms free interrogation time with a phase offset of pi/2 for the last pulse to convert
acquired phase into detectable atomic imbalance. Due to the presence of the nonlinearity and
thus one-axis twisting, the Ramsey contrast is reduced, which is taken into account by the
automatic analysis. Due to the interaction shift, a quite narrow postselection on total atom
number is required. We obtained a robust improvement of this issue by a linear fit to the
measured imbalances versus total atom number and a correction of the setpoint of the magnetic
field stabilization based on the evaluation of the fit at a particular target atom number. The
correction values are used in the final data analysis: If the correction step between two consec-
utive Ramsey measurements is bigger than the equivalent of 1.5 Hz, which in the absence of
big drifts occurs in the form of spiky outliers, we discard the preceding and following row of
realizations, since this means that either a detuning change likely happened before the Ramsey
shots or the evaluation was invalid, which erroneously altered the detuning of the following
experiments. Note that the two-photon resonance is not only affected by magnetic fields (see
section 3.4), which is why we chose to live with the disadvantage of the reduced sensitivity
by one-axis twisting and the comparably weak magnetic field sensitivity in order to maintain
the two-photon resonance under all influences. To take advantage of the spin squeezing is not
possible here, since the required upright orientation of the long axis would only worsen the
phase spread during the interrogation time.
4.1.3 Spin-echo pulse
The basic idea of a pi spin-echo pulse in a linear situation (under the influence of the Hamiltonian
δJˆz with static δ only) is to invert the z-direction in the middle of the evolution time te such
that the unitary Uˆ1 = exp[−iδJˆzte/2] of the first half cancels with Uˆ2 = exp[+iδJˆzte/2] of the
second half and the sequence becomes robust against detuning fluctuations from realization to
realization or detuning inhomogeneity in a single realization. In NMR spectroscopy, this leads
to a rephasing of the spins and a revival of the precession signal [151] which is why it is called
(Hahn) spin-echo. With the addition of the quadratic Hamiltonian χJˆ2z this is still possible,
since it is invariant under inversion of the z-axis. The situation changes fundamentally with the
addition of the weak Rabi coupling −ΩJˆx during the time evolution. In this case, an additional
detuning breaks the z-symmetry, which means that its effect cannot be perfectly canceled any
more by z-inversion. In this sense, ’spin-echo’ is a bit of a misnomer in our situation, it rather
has to be understood as an integral part of our preparation scheme, partly compensating phase
evolution but also symmetrizing to some degree the resulting quantum states in z-direction.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 with the help of the classical phase space and the contours of
theoretical Husimi distributions. The situation further complicates since due to the interaction
shift the detuning changes with the evolution time in the presence of atom loss. However,
a reduction of the criticality and a concentration of the final states around the tomography
axis can still be obtained. Note, that the big variation of the detuning depicted in Fig. 4.2 is
much larger than the experimental reproducibility (∼ 0.4 Hz for long-term measurements), but
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Figure 4.2 Spin echo pulse Here, we illustrate the action of the spin-echo pi-pulse (rotation around the
negative x-axis) in the middle of the time evolution for different detunings δ/2pi and otherwise identical
parameters (Λ = 1.5,Ω = 2pi × 20 Hz). Due to the asymmetry of the phase space in z-direction, the
spin-echo pulse can only partly compensate the effects of finite detuning. Nevertheless, it leads to a
much reduced influence on the shape of the final state, as can be seen from the comparison to the case
without spin-echo pulse. Since the pi-pulse can also be seen as an z-inversion of the phase space, we
compare it to the case of positive detuning during the whole evolution (right panel). It also leads to a
concentration of the mean spin direction around the negative x-axis, which is beneficial for the readout
rotations after the state preparation. The upper spheres show a summary of the position and orientation
of the final states in the two cases for detunings of ±1 Hz and ±3 Hz. The time dependence of the
parameters due to atom loss is neglected here to show the basic features.
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provides an intuitive insight into the dependence on the total atom number (the range of 4 Hz
corresponds approximately to the range from 300 to 500 atoms).
4.2 Readout and data analysis
After state preparation and rotation, the population of |b〉 = |2,−1〉 is quickly transferred to
|c〉 = |1,−1〉 by a microwave pi-pulse to stop further spin relaxation and Feshbach loss. This
is followed by a controlled ramp-down of the magnetic offset field to a value of ∼ 1 G in
300 ms such that the Zeeman splitting is below the linewidth of the resonant detection light.
After Stern-Gerlach separation, the two components are destructively detected by absorption
imaging (details see section 3.2.4).
Before post-processing, each row of 30−40 realizations is visually inspected and filtered for
obviously bad realizations, for example rare cases in which the final pi-pulse has not worked
properly, the image has a big background noise level, the total atom number was abnormally
low or the Stern-Gerlach splitting is too small, which happens if the imaging sequence is not
triggered correctly. After this step, the optimal reference pictures, the atomic column densities
and finally the atom numbers per component and lattice well are calculated.
Since the interaction parameters largely depend on the total atom number, we group the
results in bins chosen as small as possible to still provide sufficient statistics. For the character-
izations discussed in the following sections, they were fixed to a width of 30 atoms.
The analysis proceeds in calculating the atomic imbalances z = (Nb − Na)/N for every
setting. These values are either directly analyzed in terms of their mean and variance or binned
in histograms with a bin width of 4/N . This width is chosen slightly smaller than the typical
photon shot-noise contribution to our detection noise of (∆z)PSN ≈ 6/N . Smaller widths only
lead to worse statistics per bin, while bigger ones tend to hide essential features of the states.
To obtain the experimental probabilities (frequencies), the count numbers are normalized to
the total number of counts in the histogram.
For comparability of our methods, we do not subtract detection noise in the variance analyses
unless otherwise stated.
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5.1 Quantum state reconstruction
After the evolution time of 25 ms, the unrotated state features a very broad distribution of the
imbalance with a variance about 40− 60 times larger than that of a coherent spin state as can
be seen in Fig. 5.1 in the top row for three different mean atom numbers. Essential further
insight is gained by the application of the tomography rotation, which reveals that the shape
of the state is anisotropic, non-Gaussian and strongly depends on the total atom number. We
acquired a set of such distributions for tomography angles in steps of 10 degrees and finer
sampling in 5 degree steps in the range of smallest variance (examples of obtained distributions
can be seen in Fig. 5.1). With this data, we performed a maximum-likelihood reconstruction of
the density matrix in the symmetric subspace of the final atom number.
Apart from the projection of the finite window in total atom number to its mean value,
we assume in this approach that the qubits are indistinguishable and thus still confined to
the two BEC modes after the evolution time, also in the presence of atom loss. With this
assumption, a quantum state reconstruction seems to become less impossible, since this
subspace scales linearly with the number of particles instead of exponentially for full state
tomography. However, there are still N(N + 1)/2 complex and N + 1 real entries to be
estimated.
For the reconstruction, we decreased the bin size in z to 2/N , according to the granularity
of the spin projections with {mα} = −N/2, . . . , N/2. We then apply the iterative method
presented in [152–154] starting from the normalized identity matrix in Jˆz-basis. The algorithm
iteratively maximizes the likelihood for the given measurements to be the result of projections
of the reconstructed state along the measured directions. Since we can exclude from full Rabi
flopping with orthogonal rotation axis that the state has contributions on the positive x-axis,
we include one projection in this direction and assign zero probability to the positive side in
the calculation of the iteration step.
The method introduced in [74] on the basis of the Wigner function akin to the planar filtered
backprojection used in optics has the intrinsic problem, that the obtained density matrix is not
physical, i.e. it usually obtains negative eigenvalues. Furthermore, nonuniform sampling leads
to artifacts as in any tomographic backprojection approach, which is also not as problematic
for the maximum likelihood method, since a natural weighting occurs in the calculation of the
iterative step and all measured data can be included. Furthermore, the reconstruction stays in
the space of physical density matrices.
The maximum likelihood approach is very tempting, since it was argued that it should be
also possible to deal with informationally incomplete data in this way and obtain the ’most
probable’ density matrix given the measured data, which contains the least assumptions about
things that have not been measured (maximum likelihood maximum entropy approach [155]).
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Figure 5.1 Experimental probability distributions of the tomographic characterization Here, we
show exemplary histograms of the state tomography after 25 ms of evolution time for three total atom
numbers. The unrotated distributions are shown in the topmost panel. Note that for the rotated states the
axis is zoomed to half its size. In all panels, the line represents the Gaussian distribution of a coherent
spin state with the same atom number, positioned at the mean imbalance of the experimental histogram.
The distributions are clearly non-Gaussian and show a big variation versus total atom number.
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One could hope to obtain some coarse-grained version of the density matrix, which allows to
extract information for example about low spin moments (〈Jˆkα〉 for small k) or the Quantum
Fisher information. Usually, a parametric bootstrap method is employed to give error margins
on such parameters R calculated from the reconstructed state. One approach is to use the
reconstructed density matrix to generate new datasets by random sampling. With the same
statistics as in the first estimation, the reconstruction can then be repeated many times. While
the scatter of R based on the simulated reconstructions becomes a reasonable estimate of the
statistical error ∆Rstat, the bias away from the true value cannot be easily obtained in this way.
We tested this approach on our reconstructed states for the Quantum Fisher information and
obtained typical values of max(FQ/N) ∼ 12± 1 for 380 atoms, which is even larger than we
would expect from the perfect evolution in the presence of detection noise (see Section 2.6).
We found that even the calculation of the second spin moments Jˆ2α on operator level, which
can be efficiently cross-checked with the experimental data along the measured directions, is
not reliable. This particular feature can be easily understood by inspection of the projections
of the density matrix. While the shape of the experimental distributions and the reconstructed
projections match, there is finite background noise on the latter, which increases the variance in
all directions. Higher spin moments share of course the same problem. It was recently shown
that statistical bias is an unavoidable feature of maximum-likelihood reconstructions [86].
However, the proposed method using linear inversion of the projections to circumvent this is
intractable in our case.
If any proper method would be feasible and sufficient statistics could be acquired, the
restriction on the symmetric subspace or another truncation would still be required. A full
quantum state reconstruction would not only require local operations on the qubits, but
would also scale exponentially with the atom number in both required statistics and required
computational power or even memory. Since the dimension of the whole Hilbert space for
300 qubits is already larger than the estimated number of atoms in the universe, reconstruction
procedures for mesoscopic systems will always contain assumptions.
While quantitative statements based on reconstructions have to be enjoyed with caution,
in our case it is still very useful to obtain intuitive insights on the shape and position of the
quantum states with the help of quasiprobability distributions thanks to their inherent filtering
properties (see section 2.1.5). We chose the Husimi distribution (Eq. 2.33), i.e. the overlap
with coherent spin states of the same atom number for this purpose, since it is intuitive and the
Wigner function does not provide further insights.
Figure 5.2 shows the results displayed on the spherical phase space. For these plots the
coherent state overlap was calculated on a grid of size 250× 250 for ϑ and ϕ and normalized
to the respective maximum of each distribution. The brightness scale was chosen such that the
values around 1/e2 from the maximum are perceived as dark (green) rim. The rotation axis for
the reconstruction was chosen as the positive x-axis and thus the phase offsets of the states
from this axis have to be understood as offsets from the rotation axis and are not referenced to
the initial preparation axis. Since the axis of the additional θ-rotation (omitted here) for the
Hellinger distance evaluation was performed quickly after the tomography rotation and at a
precise phase offset of pi/2 from the tomography axis, this directly constrains the mean phase
error of this additional transformation. The Husimi distributions show the expected bending of
the state, their comparably steep orientation and the systematic change with the atom number,
which is caused by the different detuning during the time evolution due to the interaction shift
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Figure 5.2 Gallery of reconstructed quantum states for 25 ms of evolution time Here, we show the
normalized Husimi distributions calculated from the reconstructed density matrices. The tomography
rotation axis is the axis pointing to the backside of the sphere. The states are turned clockwise for
increasing tomography angles. The path of the mean spin vector (arrow) during the tomography is
indicated as line. The middle of the post-selection window for the total atom number is indicated on
each sphere. The Husimi distributions provide an intuitive picture of the systematic behavior versus
total atom number. The shift of the mean spin vector and the comparably strong behavior of the shape is
a combination of the interaction detuning in combination with the spin-echo pulse (see Fig. 4.2).
and the nonlinearity Nχ ∝ √N , which steepens the meanfield separatrix around the unstable
point for decreasing atom number. The mean spin vector and its path for the tomography
rotation is indicated as arrow and line respectively. The ripple-artifacts for larger atom numbers
are the result of comparably lower statistics of this reconstruction. The total number of
experimental realizations in this measurement was {13408, 16852, 20766, 20007, 13296, 6093}
for {290, 320, 350, 380, 410, 440} atoms, respectively.
Figure 5.3 shows the result of a reconstruction measurement for the squeezed Gaussian states
with 15 ms of evolution time. Here, a lower number of realizations (6−13 thousand) is sufficient
for all atom numbers, since the distributions of these states are much more concentrated.
In view of the conceptional difficulties and experimental demand of quantum state estimation,
independent and scalable statistical methods that directly employ the obtained experimental
probability distributions are required for the characterization of non-Gaussian states. Our
method based on the Hellinger distances constitutes such a method, which in addition does not
require the symmetric subspace assumption.
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Figure 5.3 Gallery of squeezed states For intermediate evolution times (here 15 ms), squeezed states
are generated by the unstable fixed point evolution. The maximum likelihood reconstruction nicely
shows the systematic behavior for different final atom numbers. The shift of the mean spin direction
vs. atom number is the remaining effect of the interaction detuning while the stronger squeezing and
decreasing angle of the long axis to the equator for larger atom numbers is caused by the increasing
nonlinearity Nχ ∝ √N and Λ = Nχ/Ω respectively. The arrow indicates the mean spin direction and
the line its path during the tomography rotation.
5.2 Squeezing tomography and two-mode model
Here, we present quantitative results of the tomography measurements in terms of the variance
parameters, i.e. we compare the variance of the generated states with those of the corresponding
coherent spin state of the same atom number N . We work with imbalances z = (Nb −Na)/N ,
so the coherent states have the binomial variance (∆z2)CSS = 4p(1 − p)/N , where p is the
fractional mean population of state |b〉, that is p = 〈Nb/N〉 = (〈z〉+ 1)/2 = cos2(〈ϑ〉/2) (see
Eq. 2.21). In particular, we compute the number squeezing factor
ξ2N =
∆z2
(∆z2)CSS
=
N∆z2
4p(1− p) . (5.1)
When we work with a logarithmic scale, quantities in decibel (dB) are calculated as ξ2(N)[dB] =
10 log10(ξ
2
(N)). Easy to remember orientation points are {0, 3, 5, 10, 20} dB ' {1, 2, pi, 10, 100}.
We show two example plots of this quantity as a function of the tomography angle in Fig. 5.4
(left). They show the expected sinusoidal behavior and a robust squeezing below the coherent
state level of 0 dB. The results presented here are directly calculated for the whole datasets
spanning ∼ 3 days of measurement time without subtraction of detection noise, whose con-
tribution is (∆z2)det ≈ (2σ2PSN + 2σ2fr)/N2 with the photon shot noise σPSN ≈ 4 atoms and
fringe noise σfr . 2 atoms per component [137]. We extract the minimal value (short axis), the
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Figure 5.4 Squeezing parameters of the quantum state tomography. Left: The number squeezing
parameter shows a sinusoidal behavior versus tomography angle, from which the sizes of short and long
axes and from their angle the orientation of the quantum state can be obtained. Right: The extracted
parameters show a systematic scaling with the total atom number, resulting from the dependence of the
nonlinearity and the interaction detuning on the atom number. The behavior of the long axis and the
angle of the short axis can be reproduced with a two-mode model, taking into account the independently
characterized time scales of atom loss and the resulting time dependence of the parameters of the
Hamiltonian (solid lines). The experimental size of the short axis is larger than that of the model (dashed
line), since it does not include technical noise contributions and noise effects of atom loss. For the solid
line the photon shot-noise contribution of the measurement is taken into account.
maximum value (long axis), and the tomography angle of the minimum from sinusoidal fits.
The squeezing and the size of the long axis increases with the atom number, while the angle
systematically shifts to shallower angles as the interaction parameter Λ = Nχ/Ω increases
with the atom number, which decreases the steepness of the meanfield separatrix at the unstable
point. The loss of atoms during the evolution time leads to a decrease in Λ and thus to an
increasingly steeper separatrix. Therefore larger tomography rotation angles are required to
reach the minimal projection in z-direction. The bending of the non-Gaussian state leads to a
further increase, since for these states the smallest variance is not reached when the state is
most sharply peaked in readout direction, which would correspond approximately to the angle
of the separatrix, but at slightly larger rotation angles when the smallest z-projection of the
’tails’ is realized. As the state increases in size and bends, the squeezing vanishes.
With the help of the characterized time scales of atom loss, the scaling of the interaction
shift and the nonlinearity with the atom number, the variance results of the tomography for
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of the two-mode model with experimental distributions. The top row
shows a comparison of selected Husimi distributions from the tomographic reconstruction to the corre-
sponding results of the two-mode model. The systematic coarse structure of the Husimi distributions is
reproduced very well, while the experimental states are broader than those of the idealistic model. The
bottom row shows a comparison of the model with experimental non-Gaussian probability distributions
obtained for an evolution time of 26 ms. The black line shows the probability distribution of the model
convolved with the detection noise of the measurement. With an additional Gaussian convolution with
∆zadd = 10/N , the model and the observed distributions closely match. The additional broadening can
be motivated by technical phase noise of the tomography rotation axis (see text).
the two evolution times can be compared with the two-mode model. For this, we numerically
integrate the Schrödinger equation i∂t |ψ〉 = Hˆ |ψ〉 with the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
Ω
Nf
Λ(t)Jˆ2z + Ω(sinφJˆx + cosφJˆy) + δ(N(t))Jˆz (5.2)
in the symmetric subspace of the final atom number Nf with the help of a forth-order Runge-
Kutta method. The interaction parameter Λ(t) is time dependent and calculated as Λ(t) =
N(t)χ(N(t))/Ω. This step is required to obtain consistent dynamics, since we simulate in a
Hilbert space which is smaller than those of the actual atom number N(t).
The individual steps of the experimental sequence are replicated with piecewise adjustment
of Ω and φ. All pulses are modeled in the presence of nonlinearity and we include a small phase
offset φoff for all periods with high Rabi frequency Ω (preparation, spin-echo and tomography).
This is motivated by an experimental script error we discovered after the measurements
in conjunction with the switching of the microwave attenuator. We estimated this error to
be ∼ −6◦. Comparing the mean imbalance and the angle of minimal variance during the
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tomography rotation of both measurements, we found a good agreement to the observed atom
number systematics for the parameters
Ωrot = 2pi × 310 Hz
Ωevo = 2pi × 18.4 Hz
δ(N(t)) = 2pi × (18− 0.77
√
N(t)) Hz
N(t)χ(N(t)) = 2pi × 1.25
√
N(t) Hz
φoff = −8.5◦.
The results are shown in the right panels of Fig. 5.4 as lines. The scaling of χ and δ as well
as the loss timescales were set according to the results of the independent characterizations
(see sections 3.5 and 3.7). The Rabi frequency during the evolution Ωevo is consistent within
0.3 dB with the characterized total attenuation of 24.8 dB. Slightly better agreement can be
obtained with an additional phase shift ∼ 1◦ of the preparation pulse, which would be caused
by an additional detuning of only ∼ 5 Hz during this pulse, corresponding to ∼ 3% of the
total AC Zeeman shift of ∼ 190 Hz and well within our calibration uncertainty. Of course the
same uncertainty applies to the other two pulses with high Rabi frequency. In this respect, our
simplified model can capture the systematic behavior surprisingly well. Not surprising on the
other hand is that the exact values of the minimal variances are smaller than experimentally
observed, since noise contributions of technical nature and from atom loss are not included. The
effect of detection noise is the difference between the dashed and solid lines shown in Fig. 5.4.
Apart from mean detuning and phase shifts of all pulses, which would be experimentally
eliminated if known exactly in the first place, an exhaustive simulation of all contributing
effects (for example using a Monte Carlo wavefunction approach [156]) would need the input
of the branching ratio between three-body aba/abb and ab Feshbach losses, which is currently
hard to obtain experimentally (see section 3.7). While we expect the channel ab to be pretty
much harmless [157] besides the modification of the parameter Λ ∝ √N , all asymmetric
losses kick the imbalance z and thus the angular momentum of our inverted pendulum (see
section 2.1.9) at random times [157–159]. We note that AC phase noise, for example from the
microwave generator and the magnetic fields during the evolution, also jiggles this phase to
some extent. To precisely take these noise sources into account requires further independent
characterizations, since no detailed insight can be gained from a model by introducing free
parameters which cause similar effects.
In Fig. 5.5 we compare our simplified model to some of the Husimi reconstructions for
25 ms and to non-Gaussian distributions obtained at an evolution time of 26 ms at a tomography
angle of 58◦ (for N = 380 atoms this is the angle of largest observed Fisher information).
The systematic coarse structure of the Husimi distributions is reproduced very well, while
the discussed broadening is also apparent here. The black lines in the distribution plots for
26 ms are model results convolved with a Gaussian distribution corresponding to our photon
shot noise1. They already show the characteristic asymmetry observed in the experiment.
Strikingly, a simple further Gaussian convolution with ∆zadd = 10/N allows to match the
observed distributions with the model (red lines). At first sight, this seems to be a big effect,
1Here, the small additional θ-rotation pulse is included in the model. Otherwise, the 〈z〉-position would not
match.
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since it corresponds to additional variance in Nb − Na of 100. However, compared to the
various conceivable effects discussed above, this is rather small, since we have also lost ∼ 100
atoms at this time. One contribution that certainly matters is the phase noise of the tomography
pulse, since we rotate a large portion (sin(58◦) ≈ 85%) of it into the readout direction. In
this respect, ∆zadd corresponds for 380 atoms to a phase noise of ∆φ ≈ 1.8◦, which is well
in the realm of our technical noise. Taking for example the suppression of DC magnetic field
fluctuations by the spin-echo pulse characterized in [130] for 15 ms to S ∼ 5 dB, we arrive
at ∆f = ∆φ/(2pitevoS) ≈ 0.36 Hz for tevo = 25 ms, which corresponds to a magnetic field
stability of ≈ 34 µG. The requirement is even stricter, since the expected performance of the
spin-echo pulse is worse at 25 ms due to the nonlinear evolution. Finally, we point out that
already the specified phase noise performance of the employed microwave generator is in the
range of ∆φ (see Appendix B.4) and we characterized the phase noise of the preparation pulse
to be already ≈ 0.5◦.
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6 Fisher information extraction
Here, we show experimental results for the extraction of the Fisher information with the help
of our statistical Hellinger distance method, which was theoretically analyzed in section 2.4.3.
We first summarize the method, visualize its application with an example set of non-Gaussian
experimental probability distributions and show selected extractions of the Fisher information
including a reference measurement with the initial coherent spin state. We then detail the
results for Gaussian spin squeezed states and the transition to the non-Gaussian regime.
6.1 Hellinger distances and extraction method
The Fisher information for a particular transformation is the parameter that characterizes the
statistical speed (or rate of change) of the Hellinger distance
d2H(θ) =
1
2
∑
z
(√
Pz(θ)−
√
Pz(0)
)2
(6.1)
as a function of the parameter θ, i.e. ∂dH/∂θ =
√
F/8. Furthermore, we have obtained the
corresponding Taylor expansion
d2H(θ) =
F
8
θ2 +O(θ3), (6.2)
which is the basis of our estimation of the Fisher information. We theoretically examined
in 2.4.3 the properties of the extension of the Hellinger distance to experimental probability
(frequency) distributions Fz(θ) and showed a method to deal in a consistent way with the
arising statistical bias due to the finite number of samples in the experimental histograms
using a Jackknife resampling method. To simplify the notation, we make in the following no
distinction between Fz(θ) and Pz(θ). Here, we only deal with experimental probabilities.
For each Fisher information estimation we experimentally acquire a row of 9 histograms
of the atomic imbalance z for distinct angle settings θset, realized with different lengths of the
final pulse (rotation illustrated in the inset of Fig. 6.1). To obtain consistent conditions and
make switch-on effects of the pulse negligible, we work at an offset-angle of θoff = 6◦. In
the data analysis, we correct for the technical rounding of the pulse length to full µs using
the calibrated Rabi frequency and then subtract the offset angle, such that θ = θ(corr)set − θ(corr)off .
The histograms are then normalized to their individual total number of counts to obtain the
experimental probability distributions Pz(θ). We experimentally sample the reference setting
θ = 0 approximately four times as often, since its error contributes to all calculated Hellinger
distances. For each Pz(θ) in combination with Pz(0) we calculate the squared Hellinger
distance d2H(θ) (Eq. 6.1). To subtract the statistical bias (offset) and estimate the statistical error
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Figure 6.1 Extraction of the Fisher information with the Hellinger distance method. Left row:
Examples of experimental probability distributions Pz(θ) of the imbalance z obtained with 26 ms
of evolution time, a tomography angle α = 58◦ and the indicated θ-rotation angles. The reference
distribution Pz(0) is colored in blue. The bottom right inset shows a sketch of the corresponding
situation on the Bloch sphere. The main action of the additional θ-rotation is a shift of the distributions
towards higher imbalances. Middle row: Differences
√
Pz(θ)−
√
Pz(0) of the probability amplitudes
between the corresponding distributions and the reference. Right, top: Sketch of the procedure for
extraction of the squared Hellinger distance (example of θ = 1.5°). The probability amplitudes
√
Pz are
subtracted for each bin and these differences are summed in quadrature to obtain the squared Hellinger
distance. Right, bottom: Squared Hellinger distances for three different scenarios. The curvature of the
respective quadratic fit is proportional to the extracted normalized Fisher information F/N . The values
of a reference measurement with the initial coherent spin state (black circles) lie slightly outside the non-
classical region (gray shaded area) and show that the initial state performs close to the standard quantum
limit [F (0 ms)/N = 0.91(4)]. The spin squeezed state [gray octagons, F (15 ms)/N = 2.2(2)]
surpasses the classical limit. After 26 ms (red diamonds), the state is non-Gaussian and features a Fisher
information F (26 ms)/N = 1.31(9) > 1, which demonstrates entanglement in a regime where no spin
squeezing is present. The corresponding total atom numbers N are chosen according to the time scale
of atom loss and are indicated in the legend.
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on d2H we average the block Jackknife results for mean and variance up to block size h = 20
(see Eq. 2.103 and 2.104). We verified with Monte-Carlo simulations (see section 2.4.5) and
experimental data that this consistently reduces the statistical offset of d2H to a negligible level
and we fit quadratically without additional offset to estimate F from the curvature and its
error from the 68% confidence region of the least-squares fit, taking into account the inverse
Jackknife variances for d2H(θ) as fit weights.
The extraction procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 together with several examples. To compare
different evolution times and corresponding atom numbers, we normalize the squared Hellinger
distances to the atom number, which allows to define the non-classicality region shown in
gray. The standard quantum limit for the curvature of d2H/N is 1/8, corresponding to F = N .
Points inside the gray region are only accessible with F > N and thus with entanglement in
the system.
We performed a reference measurement with the initial coherent spin state with the result
F/N = 0.91(4), which is outside the non-classical region. While the ideal value is F/N = 1
in this case, in the presence of our detection noise we expect here a value of 0.93, which is
consistent with the extracted Fisher information. For the squeezed state at 15 ms, we extract
F/N = 2.2(2), which confirms entanglement, while the spin-squeezing analyzed with the
same measurement would correspond to a value of 1/ξ2 ≈ 2.6. We underestimate the Fisher
information here due to the chosen finite rotation angles for the extraction (detailed below
in section 6.2). For the non-Gaussian state at 26 ms (experimental probability distributions
shown in Fig. 6.1) we extract F/N = 1.31(9), which shows entanglement in a regime where
no spin-squeezing is present (see Fig.6.4). The behavior of the Fisher information during the
transition from Gaussian to non-Gaussian states is detailed in the following section 6.3.
We note that the Hellinger distance method does not rely on symmetry assumptions about
the quantum state. It directly characterizes the distinguishability of observable distributions
under the action of a global transformation, which can be precisely calibrated by Rabi flopping.
While still requiring a lot of statistics on the scale of BEC experiments (we typically acquire
∼ 2000 realizations for θ = 0 and ∼ 500 realizations at θ 6= 0), it is a quite efficient method,
for example in view of the limits of quantum state reconstruction, and offers an intuitive
interpretation. Its efficiency can be largely enhanced by additional information about the
quantum state in order to choose the best transformation. In our case this was enabled by
a combination of the intuition gained from the classical trajectories and the corresponding
time evolution of quasiprobability distributions in the ideal two-mode model. Experimentally,
mean and variance properties of z provided an important orientation in the parameter space of
evolution time and tomography angle.
6.2 Gaussian spin-squeezed states
For a proper comparison of the obtained Fisher information results with the spin squeezing we
have to take into account the reduction of the normalized mean spin length due to the increased
extension of the quantum state, which fundamentally limits the obtainable contrast (visibility)
in a Ramsey experiment [100]. For this we acquire interleaved experimental realizations with
the tomography angle α that results in the biggest variance of z, i.e. the long axis of the state
(see Fig. 5.4). We convert the obtained imbalances into angles via ϑ = arccos z and then
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Figure 6.2 Geometric picture for the evaluation of the mean spin length. Due to the increased
extension of the quantum state along its long axis (shown as gray angular spread), the mean normalized
spin length (arrow) is reduced, which fundamentally limits the obtainable visibility V of an otherwise
perfect Ramsey experiment [100]. We evaluate the mean length of the arrow as 〈cos[ϑ− 〈ϑ〉]〉.
calculate the estimate of the mean spin length as Vlong = 〈cos[ϑ− 〈ϑ〉]〉. The geometry of this
procedure is shown in Fig. 6.2. Here, we use the symmetric two-mode approximation, since
we want to compare the Fisher information with the fundamental limit for spin squeezing. This
means, we do not take into account any further technical or physical reduction of the mean spin
length. The presented experimental squeezing values are calculated as ξ2 = ξ2N/V2long with the
number squeezing factor ξ2N (Eq. 5.1) and averaged over all angles θ of the Hellinger distance
method. Note that ξ2 is still a function of the tomography angle α in our case.
In Fig. 6.3 we show a comparison of the normalized Fisher information F/N extracted
with the Hellinger distance method to the inverse spin squeezing factor 1/ξ2 for 15 ms of
evolution time versus tomography angle α. This angle was varied around the axis of best
number squeezing to obtain a systematic characterization. Both parameters lie consistently
above the standard quantum limit and share the same optimal tomography angle.
Theoretically, for Gaussian spin squeezed states the two values agree, i.e. F/N = 1/ξ2
(see section 2.6). However we observe here that the values of the Fisher information are
systematically smaller. For the investigation of this behavior, we performed full rotations
of θ and extracted the amplitude V of the resulting fringes using a sinusoidal fit (see also
section 7.1). The results of this measurement are V = {97.1(2)%, 96.6(2)%, 96.0(2)%}
for N = {380, 410, 440} respectively, which are only marginally smaller than the results
{98.4%, 98.5%, 98.3%} of the corresponding long axis measurement. The thin line in Fig. 6.3
shows the original sinusoidal fit (thick line) corrected by V2/V2long, which has a relatively minute
effect. The remaining deviation can be explained by the finite θ-angle range of the Fisher
information extraction in the following way. The functional form of the squared Hellinger
distance of two Gaussian distributions is also Gaussian and obtains the form
d2H(θ) = 1− exp
(
−F
8
θ2
)
. (6.3)
We plug in the expected F = N/ξ2, evaluate Eq. 6.3 at the experimental angle settings θi and
fit quadratically for every tomography angle to obtain the curvature. This constitutes a noise-
free ’simulation’ of the experimental Hellinger method with the assumed Fisher information
corresponding to the measured spin squeezing factor. The dashed lines in Fig. 6.3 show
the results of this procedure, which agree very well with the results of the extracted Fisher
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Figure 6.3 Fisher information of spin-squeezed states Here, we systematically compare the extracted
Fisher information with the corresponding inverse spin squeezing factor for spin-squeezed states at
15 ms of evolution time. Both parameter surpass the standard quantum limit, which demonstrates
entanglement, and share the same optimal tomography angle α. The thick solid line is a sinusoidal fit to
ξ2 = ξ2N/V2long. The thin solid line additionally includes the experimentally measured contrast during a
full θ-rotation, which is only . 2% smaller than the prediction of the long axis. The smaller values
of the Fisher information are the result of the finite θ-angle range of the extraction. Taking this into
account allows to predict the behavior of the Fisher information from the spin squeezing results (dashed
lines, see text).
information. The reason for this behavior is the reduced curvature of the Gaussian farther
away from its maximum (minimum of the squared Hellinger distance), which leads to an
underestimation of the infinitesimal curvature by the quadratic fit. This is a generic feature for
peaked distributions (see also Fig. 2.10).
The results of the Hellinger distance method are still slightly smaller than this extrapolation,
which shows that the extracted results for the Fisher information are conservative lower bounds.
The detection of higher Fisher information values requires to measure with increasingly smaller
angles θi. Experimentally, we have to make a tradeoff between signal and noise due to the
finite number of samples for the Hellinger distances. If this inherent statistical noise is not the
limiting factor, the smallest technologically reasonable angles should be chosen.
For non-Gaussian states an analytic form like Eq. 6.3 is not available, since the shape of the
Hellinger distance depends on the shape of the probability distributions and their change in
position and shape as a function of θ. Thus, a general statement about the required resolution
in θ is not possible, but the Gaussian limit provides a good orientation.
6.3 Transition to non-Gaussian states
The developed methods for Fisher information extraction allow to experimentally characterize
quantitatively the transition to the non-Gaussian regime. Here, the systematic variation of the
tomography angle α is especially important, since the most sensitive direction (the direction of
largest Fisher information) is expected to deviate from the direction of minimal variance, as
discussed in section 2.6. Figure 6.4 compares and summarizes three such detailed experiments
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performed around the evolution time of 25 ms, which yielded non-Gaussian states in the
discussed tomographic characterization (see Fig.5.1). At the evolution time of 23 ms, the spin
squeezing has already decreased compared to the optimal squeezing time of 15 ms. Both spin
squeezing and Fisher information are still beyond the standard quantum limit. In the following
evolution the spin squeezing decreases further, which is the result of the bending of the states.
Increasingly larger tomography angles are required to reach minimal variance, which can be
intuitively understood since we rotate clockwise while the state twists counterclockwise. The
minimal variance is obtained when the additional ’tails’ have the smallest projection along
the readout direction (see also Figs. 5.2 and 2.12), while the highest Fisher information is
reached, when the projection of the ’middle part’ of the state has the smallest projection and
the distributions feature significant tails (see Fig. 6.1). The maximal Fisher information at
25 ms is significantly larger than the maximally observed squeezing and the relative shift of
the two optimal angles begins to become apparent. For 26 ms, this shift has increased further
and the spin squeezing has completely vanished while the Fisher information is still beyond
the standard quantum limit and signals entanglement. Figure 6.4 also shows the systematic
behavior of the optimal angles with the total atom number at fixed evolution time, which we
have discussed in the tomographic squeezing analysis (section 5.2).
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Figure 6.4 Fisher information at the transition to non-Gaussian states Here, we show the compari-
son between 1/ξ2 (circles with sinusoidal fits) and the normalized Fisher information F/N (diamonds)
for three measurements performed at different evolution times in the vicinity of the transition to non-
Gaussian states. The maximal Fisher information is found at increasingly smaller angles as the optimal
squeezing, which is characteristic for the bend non-Gaussian states. While for 23 ms of evolution time
spin squeezing and Fisher information are beyond the standard quantum limit (F/N > 1 and 1/ξ2 > 1),
the squeezing vanishes in the course of the further evolution, whereas the Fisher information still signals
entanglement in the non-Gaussian states.
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The extracted Fisher information of the generated states is a measure for their expected perfor-
mance in a phase estimation task with unknown phase shift θ. In a conventional interferometric
scheme, the phase shift inside the interferometer (e.g. the phase evolution during the Ramsey
interrogation time) causes a shift of the mean value of the observable z on the readout axis
after a projective measurement (in our case z is the atomic imbalance). With direct averaging
of z from m repetitions, the precision for θ is given by the Gaussian error propagation
∆θG =
∆z√
m
∣∣∣∣∂〈z〉∂θ
∣∣∣∣−1 . (7.1)
Due to the central limit theorem, this is also true for non-Gaussian states in the case of
many repetitions, where the distribution of the mean 〈z〉 becomes a Gaussian with the width
σ〈z〉 = ∆z/
√
m. This is the general basis of classical statistical sampling to extract a mean
value, which can be performed almost irrespective of the underlying distribution in the case
of independent samples. In an interferometric context corresponding to our rotations on the
Bloch sphere, the position 〈z〉 is a sinusoidal function of the phase, i.e. 〈z〉 = V sin(θ − θ0)
and the visibility V of the interference fringe is the maximal speed of 〈z〉 as a function of
the phase, i.e. |∂〈z〉/∂θ| ≤ V , with equality at the zero-crossings of the fringe. For states,
whose probability distribution of single realizations is Gaussian (including spin squeezed
states), Eq. 7.1 is already the limiting case since they are fully characterized by mean 〈z〉 and
variance (∆z)2. However, the probability distributions of non-Gaussian states can contain
more information in which case the right-hand side of the Cramér-Rao-bound
∆θ ≥ 1√
mF
(7.2)
can be smaller than ∆θG. To take advantage of the additional structure requires more advanced
methods since averaging of z would lead back to the Gaussian limit ∆θG. In section 2.3 we
have discussed two probabilistic methods to achieve this, namely the method of maximum
likelihood and Bayesian analysis.
Here, we first demonstrate the Gaussian performance of a non-Gaussian state generated with
25 ms of nonlinear evolution time under direct averaging of the observable and then present a
proof-of-principle implementation of a Bayesian phase-estimation protocol to overcome the
limitations of the Gaussian protocol.
7.1 Gaussian performance
For the characterization of the Gaussian sensitivity after 25 ms of nonlinear evolution, we
performed a full scan of the interferometry phase θ using the tomography angle α = 61◦,
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Figure 7.1 Gaussian sensitivity of a non-Gaussian state. Here, we show experimental results of a
full scan of the phase θ, which is equivalent to a Ramsey fringe with phase shift θ acquired during
the interrogation time (see Fig A.1). Due to the extension of the non-Gaussian quantum state, the
visibility of the fringe as extracted from a sinusoidal fit is limited to 84.5(2)%. The blue points are raw
experimental data and the blue region is their 68% confidence interval. Although the non-Gaussian
state is still slightly number squeezed, its performance does not overcome the standard quantum limit in
the Gaussian protocol. The right panel depicts the corresponding error propagation at the position of
the steepest slope of the fringe, in which the dotted vertical lines mark the Gaussian phase uncertainty
region. The black line and gray band is the result of a reference measurement with a coherent spin state
of the same atom number. For this state, the obtained visibility is 98.8(2)%.
where we have detected the smallest variance (i.e. the largest value of 1/ξ2, see Fig. 6.4). We
concentrate here on the total atom number N = 380. The results of this measurement are
shown in Fig. 7.1 together with a reference measurement with a coherent spin state of the
same atom number at 9.2 G, farther away from the Feshbach resonance, where influences of
the nonlinearity are negligible. The coherent spin state obtains a visibility of V = 98.8(2)%
as extracted from a sinusoidal fit, whereas the extended non-Gaussian state is limited to
V = 84.5(2)%, which reduces the steepness of the slope at the zero-crossing. Although its
variance is slightly below the coherent state level (number squeezing factor ξ2N = −1.5(5) dB
in this measurement), the phase estimation performance is barely at the standard quantum limit
(ξ2N/V2 = 0.0(5) dB). The zoom of Fig. 7.1 shows this situation graphically. For the coherent
spin state, we have subtracted the detection noise of ∆zdet ≈ 6.2/N here, with which its
number squeezing factor is at 0.0(2) dB. Due to the slight technical reduction of the visibility
and the additional detection noise the coherent spin state performs at +0.5(2) dB, which is 6%
worse than the standard quantum limit. In this respect, the number squeezing of this particular
non-Gaussian state still allows to reach the standard quantum limit in a Gaussian protocol (by
averaging of many realizations) in the presence of our detection noise, but not to go beyond.
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In terms of Gaussian phase sensitivity, this corresponds to ∆θG = 2.9(2)◦/
√
m, while the
coherent spin state with detection noise is at 3.11(7)◦/
√
m.
7.2 Bayesian phase sensitivity
The general Bayesian scheme (see section 2.3) employs previous knowledge about the underly-
ing probability distributions to efficiently infer the most probable phase shift from a row of
independently acquired experimental samples {z1 . . . zm}. In particular, it boils down to the
calculation of the (log-)likelihood function
logL(θ) = log
m∏
j=1
Pzj(θ) =
m∑
j=1
logPzj(θ). (7.3)
This corresponds to a probabilistic assessment of the measured values with the help of the
knowledge of the probabilities of z as a function of the phase: L(θ) is the total probability to
obtain {z1 . . . zm} in the case of the phase setting θ. For increasing m, the likelihood function
obtains a Gaussian shape L ∝ exp(−(θ − θc)2/2σ2), peaked at the most probable phase θc
(see section 2.3). Thus, the log-likelihood function becomes quadratic:
logL(θ)→ −(θ − θc)
2
2σ2
+ const. (7.4)
The Bayesian uncertainty σ is related to the Fisher information and we expect σ2 → 1/mF ,
which we want to verify. Our previous knowledge which we want to employ for phase
estimation consists of the experimental probability distributions Fz(θi) for the small discrete
phases θi, which have been acquired for the extraction of the Fisher information with the
Hellinger distance method and constitute our best guess for the underlying probabilities Pz(θi).
To simplify the notation, we make no distinction between Fz(θi) and Pz(θi) in the following.
A problem in using this approach is that the measured histograms also contain bins with zero
counts, which are interpreted as zero probability. In calculating the likelihood function, this
leads to zero total probability or logL(θi) = −∞ for the whole sequence {z1, . . . , zm}, which
we have to avoid. Our approach is to selectively discard these realizations while not decreasing
the value of m for the evaluation of the sensitivity. In this way, we obtain a model-independent
scheme for Bayesian phase estimation.
Our recipe thus consists of the following steps:
1. Acquire m experimental realizations {z1 . . . zm}.
2. Discard all zj for which Pzj(θi) = 0 for particular θi.
3. Calculate logL(θi) =
∑m
j=1 logPzj(θi) for all θi where experimental probability distri-
butions are available.
4. Fit logL(θi) quadratically to extract σ2.
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Figure 7.2 Bayesian phase estimation scheme. Here, we sketch our model-independent scheme for
Bayesian phase estimation. With the help of the experimental probability distributions (bottom row)
an independently acquired m-sequence (middle row for m = 10) with unknown phase setting can
be probabilistically assessed by calculating the total experimental probability (likelihood L(θ)) to
obtain {z1 . . . zm} under the assumption of the individual phase settings. For m sufficiently large, L(θ)
becomes a Gaussian function and the corresponding Bayesian sensitivity can be extracted for each
m-sequence by a quadratic fit to logL(θ) (depicted in the upper panel). By repeating this procedure,
the center and the curvature of the fit statistically fluctuate. The shown example was obtained for
N = 380, α = 58◦ and 26 ms of nonlinear evolution time.
This procedure is graphically depicted in Fig. 7.2. What we have neglected thus far is the
possible inclusion of previous knowledge of the phase shift in Bayesian estimation. In our
case, this does not make sense, since we want to experimentally simulate the situation without
previous knowledge, even though in our case we know with which phase setting {z1 . . . zm}
was acquired.
For our proof-of-principle demonstration, we randomly choose 1000 samples of the reference
setting θref = 0 from the Hellinger distance measurements, which was experimentally sampled
about 4× as often as the other θi. The rest of these samples is used for the experimental
probability distribution Pz(0). The 1000 samples are then randomly divided into m-sequences
{z1 . . . zm} to extract the Bayesian sensitivity for each sequence. We typically have to discard
less than 10% of the realizations to keep the likelihood finite for all θi. We note, that it is
important to discard after the subdivision into m-sequences, since otherwise all remaining
samples would become valid, which is not the realistic situation. In our dismissal approach,
the reduced number of valid samples leads to a reduced sensitivity, since we judge the result as
coming from a full m-sequence.
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Figure 7.3 Bayesian phase estimation sensitivity. Here, we employ our Bayesian scheme in the
non-Gaussian regime for N = 380 atoms and the tomography rotation angle α = 58◦ and 25 ms
of evolution time. The left panel shows the extracted sensitivities versus size of the m-sequences,
where we normalized out the classical scaling σ ∝ √m. We find a fast convergence of 1/mσ2 to the
independently extracted Fisher information (red line with 68% confidence region), which is beyond
the standard quantum limit (SQL, marked as line). On average, the Bayesian scheme allows to harness
the non-Gaussian resource already for m & 2. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of a
single m-sequence. Consistent values can be obtained by fist averaging the log-likelihoods and then
performing the quadratic fit (shown in the inset for m = 30). All gray shaded areas are only accessible
with entanglement in the system. The right panel shows a comparison of the mean Bayesian sensitivity
σ to the statistical scatter of the center positions θc of the single fits. Their ratio is flat versus m and σ is
consistently bigger than the statistical spread ∆θc and thus a robust estimate of the sensitivity.
For small m, the center θc and the curvature 1/σ2 of the fits fluctuate according to the
Bayesian uncertainty. They narrow and settle as m is increased. To compare this systematic
behavior with the Fisher information, we normalize out the classical scaling σ ∝ √m and
compare the values
1
Nmσ2
↔ F
N
(7.5)
as a function of m. This is shown in Fig. 7.3 for the tomography angle α = 58◦ and 25 ms
of evolution time. For each value of m we extract the mean and standard deviation of σ2
from the ∼ 1000/m repetitions of the Bayesian estimation. We always work with the same
1000 samples to obtain consistent conditions, especially to employ the same set of probability
distributions for all m. Thus, the points in Fig. 7.3 are not statistically independent. We find
a fast convergence close to the result F/N = 1.31(12) extracted with the Hellinger distance
method at this point. Note that with this choice of the tomography angle α, the Gaussian
sensitivity is worse than the standard quantum limit (see Fig. 6.4). The performance here is
∼ 15% beyond the standard quantum limit in the presence of all technical and physical noise
sources, equivalent to a phase sensitivity of 2.5(1)◦/
√
m.
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In Fig. 7.3 (right) we additionally compare the statistical 68% confidence interval 2∆θc for
the fitted centers θc of the 1000/m repetitions with the mean of the Gaussian width σ of the
likelihood function. The fraction σ/∆θc is flat versus m and robustly above one, which means
that the Bayesian uncertainty σ is larger than the statistical scatter of θc and thus represents a
robust estimate of the sensitivity.
We have employed this procedure for other interesting points and atom numbers (see Fig. 6.4),
where we expected non-Gaussian performance beyond the standard quantum limit and got
consistent results. We point out two examples: {N,α, F/N} = {380, 58◦, 1.31(9)}with 26 ms
of evolution time, where we got a corresponding Bayesian sensitivity of 1/Nmσ2 = 1.24(4)
and {N,α, F/N} = {410, 58◦, 1.51(10)} at 25 ms, where we obtained 1/Nmσ2 = 1.67(3).
In summary, we have reached Bayesian phase sensitivity of our model-independent protocol
beyond the standard quantum limit in accordance with the independently extracted Fisher
information in a regime where this is not attainable with a Gaussian protocol.
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8 Outlook
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the feasibility of a novel method based on the statistical
distance of experimental probability distributions to extract the Fisher information, which is a
lower bound for the Quantum Fisher information. Using this method we have verified entan-
glement in Gaussian as well as non-Gaussian spin states of binary Bose-Einstein condensates
with a Fisher information that exceeds the number of atoms in the detected ensembles. In the
absence of spin squeezing, we have confirmed the implied resource of non-Gaussian states for
quantum-enhanced phase estimation with a Bayesian protocol. It showed a sensitivity beyond
the standard quantum limit in accordance with the extracted Fisher information, whereas this
was not attainable with the Gaussian protocol, i.e. averaging of the observable.
Unlike state reconstruction approaches our method is not limited to small particle numbers
and is broadly applicable to other many-body entanglement scenarios, since it does not depend
on the special shape of the probability distributions. Very recently our work has inspired
a remarkable theoretical proposal to characterize the entanglement close to quantum phase
transitions [160] and was applied to a novel many-ion experiment in Penning traps [161].
Currently, the generation and application of atomic non-Gaussian many-body states is at
the stage of proof-of-principle demonstrations [28, 108, 109, 162] and the route towards
metrological sensitivity beyond the level of the best spin-squeezed states is challenging. For
example, we have seen theoretically that in our system even tiny detection inefficiencies on
the single particle level are sufficient to decrease the advantage of the non-Gaussian states
considerably, even in an otherwise perfect system. An interesting pathway to mitigate this
detection problem is the use of time-reversal sequences [18] to disentangle the state before
detection, since for metrology the entanglement is only required at the stage of the phase
transformation [17]. Besides the challenge to implement such schemes with sufficient fidelity,
atomic losses during state preparation and the linear phase shift are still considerable limitations.
An interesting alternative method for the generation of non-Gaussian states with BECs is
the process of spin-changing collisions [163–166], which is analogous to parametric down-
conversion in optics. Interestingly, it resembles the two-mode bifurcation scenario [167] and
allows to produce two-mode squeezed vacuum states and three-mode non-Gaussian states [168].
The advantage is, that the influence of losses is reduced. However, the applicability of the
non-Gaussian states for metrology is hindered by the complex three-mode situation.
From a fundamental point of view, our experimental system and the developed methods
offer future possibilities to study the entanglement generation close to classically unstable
points or chaotic regions [169] and the role of decoherence in such situations [71]. The
discussed bifurcation scenario is connected to a quantum phase transition in a one-dimensional
situation [170], where the relation between parameter estimation and state distinguishability
could elucidate the connection between criticality and the growth of entanglement [160, 171].
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A.1 Quantum Fisher Information
Here, we detail the derivation of the Quantum Fisher information for general mixed states and
give its explicit form in the case of unitary transformations. In a quantum parameter estimation
setting, the state of a quantum mechanical system described by the statistical operator ρˆ0
(input state) is changed by some transformation into ρ (the output state), parametrized by
the parameter θ. We are interested in the precision of an estimator of θ, which is described
by a quantum mechanical operator θˆest. In general, the estimator can be biased, such that its
expectation value 〈θˆest〉 differs from the true value by
b(θ) = 〈θˆest〉 − θ = Tr
[
ρˆ(θˆest − θ)
]
. (A.1)
Differentiation with respect to θ and using Tr [ρˆ] = 1 yields
(1 + b′(θ)) = Tr
[
(θˆest − θ)∂ρˆ
∂θ
]
. (A.2)
For the following a self-adjoint operator Lˆ is introduced, which is called Symmetric Logarith-
mic Derivative (SLD), as the solution of the operator equation
∂ρˆ
∂θ
=
ρˆLˆ− Lˆρˆ
2
. (A.3)
With this, one obtains
(1 + b′(θ))2 =
(
1
2
Tr
[
((θˆest − θ)Lˆρˆ)†
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
(θˆest − θ)Lˆρˆ
])2
=
(
Re Tr
[
(θˆest − θ)Lˆρˆ
])2
≤
∣∣∣Tr [Lˆ√ρˆ√ρˆ(θˆest − θ)]∣∣∣2 (A.4)
since Tr [A] + Tr
[
A†
]
= 2 Re Tr [A], where Re denotes the real part. Since Tr
[
A†B
]
is a
proper choice as inner product of Hilbert space operators (called Hilbert–Schmidt inner prod-
uct), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality holds which reads
∣∣Tr [A†B]∣∣2 ≤ Tr [A†A]Tr [B†B].
Applied to Eq. A.4 this yields∣∣∣Tr [Lˆ√ρˆ√ρˆ(θˆest − θ)]∣∣∣2 ≤ Tr [Lˆ√ρˆ√ρˆLˆ]Tr [(θˆest − θ)√ρˆ√ρˆ(θˆest − θ)] (A.5)
= Tr
[
ρˆLˆ2
]
Tr
[
ρˆ(θˆest − θ)2
]
(A.6)
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In this context,
√
ρˆ is a short-hand notation for the self-adjoint operator Oˆ, which solves
Oˆ2 = ρˆ. The rightmost term corresponds to the variance (∆θˆest)2 = 〈(θˆest − θ)2〉 of the
estimator and FQ = Tr
[
ρˆLˆ2
]
is called the Quantum Fisher Information. Together with
Eq. A.4 the Quantum-Cramér-Rao bound
(∆θˆest)
2 ≥ (1 + b
′(θ))2
FQ
(A.7)
is obtained. It characterizes the maximally achievable precision of the estimator given the
input state ρ. If the estimator is unbiased, i.e. b(θ) = 0, the variance is simply bound by 1/FQ.
So far, the treatment is very general, as no special form (besides being self-adjoint) of the
transformation was assumed. Now, we will focus on unitary transformations, as this is the form
of the time evolution of a quantum mechanical system and derive the explicit form of Lˆ and
FQ in this case. The transformation of the density operator is governed by the von Neumann
equation
i
∂ρˆ
∂θ
= [Hˆ, ρˆ], (A.8)
which has the solution ρˆ(θ) = exp (−iθHˆ)ρˆ(0) exp (iθHˆ). With this, the condition for the
symmetric logarithmic derivative becomes
ρˆLˆ+ Lˆρˆ = 2i[ρˆ, Hˆ] (A.9)
To obtain an explicit form for both sides, we work in a basis that diagonalizes ρˆ =
∑
k pk |k〉〈k|,
in which we get the matrix form Lˆ =
∑
l,m Llm |l〉〈m| with the matrix elements Llm =
〈l| Lˆ |m〉. In this representation we get
ρˆLˆ+ Lˆρˆ =
∑
j,k,l,m
(pj |j〉〈j|Llm |l〉〈m|+ Llm |l〉〈m| pk |k〉〈k|)
=
∑
j,k,l,m
(pjLlmδjl |j〉〈m|+ pkLlmδmk |l〉〈k|)
=
∑
l,m
(pl + pm)Llm |l〉〈m| . (A.10)
In exactly the same way we calculate for the commutator
ρˆHˆ − Hˆρˆ =
∑
l,m
(pl − pm)Hlm |l〉〈m| . (A.11)
By comparing the coefficients, one therefore obtains together with Eq. A.9
Llm = 2i
(pl − pm)
(pl + pm)
Hlm (A.12)
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for (pl + pm) 6= 0. With the help of this identity, we can finally calculate the quantum Fisher
information as
FQ = Tr
[
ρˆLˆ2
]
=
∑
j
〈j| ρˆLˆLˆ |j〉
=
∑
j,k,l,m,r,s
〈j| pk |k〉〈k|Llm |l〉〈m|Lrs |r〉〈s| |j〉
=
∑
j,k,l,m,r,s
pkLlmLrsδjkδklδmrδsj =
∑
km
pkLkmLmk
= 4
∑
k,m
pk
(pk − pm)2
(pk + pm)2
|Hkm|2 (A.13)
= 2
∑
k,m
(pk + pm)
(pk − pm)2
(pk + pm)2
|Hkm|2 (A.14)
Thus, we obtain the Quantum Fisher information in the usual form [9, 95, 172]
FQ[ρˆ, Hˆ] = 2
∑
k,m
(pk − pm)2
(pk + pm)
| 〈k| Hˆ |m〉 |2 (A.15)
The same form can be obtained by optimizing the Fisher information with respect to all positive
operator valued measurements (POVM) allowed by quantum mechanics [95]. As such, it is an
upper bound for the achievable precision and the Fisher information for a specific POVM Eˆ
is always smaller or equal, i.e. F [ρˆ, Hˆ, Eˆ] ≤ FQ[ρˆ, Hˆ]. If the transformation is not restricted
to being unitary and the probabilities pk can also be subject of change, the most general form
[95] reads
FQ[ρˆ, Hˆ] =
∑
k
1
pk
(
∂pk
∂θ
)2
+ 2
∑
k,m
(pk − pm)2
(pk + pm)
| 〈k| Hˆ |m〉 |2 (A.16)
The additional term has the form of the "classical" Fisher information and limits the attainable
precision in the case of a classical system, where Hˆ = 0. There, the probability distribution
has to change in order to extract information about the parameter.
For pure states, i.e. ρˆ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, the QFI can be further simplified. In this case, the
eigenbasis of ρˆ consists of |1〉 = |ψ〉 with eigenvalue 1 and the degenerate orthogonal subspace∑
k>1 |k〉〈k| = 1 − |ψ〉〈ψ| with eigenvalue 0. Therefore, Eq. A.15 can be split in two parts
with (pk = 0 , pm = 1) and vice versa. One obtains
FQ[ρˆ, Hˆ] = 2
∑
m>1
〈m| Hˆ |1〉 〈1| Hˆ |m〉+ 2
∑
k>1
〈1| Hˆ |k〉 〈k| Hˆ |1〉
= 4
∑
m>1
〈1| Hˆ |m〉 〈m| Hˆ |1〉
= 4 〈ψ| Hˆ(1− |ψ〉〈ψ|)Hˆ |ψ〉 (A.17)
= 4(〈Hˆ2〉 − 〈Hˆ〉2) = 4(∆Hˆ)2 (A.18)
Thus, for pure states it is clear that high Fisher information is obtained for transformations,
whose generators have high variance. For example, to be most sensitive to rotations around the
z-axis (generator Hˆ = Jˆz), a pure state has to maximize the variance of Jˆz.
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A.2 Coupled basis and singlet states
Here, we list a full coupled basis set for the Hilbert space of 3 qubits and the two orthogonal
singlet states of 4 qubits. This illustrates the rich structure besides the fully symmetric subspace.
The coupled basis is obtained by successively coupling spin-1/2 to bigger spins with the help
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. We begin with two qubits, which can be coupled to
S2 = 0
{
mS2 = 0
1√
2
(|↓↑〉 − |↑↓〉) (A.19)
S2 = 1

mS2 = +1 |↑↑〉
mS1 = 0
1√
2
(|↓↑〉+ |↑↓〉)
mS1 = −1 |↓↓〉
(A.20)
S2 in turn can be coupled to the third qubit in the following ways:
S2 = 0, S3 = 1/2
{
mS3 = +
1
2
1√
2
(|↓↑↑〉 − |↑↓↑〉)
mS3 = −12 1√2(|↓↑↓〉 − |↑↓↓〉)
(A.21)
S2 = 1, S3 = 1/2
mS3 = +
1
2
√
2
3
|↑↑↓〉 −
√
1
6
(|↑↓↑〉+ |↓↑↑〉)
mS3 = −12
√
2
3
|↓↓↑〉 −
√
1
6
(|↓↑↓〉+ |↑↓↓〉)
(A.22)
S2 = 1, S3 = 3/2

mS3 = +
3
2
|↑↑↑〉
mS3 = +
1
2
1√
3
(|↓↑↑〉+ |↑↓↑〉+ |↑↑↓〉)
mS3 = −12 1√3(|↑↓↓〉+ |↓↑↓〉+ |↓↓↑〉)
mS3 = −32 |↓↓↓〉
(A.23)
Thus, for three qubits, there are two orthogonal subspaces with S3 = 1/2 but no singlet state.
For four qubits however, there are two orthogonal singlet states:
S2 = 0, S3 = 1/2, S4 = 0
{
mS4 = 0
1
2
(|↓↑↓↑〉 − |↑↓↓↑〉 − |↓↑↑↓〉+ |↑↓↑↓〉) (A.24)
S2 = 1, S3 = 1/2, S4 = 0
{
mS4 = 0
1√
3
(|↓↓↑↑〉 − |↑↑↓↓〉)− 1√
12
(|↓↑↓↑〉 − |↑↓↑↓〉)
− 1√
12
(|↑↓↓↑〉 − |↓↑↑↓〉)
(A.25)
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A.3 SU(2) interferometer and rotations on the
Bloch-sphere
Figure A.1 Linear SU(2) interferometer and rotations on the Bloch sphere. The Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (shown as sketch) is the optical analog of the atomic Ramsey sequence. Balanced
beamsplitters (pi/2-pulses) perform rotations Rx by an angle of pi/2 and the relative phase shift inside
the interferometer performs a rotation Rθz by the angle θ. Rx,y,z are the corresponding rotation matrices
of SO(3). The sequence R−pi/2x RθzR
pi/2
x is mathematically equivalent to Rθy. For a characterization of
the interferometric sensitivity it is thus sufficient to apply Rθy only. (Figure from the supplementary
information of our publication [21])
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A.4 Hyperfine structure in a magnetic field
The Breit-Rabi formula is the solution to the eigenvalue problem of the hyperfine interaction
Hamiltonian which obtains a surprisingly simple form [141] and reads for our particular case
of nuclear spin I = 3/2
EBR = −Ehfs
8
+mFgIµBB ± Ehfs
2
√
1 +mFx+ x2, (A.26)
with the argument x = (gJ − gI)µBB/Ehfs. For high fields, there is a sign problem, when the
Zeeman shift of the state mF = −2 is larger than the hyperfine splitting Ehfs. In this case, the
square root has to be replaced by (1− x). A quadratic expansion of this formula for small x,
that is small magnetic fields, yields (without the constant first term)
EBR ≈ mFgIµBB ± Ehfs
2
(
1 +
mF
2
x+
4−m2F
8
x2
)
(A.27)
and thus the linear and quadratic contributions to the Zeeman shift
EZ ≈ pZmFB + qZ(4−m2F )B2 (A.28)
with the parameters
pZ = ±
(
gJ − gI
4
± gI
)
µB ≈
{
+699.583 kHz/G for F = 2
−702.369 kHz/G for F = 1 (A.29)
qZ = ±
(
gJ − gI
4
)2
µ2B
Ehfs
≈ ±71.9 Hz/G2 (A.30)
For reference, we list the most recent constants with their sources in units of frequency:
µB Bohr magneton 1.3996245042(86) MHz/G CODATA 2014
gS Electron spin g-factor 2.00231930436182(52) CODATA 2014
gJ Bound electron g-factor in 5S1/2 gS × (1 + 5.9(1)× 10−6) [173]
gI Nuclear g-factor −gJ × 4.9699147(50)× 10−4 [174]
Ehfs Zero-field hyperfine splitting 6 834 682 610.904 310(3) Hz [175]
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B Additional characterizations and
technicalities
B.1 Characterization of the optical dipole traps
For optical trapping, we use focused laser beams with a wavelength of 1030 nm (waveguide and
XDT) and an interference pattern of two crossing beams at 820 nm (one dimensional optical
lattice). Both are red detuned to the D1 and D2 lines at 795 nm and 780 nm, respectively. The
XDT is used to enhance thermalisation during evaporation to BEC and switched off completely
once the BEC is loaded into the optical lattice.
Waveguide
The waveguide potential is created by a single focused laser beam with approximately Gaussian
profile. It creates a potential of the form
V (x, r) =
−V0w20
w2(x)
exp
[
−2 r
2
w2(x)
]
(B.1)
with the radial coordinate r =
√
x2 + y2 and the x-dependent waist (1/e2-radius) w(x) =
w0
√
1 + (x/xR)2. The Rayleigh range xR = piw20/λ marks the distance from the focus, where
the beam waist has grown by a factor
√
2. Expanding quadratically in either direction around
the minimum yields the harmonic approximation
V (x, r) ≈ M
2
(ω2⊥r
2 + ω2xx
2) (B.2)
with the trapping frequencies
ω⊥(x) =
2
w(x)
√
V0
M
and ωx =
√
2
xR
√
V0
M
. (B.3)
The aspect ratio w⊥(0)/ωx =
√
2xR/w0 =
√
2piw0/λ depends only on the beam waist in
the focus. For characterization, we performed a measurement of BEC dipole oscillations
at reasonably high waveguide power. The longitudinal oscillation frequency was found by
suddenly switching off the XDT. Due to the fact that the XDT focus and the equilibrium
position of the BEC in the waveguide are not overlapped at this high power, the cloud starts
spreading and oscillating, eventually leaving the field of view of the current imaging system.
After each oscillation period, the cloud is visible again and allows to deduce the frequency
to 2pi × 3.63(4) Hz after two periods. Figure B.1 shows the result of the corresponding
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Figure B.1 Characterization of the waveguide trap Oscillations in transverse direction can be ob-
served after displacement by a short period of free fall and subsequent retrapping. Extracting the
oscillation frequency for each well yields a dependence on the horizontal position in the optical lattice
(right). Including the independently characterized longitudinal trapping frequency of the waveguide
beam with the same optical power (3.63(4) Hz) yields an estimate of the focus position, which appears
to be located at −206(16)µm with respect to the field of view of the imaging from 0 to 215µm in
object space.
measurement of ω⊥. The waveguide power was ramped to its final value and briefly interrupted
for 500 µs. The short period in free fall results in a displacement from the equilibrium position
and subsequent dipole oscillation in vertical direction. The slicing of the cloud by the lattice
enables a local analysis of the frequency. We observe a clear dependence of the frequency on
the well position in the lattice, which can be self-consistently fitted by the expected dependence
ω⊥ = ω⊥(x0)/
√
1 + [(x− x0)/xR]2 with the parameters x0 = −206(16) µm relative to the
imaging field of view, ω⊥(x0) = 2pi × 402(1) Hz and xR = 2.01(2) mm. This corresponds to
a waist of w0 = 25.7(3) µm in the focus or an aspect ratio of 111(1). As a reference, Fig B.2
shows the calculated scaling of the trap frequencies in horizontal and vertical direction versus
V0, which is proportional to the optical power. Including gravity, the vertical cut through the
potential obtains the form
V (z) = Mgz − V0 exp
[
− 2 z
2
w2
]
, (B.4)
which is plotted in the inset. It has two potential turning points located at z = ±w/2 (zero
of second derivative). The trap depth is vanishing if the first derivative at z = −w/2 is
positive, which is the case for V0 < Mgw exp[1/2]/2 (marked as dotted line). At this point,
the trap frequency also vanishes. The trap position obtains a downshift (gravitational sag) for
decreasing V0 (∼ g/ω2⊥ in harmonic approximation). For the waveguide intensity used for
all other measurements presented in this thesis, we performed an independent check using
parametric excitation by sinusoidal modulation of the intensity, which yielded a clear resonance
feature at 2pi × 261(1) Hz. One has to be careful with the interpretation of this observation.
If the effect of gravity would be negligible, the strongest response would be expected at a
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Figure B.2 Transversal trapping frequencies and trap depths of the waveguide deduced from the
extracted parameters. The trap in vertical direction (‖ g) is weakend by the additional linear gradient
due to gravity, which also limits the minimal horizontal trap depth (⊥ g) for the chosen beam waist to
∼ 45 kHz before all atoms are lost. The parameter V0 equals the trap depth in horizontal direction and is
proportional to the applied optical power. The resulting trap frequencies in harmonic approximation at
the potential minimum both have a square root like behavior. The inset shows a cut through the trapping
potential for the example V0 = 2pi~× 60 kHz. Gravity weakens the trap, makes it shallower and shifts
the minimum of the trapping potential vertically downwards by ∼ g/ω2⊥ (gravitational sag). The right
panel shows a comparison of the two transversal trap depths and the inset a zoom into the region, where
the vertical trap depth vanishes.
modulation frequency twice as big as the transverse trapping frequency [176]. In our case
however, the modulation of the laser intensity couples very effectively to the dipole mode
via the gravitational sag and thus the excitation is strongest when the modulation frequency
is equal to the trapping frequency. The deduced transverse trapping frequency is consistent
with the parameters of the independent characterization, from which its inhomogeneity at this
setting can be constrained to . 1% over the whole BEC cloud.
Optical lattice
Here, we are interested in the local trapping frequencies at the minima of the lattice potential
(maxima of the standing wave light intensity) along the longitudinal waveguide direction. It is
possible to excite dipole oscillations in the lattice by abruptly shifting the optical phase of one
of the two intersecting beams with an electro-optic modulator (EOM). This also shifts the phase
of the sinusoidal trapping potential. Since it is not perfectly perpendicular to the waveguide
trap, the potential shift also excites horizontal oscillations perpendicular to the lattice direction,
which couple to the primarily excited mode. The resulting beat note can in principle be used to
extract both frequencies. However, due to the high trapping frequencies and the small extension
of the clouds in lattice direction, a direct observation of the oscillations is difficult, especially
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Figure B.3 Measurement of the trap frequency in the optical lattice potential The transverse width
of the individual lattice sites after 1 s of lattice shaking (parametric heating) shows a resonant increase
at the local longitudinal trapping frequency, which shifts with the driving amplitude (inset of left panel
shows the mean relative shift vs. driving amplitude in units of the lattice phase). The final value for
each well is obtained by linear extrapolation to zero driving amplitude. The left panel shows this
extracted value vs. well number from left to right. The characteristic peak in the middle is caused by
the atom number distribution in this measurement, which is revealed in the second panel. The upward
trend for higher atom numbers is probably caused by interaction effects. As our estimate of the local
trapping frequency, we average up to 450 atoms, which yields 661(2) Hz, shown as gray band. From
this measurement, the variation of the optical power over the whole cloud can be roughly constrained to
. 2× 10/660 ≈ 3%.
with small amplitudes. For bigger displacements, the oscillations probe parts of the potential
with smaller curvature and thus the resulting frequency is reduced compared to the harmonic
approximation at the potential minimum.
We therefore characterize the standing wave potential by parametric excitation [176]. For
this, we modulate the phase of one beam with the EOM and look for a resonant enhancement
of the vertical width of the cloud after a small time of flight. We extract it from the absorption
image by a Gaussian fit to the density distribution of each well. The resonance feature vs.
modulation frequency is fitted with a Gaussian for each well to obtain its center position. The
observed resonance frequency shows a distinct downshift for bigger driving amplitudes, as
expected for larger excursions. We use this systematic behavior to extrapolate linearly to zero
driving amplitude. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. B.3. Strikingly, a maximum
of the resonance position is observed in the center of the total ensemble, which is reminiscent
of the mean atom number distribution. This is revealed by a plot vs. atom number, which
shows, that similar atom numbers obtain matching resonance frequencies, irrespective of the
lattice well position. The observed shift presumably stems from the growing size of the BECs
with atom number due to repulsive interactions which then again probe bigger distances away
from the minimum. The frequency value settles for atom numbers < 450 and we thus take a
weighted average of the results up to this point and obtain the estimate 2pi × 661(2) Hz.
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Figure B.4 Principle of the magnetic offset field stabilization The actual field is measured by a
fluxgate sensor with a sensitivity of 1 V/G, from which a reference voltage (Ref 1) is subtracted and
the result amplified by an instrumentation amplifier. This first stage is actively temperature stabilized.
Subsequent low-pass and notch filters suppress the remaining ripple at the working frequency (∼ 16 kHz)
of the fluxgate. A finely adjustable set-point voltage (Ref 2) is subtracted at the input of the following
PI controller. The controller output is connected to a voltage controlled current source, which drives a
fine-tune coil pair wound on the same frame as the main coil.
Interestingly, the size of the resonance shift with the driving amplitude cannot be explained
by simple time averaging of the modulated potential, which would also result in a depth and
frequency reduction. The measured effect is about two orders of magnitude bigger.
B.2 Magnetic field stabilization
Our offset magnetic field of 9.13 G close to the Feshbach resonance at 9.1 G is actively
stabilized to a fluxgate magnetic field sensor1. Its expected noise characteristics are shown in
Fig. B.5. From the specified noise floor value of σspec = 0.1 µG/
√
Hz at 1 Hz we guess the
shape of the noise power spectral density to
S(f) =
{
σ2spec
1 Hz
f
for f ≤ 1 Hz
σ2spec for f > 1 Hz.
(B.5)
To estimate the reproducibility of a DC value for repeated experiments, we integrate S(f) from
a lower cutoff, given by the repetition time of tr ∼ 40 s to a highest frequency, estimated as the
inverse of the probe time (where the atomic system is sensitive to the magnetic field). Usually
the corresponding frequency is well above 1 Hz, so the part below the corner frequency gives
a constant offset of σ1 = σspec ×
√
1 Hz log(1 Hz× tr) ≈ 0.2 µG. When integrating down
to ∼ 0.5 hours, which is a typical timescale between automated Ramsey measurements for
correcting magnetic field drifts, one gets a slightly bigger value of ≈ 0.3 µG. The expected
noise contribution above the corner frequency is σ2 = σspec
√
(1/τ − 1 Hz) which evaluates to
1Bartington Instruments Mag-03
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Figure B.5 Extrapolated specification of the magnetic field sensor and relevant timescales The
only specified noise level of the employed Mag-03 sensor from Bartington instruments is 0.1 µG/
√
Hz
at 1 Hz. Older versions of its datasheet suggest that this is the corner frequency for the transition from
1/f variance behavior (flicker noise, which is generically observed at low frequencies) to a white noise
floor. The upper graph shows the experimentally relevant time scales repetition time tr ∼ 40 s and probe
time τ . 30 ms. The corresponding lower cutoff frequency lies below the corner frequency, the upper
one usually well above. The expected reproducibility of subsequent experimental runs is estimated by
the integral from the lower to the upper cutoff frequency, depicted as hatched area.
≈ 0.6 µG and ≈ 3.8 µG for the two relevant time scales of the unstable fixed point evolution
(∼ 30 ms) and the interrogation time for Ramsey sequences (∼ 700 µs) respectively.
Both offset and scaling of the sensor are temperature dependent and are specified as 6 µG/◦C
and 200 ppm/◦C respectively. The scaling error translates into a sizable dependence of
2 mG/◦C at our working field.
To stably reduce the sensitivity of the sensor (1 V/G) to a manageable level, we subtract an
offset voltage, which is derived from a buffered2 voltage reference3 by a digitally programmable
potentiometer4. The subtraction is performed by a low-noise instrumentation amplifier5 and
amplified by a factor ∼ 250. The expected temperature drift of this stage is dominated by
the digital potentiometer. One has to note, that Seebeck thermoelectric effects6 already play
a role at the level of several µV, for example if air currents on the circuit cause the leads of
the amplifier to have slightly different temperatures or there exist thermal gradients over its
body. To reduce such effects, this first stage is firmly enclosed in a machined aluminum box,
surrounded by a fitted styrofoam block and actively temperature stabilized via an attached
Peltier element using feedback through a thermistor on a Wheatstone bridge. The obtained
temperature stability is in the low mK region. Once set, the serial communication leads for the
digital potentiometer are disconnected to avoid ground shifts and incoupled noise. After the
amplification, the sensitivity is reduced to 4 mG/V, such that the temperature stability of the
2unity gain with OP27, offset voltage ∼ 0.5 µV/◦C
3AD588JQ, specified temperature dependence ∼ 15 µV/◦C
4AD5293BRUZ-20, 5 ppm/◦C ∼ 45 µV/◦C
5AD524, input offset drift ∼ 2 µV/◦C
6for example ∼ 5 µV/◦C for lead-tin solder joined copper [177]
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lab is sufficient for the stable operation of the remaining electronics. After this stage a second
reference voltage set by a precision digital-to-analog converter (DAC)7 on an optocoupled
microcontroller is subtracted at the input stage of the following analog proportional-integral
(PI) controller. The output of the PI controls an unidirectional current source, which drives
current (∼ 1 A) trough a pair of coils. These are wound over two quadratic frames with an
edge length of 1 m. On the same frames, wires of bigger cross section are wound which carry
∼ 140 A8 to reach a magnetic field of 9.1 G. The size of the coils is chosen as big as possible
with the space constraints around the experimental chamber, which is also why they were
positioned at twice the distance of the ideal Helmholtz configuration9. The magnetic field in
z-direction therefore has a local minimum located close to the position of the atoms. Big coils
are used to increase the homogeneity in transverse direction, since the sensor is mounted at a
distance (y, z) ∼ (3, 10) cm above the BEC cloud, whose long axis extends in x-direction.
We characterized the suppression of changing external fields in closed loop configuration
during a slow ramp of a superconducting 15 T magnet located in the second floor of the building
(our experiment is in the basement). This caused a change of≈ 16 mG deduced from the output
voltage of the PI controller. During the same period, the actual magnetic field at the place of
the atoms as measured by repeated microwave Ramsey sequences changed by ≈ 0.3 mG. Thus,
the suppression factor of static external magnetic fields in the direction of the stabilized field
is ∼ 50 (34 dB). We performed a corresponding test by changing the current through the big
coils, which the loop control could compensate to 0.35 mG at a total change of 97 mG, which
corresponds to a suppression of ∼ 280 (49 dB).
The remaining long-term drifts of the magnetic field are compensated by changes of the
setpoint (second voltage reference) based on the result of automated Ramsey measurements10.
The changes are dominated by external magnetic fields and temperature drifts of the sensor
signal, which can be seen in Fig. B.6. The air temperature close to the magnetic field sensor
inside the curtain enclosed region around the experimental chamber is routinely logged by
a wireless sensor appliance11. The magnetic field control error as compensated after each
reference measurement with atoms almost perfectly correlates with this temperature. However,
the obtained slope of 3.9 mG/◦C is a factor of two larger than the specified temperature drift
of the magnetic field sensor.
To set this into perspective, we want to shortly compare this to usual drifts of its surrounding.
If we generously estimate position drifts of the sensor by thermal expansion of its holder
(∼ 40 cm of aluminum12) to ∼ 10 µm/◦C, the sensor would have to reside in a magnetic field
gradient of 2 G/cm in z-direction to explain a change of 2 mG/◦C.
The closest source of magnetic field gradients is the magnet of the main ion sputter vacuum
pump13. Typical values of its stray field and gradient14 are 200 mG and 10 mG/cm respectively
7AD5791 [178] with REF5050 voltage reference
8current controlled Delta Elektronika SM15-200D
9One of the coils is attached to the undersurface of the optical table
10For all characterizations of the magnetic field, we use Ramsey sequences on the linear Zeeman sensitive
one-photon transition. During measurements on the pseudospin system we use the two-photon transition to
keep track of all changes to its specific resonance.
11AREXX Multilogger
12linear expansion coefficient ∼ 25 ppm/◦C
13Varian VacIon 150
14corresponding plots can be found in the manual
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Figure B.6 Temperature drift of the magnetic field stabilisation The absolute error of the active sta-
bilisation as determined and corrected by automated microwave Ramsey experiments strongly depends
on the temperature close to the magnetic field sensor. A correlation plot on a typical measurement
timescale (2.5 days) yields a dependence of 3.9 mG/◦C (left, black line). Both values vs. time are
shown in the right plot. The temperature (solid line) is rescaled by the linear correlation.
at the position of the magnetic field sensor (∼ 40 cm distance to the flange of the pump). This
would translate into a required thermal sensor movement of 2 mm/◦C, which is two orders of
magnitude larger than reasonable. In other words, the expected thermal position drifts translate
into negligible 10 µG/◦C.
Another source of temperature drift could be the one of the magnet of the pump itself.
Typical ferrite hard magnetic materials have a temperature coefficient of their remanence
(permanent field at the absence of excitation) of −0.2 %/◦C, which would translate into a
change of the gradient of ∼ 20 µG/◦C cm and thus to an error of ∼ 0.2 mG/◦C at the position
of the atomic cloud.
All these influences are smaller than the observed effect, which makes it most plausible that
the core or electronics of the sensor is causing this temperature dependence.
To linearize the sensor and enlarge its dynamic range, the external field is nulled by internal
compensation coils around the fluxgate core in a closed loop control. The required compen-
sation current is proportional to the external field, from which the sensor output voltage is
derived. During the magnetic trapping phase of the experiment, this circuitry is saturated and
the maximal power is dissipated. The large magnetic fields during this time also cause offset
shifts due to a slight magnetization of the core material15. We found these effects to equilibrate
if the experimental cycle time is kept constant and the experimental sequence for cooling and
trapping is fixed. Cutting the sensor power supply during the time the field is not actively
stabilized in order to reduce the power dissipation resulted in larger shot-to-shot fluctuations
than keeping it powered all the time. We suspect that switch-on drifts of the sensor electronics
dominated in this case.
15Bartington Instruments, private communication
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Figure B.7 Magnetic field stability obtained with the active control at an offset of 9.2 G. The
magnetic field control error as measured with Ramsey sequences on the sensitive transition |F,mF 〉 =
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 during a relatively quiet night shows a slow drift (300 µG, corresponding to a temperature
change of ∼ 75 mK). The shot-to-shot fluctuations reach a minimum at about three o’clock in the
morning, where the institute and its surroundings are typically most quiet. The inset schematically
shows the employed microwave Ramsey sequence with pulse time τpi/2, Ramsey interrogation time τR
and repetition time tr. Every small point in the upper panel corresponds to one Ramsey experiment.
Thus, the increased thermal sensitivity is most probably caused by the influence of the harsh
magnetic environment on the sensor and not by position drifts of any sort.
To reduce temperature drifts, we stabilized the air temperature of the lab16 by employing
a digital PID controller (with a thermistor as room temperature sensor) connected to a solid
state relay, which switches 4 kW of power from two fan heaters. This reduced thermal drifts
typically to < 0.1 ◦C/day such that automated Ramsey corrections, spaced by about half an
hour during long-term measurements provided sufficiently stable conditions17.
Figure B.7 shows a typical time trace of the magnetic field with this improvement. The
characterization of the control error was performed with repeated Ramsey sequences with an
interrogation time of τR = 700 µs on the transition |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉. A detuning of 357 Hz was
chosen to obtain a zero-crossing of the imbalance after the second pi/2-pulse. To increase the
dynamic range and to operate the Ramsey sequence at its highest sensitivity, the setpoint (Ref 2)
of the controller was repeatedly adjusted according to the Ramsey result of the preceding
16This has the positive side effect of largely increased stability of the lasers and the optical setup
17The data of Fig. B.6 were taken before this step
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three repetitions. This measurement yields the total error of the field control by combining the
setpoint compensation value with the obtained atomic imbalance z:
Berr = URef 2 × 4 mGV − arcsin z ×
[
2pi(τR + 2τpi/2)700
Hz
mG
]−1
(B.6)
Here, 2τpi/2 is the time of the two microwave pulses, which adds in our case 100 µs to the
total phase evolution time. The analysis of the shot-to-shot repeatability employs a variant of
the Allan deviation, routinely used to characterize the stability of clocks (see also B.4). One
calculates the local differences
δB(j)err = B
(j+1)
err −B(j)err (B.7)
and from them the Allan-type variance as σ2A = 〈δB2err〉/2. The use of the local differences
has the advantage of separating out the actual shot-to-shot variability from the total change in
magnetic field, which also includes slow drifts. In Fig. B.7 the averaging for σA was performed
over a timescale of half an hour. The achieved shot-to-shot stability largely depends on the
activity of the surrounding experiments and presumably also on the variability of the total
power supplied to the institute. The stability significantly improves during the night and on
weekends. Including slow drifts, we can achieve a typical stability of 30 . . . 40 µG on the
relevant timescale of half an hour between automated correction measurements.
The magnetic field control also includes a synchronization of the whole experiment to the
50 Hz mains frequency. For this, the main clock of the experimental control is interrupted after
the BEC preparation, ∼ 50 ms before the beginning of the microwave sequence and restarted
at a fixed phase of a 50 Hz square-wave signal derived from a small transformer. Thus, the
experiment pauses for up to 20 ms at this stage.
The remaining amplitude of the 50 Hz component of the magnetic field as reduced by the
control loop is ∼ 200 µG, which we characterized by scanning the beginning of the Ramsey
sequence. We compensated this with a feed-forward by adding a synchronized sinusoidal
50 Hz voltage with an amplitude of 50 mV from a frequency generator to the input of the PI
loop. By proper adjustment of the phase, we could reduce this influence below the shot-to-shot
variation. Higher harmonics of the line frequency are already suppressed by the loop to an
unobservable level.
B.3 Microwave and radio frequency system
Figure B.8 schematically shows the employed generation and control system of radio frequency
and microwave magnetic fields to drive single- as well as two-photon transitions in 87Rb. All
critical sources are frequency stabilized to an ovenized 10 MHz quartz oscillator, whose slow
aging and temperature drifts are compensated through a comparison with the timing signal of
the global positioning system (GPS). This part is crucial for long-term stability, since already
the aging of the time-bases of the synthesizers (∼ 5 · 10−10/day) gives a sizable drift of
3.4 Hz/day at 6.8 GHz.
The microwave signal is amplified by a chain of power amplifiers to a total power up to
15 W, which is applied to a small ’antenna’, which consists of the exposed solid copper core of
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Figure B.8 Block circuit of the microwave and radio frequency system. The signals of two mi-
crowave synthesizers are combined and amplified to a level of up to 15 W. A double isolator protects
the power amplifier from back-reflected power. A small fraction of the final power is coupled out
and recified. This signal can be used for power stabilization via the external leveling option of the
synthesizers. The microwave sequence is controlled by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG 1),
which controls the pulse modulators of the synthesizers as well as a single pole double throw (SPDT)
switch on MW 1, which can be used for quick and precise attenuation of its power by a fixed value.
Radio frequency signals are generated by a second AWG with a larger waveform memory and a general
purpose function generator, which provides the rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) frequency sweep for
initial state preparation. All critical frequency sources are long-term stabilized on an ovenized 10 MHz
reference oscillator, which is synchronized with the atomic clocks on the global-positioning-system
satellites. Its antenna is mounted on the roof of the institute. The magnetic near fields of the loop
antennas drive the atomic transitions.
the coaxial cable bent to a circle and soldered to the shield conductor of the coax. This loop is
not impedance matched, such that an uncontrolled portion of the power gets reflected, which is
then absorbed by the Faraday isolator.
A small fraction of the microwave power is coupled out by a directional coupler before
the antenna and rectified by a diode detector, which is thermally contacted to a temperature
stabilized aluminum holder. This signal can be used at the external leveling input of the
microwave generators for power stabilization.
The timing of the pulse sequences is realized with two arbitrary waveform generators (AWG).
AWG 1 drives the pulse modulators of the two microwave synthesizers and the switchable
attenuator on MW 1. It is also capable of providing radio frequency signals with the other
channel but is limited in communication speed and waveform memory depth. AWG 2 has
a lower bandwidth than AWG 1 but can be programmed more quickly and supports longer
waveforms. It is used to generate the phase-controlled radio-frequency part for the two-photon
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transition. The RF of AWG 2 is amplified by a general purpose amplifier delivering up to 3 W
of power.
The attached RF antenna has a rectangular loop shape with five windings. Interestingly,
an estimate for an appropriate number of turns can be found without referring to much of
the details of the loop. Assuming that the last amplifier has a real output impedance18 of
Z0 = R0 = 50 Ω and the DC resistance of the loop can be neglected with respect to it, the
value to optimize is the generated magnetic field B ∝ nI , where I is the current and n is
the number of windings of the coil. Ordinary impedance analysis is sufficient here, since the
wavelength (∼ 50 m) is still way larger than all the dimensions. Thus, the AC magnetic field
amplitude scales with
|B|2 ∝
∣∣∣∣ nU0R0 + iωL
∣∣∣∣2 ∝ n2R20 + (ωn2L1)2 ∝ 1Γ Γ
2
ω2 + Γ2
(B.8)
with Γ = R0/n2L1. Here, L1 is the inductance for a single loop and U0 the source voltage.
This is optimized for Γopt = ω, that is for nopt =
√
R0/ωL1. In our case L1 is on the order
of 0.1 . . . 0.3 µH, so the choice of 5 windings is optimal for 3 . . . 1 MHz respectively. It is
interesting to note that the task is not to match the impedance of the antenna to those of the
source (to create a resistive load of 50 Ω). It is rather its reactance that has to match 50 Ω to be
optimal, that is ωLopt = R0. For a given (too large) inductance of the antenna, this requirement
can be met with a proper RF transformer inserted at the transition from the coaxial cable to the
antenna. It is not important, that the majority of the power gets reflected and is dissipated in the
amplifier, since we are only interested in the near field amplitude, not in the far field radiation.
We chose the straightforward approach to directly connect the end of the coax to the
loop. Apparently, the antenna has significant coupling to ground connected metal parts of its
surrounding, causing the current of inner conductor and shield of the coax to deviate from the
ideal equal magnitude and 180◦ relative phase. This results from the grounding of the amplifier,
which opens various return paths besides the inside of the coax shield. The current imbalance
is possible since the outside of the shield acts as separate conductor for high frequencies19.
and turns the coax itself into an antenna. In our case, this is especially troublesome for the
closeby magnetic field sensor. The mismatch can be largely damped by a so called current-
or choke-balun [179], which consists of several windings of twisted pair on a toroidal ferrite
core. It introduces a large impedance for common mode currents, while differential currents
can easily pass, balancing the currents on the coax. This step solved the crosstalk problem of
the RF pulses on the magnetic field stabilization.
The microwave crosstalk is more subtle, but could be considerably reduced by careful
positioning of a sheet of aluminum foil at the bottom end of the magnetic field sensor.
For robust initial state preparation from |F = 1,mF = −1〉 to |F = 1,mF = 1〉 we employ
a rapid adiabatic passage (RAP), for which a separate RF chain with a general purpose signal
generator delivers a frequency sweep over 1.2 MHz in 20 ms. The switch at the output of the
generator solves the problem, that the sweep mode cannot be combined with the burst mode
which would otherwise lead to continuous output before and after the sweep.
18The connecting coaxial cable does not change this.
19The skin effect is already significant, letting AC current only flow in a thin layer close to the surface of
conductors (the 1/e skin depth is only ∼ 20 µm for copper at 10 MHz).
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Figure B.9 Universal spectral transfer functions of pulse sequences. Here, three examples of
transfer functions are summarized. The top row shows the timing sequence h(t) = 2pisx(t) for the
three cases of piecewise free evolution on the equator of the Bloch sphere (left) and resonant Rabi
flopping starting in a z-polarized state (right) for three different Rabi frequencies. The bottom row
shows the Fourier transform of the above sequences, giving the spectral transfer functions |H(f)|2.
The free evolution (single pulse, gray) is most sensitive for frequencies close to zero, whereas this can
be suppressed by a phase inversion in the middle of the evolution (spin echo, double pulse), which
has the drawback of an increased sensitivity at higher frequencies. Rabi flopping (right) introduces
the time scale of the Rabi frequency. A single pi/2-pulse (black) still has the maximum sensitivity
at zero frequency, whereas a sequence of flops performs a series of phase inversions, which makes
it most sensitive at the Rabi frequency with a spectral width scaling with the total pulse length. The
three plotted cases are fR = 1/4τ (pi/2-pulse, black), fR = 3/4τ (3pi/2-pulse, gray) and fR = 11/4τ
(11pi/2-pulse, light gray).
B.4 Spectral sensitivity of pulse sequences
When using frequency sources for atomic spin manipulations, one is confronted with the
problem of translating specified or measured numbers of frequency stability into a meaningful
stability or variance measure for the atomic system after some pulse sequence or interrogation
time. Specifically insightful in this context is the powerful frequency domain view of clock
stability [180, 181], which relates spectral properties with time domain variances like the
Allan variance. With a proper adaption of this formalism one can obtain a characterization of
temporal pulse sequences in the Fourier domain via spectral transfer functions, which act as
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filter for the fluctuations of the frequency source. Here, we will summarize this method and
calculate some important and insightful examples.
The output voltage of a close to pure (monochromatic) frequency source is characterized by
U(t) = U0[1 + (t)] sin[2piν0t+ φ(t)] (B.9)
Here, ν0 is the carrier frequency and φ(t) is the statistically fluctuating phase with |φ(t)|  pi/2.
We assume here that (t), which characterizes the power fluctuations, is small and phase
fluctuations dominate. The instantaneous frequency deviation ∆ν is the time derivative
∆ν(t) =
1
2pi
dφ
dt
(B.10)
In the stability analysis of oscillators and atomic clocks, one defines y = ∆ν/ν0, which
is then invariant under frequency division and multiplication. Its statistical properties are
conveniently characterized through variances over a specific integration time in the time
domain or power spectral densities in the frequency domain, which are defined as Fourier
transforms of autocorrelation functions. A variance in the time domain can be expressed
as [182]
σ2 = lim
T→∞
1
T
T/2∫
−T/2
g(λ)2 dλ (B.11)
with g(λ) defined as the convolution of a temporal sensitivity function h(t) and the actual
fluctuating quantity x(t) as
g(λ) =
∞∫
−∞
x(t)h(t− λ) dt (B.12)
h(t) describes how x(t) is selected and weighted in the time domain and can be interpreted
as impulse response of a spectral filter. In our case, we are interested in the variance of the
atomic azimuthal phase ϕ on the Bloch sphere after a specified timing sequence with periods
of variable sensitivity on external detuning. We will concentrate here on two important cases,
namely appended free evolution periods on the equator of the Bloch sphere and Rabi flopping
starting in a z-polarized state. We consider the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Ω
sˆy
2
+ δ(t)
sˆz
2
. (B.13)
Here, sˆj is used for the Pauli matrices to avoid confusion with the other σs in this section. We
will assume that the mean spin vector is approximately aligned with the x-axis at the end of
the time evolution with small fluctuations around it. In this case, the fluctuations of the phase
are those of the mean y-component [σ2ϕ = (∆ϕ)
2 ≈ (∆〈sˆy〉)2]. The brackets 〈·〉 indicate the
quantum mechanical average. From the Ehrenfest theorem, we get
d
dt
〈sˆy〉 = i〈[Hˆ, sˆy]〉 = δ(t)〈sˆx〉 = δ(t)sx(t) (B.14)
The pickup of phase fluctuations thus depends on the mean spin length in x-direction. We
assume that the external coupling is resonant on average, that means
∫
δ(t) dt = 0 for long
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integration times. For Rabi flopping with Ω 6= 0 beginning in a polarized state the mean
x-spin has a time dependence [sx(t) = sin(Ωt) = sin(2pifRt)], while for free evolution on the
equator of the Bloch sphere it is sx = ±1. The detuning is directly connected to the frequency
fluctuations of the source via δ(t) = 2pi∆ν(t) and thus the phase fluctuations can be cast in
the above formalism via
g(λ) =
∞∫
−∞
∆ν(t) 2pisx(t− λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h(t−λ)
dλ. (B.15)
This convolution in the time domain can for stationary Gaussian processes be translated into a
multiplication in the frequency domain [182], which yields the phase variance
σ2ϕ =
∞∫
0
S∆ν(f) |H(f)|2 df. (B.16)
Here, S∆ν(f) is the one-sided power spectral density of the frequency fluctuations and H(f)
is the Fourier transform of h(t). In this picture, the temporal sequence acts as a filter in the
frequency domain. We now proceed to calculate three examples for the spectral filter functions,
which are also depicted in Fig. B.9.
Single pulse This first example has the simple pulse shape
h(t) = 2pi rect(t/τ), (B.17)
which represents a single phase accumulation time of length τ on the equator of the Bloch
sphere, for example the interrogation time of a Ramsey sequence. Its fourier transform is the
omnipresent sinc-Function
|H(f)|2 = |2piτ sinc(fτ)|2 = 4 sin
2(pifτ)
f 2
. (B.18)
Spin echo The second example is a sequence in which the spin direction is flipped in the
middle of the interrogation time τ , corresponding to a spin echo pulse sequence. In this case
h(t) = 2pi
[
rect
(
t+ τ/4
τ/2
)
− rect
(
t− τ/4
τ/2
)]
, (B.19)
which leads to the Fourier transform
|H(f)|2 =
∣∣∣∣−4i sin2(pifτ/2)f
∣∣∣∣2 = 16 sin4(pifτ/2)f 2 (B.20)
The sensitivity to low frequency fluctuations is decreased substantially compared to the single
pulse (|H(0)|2 = 0) but has the disadvantage of an increased sensitivity to higher frequencies.
It has a first maximum at f = 1/τ with a FWHM of ≈ 0.92/τ .
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Rabi pulse The last example we want to look at is Rabi flopping with frequency fR and
duration τ beginning with a z-polarized state, so sx(0) = 0. The impulse response in this case
is
h(t) = 2pi sin(2pifRt) rect
(
t− τ/2
τ
)
, (B.21)
whose Fourier transform is most effectively obtained by convolution of the Fourier transforms
of the individual terms:
H(f) = 2pi
[
δ(f − fR)− δ(f + fR)
2i
]
∗
[
e−ipiτfτ sinc(τf)
]
=
pi
i
e−ipiτf
[
eipiτfRτ sinc[τ(f − fR)]− e−ipiτfRτ sinc[τ(f + fR)]
]
.
As before, the sinc-function is defined here as sinc(x) ≡ sin(pix)/(pix). The square modulus
of the transfer function yields
|H(f)|2 = (piτ)2
[
sinc2[τ(f − fR)] + sinc2[τ(f + fR)]
− 2 cos(2piτfR) sinc[τ(f − fR)] sinc[τ(f + fR)]
]
One observes that the transfer function takes the form of two interfering wave packets in Fourier
space with relative phase 2piτfR. The interference term vanishes for τ = (2n − 1)pi/(4fR),
that is for odd multiples of a pi/2-pulse, while it is maximal for multiples of a pi-pulse
[τ = npi/(2fR)]. It is only in the latter case that the function obtains real zeros, as in the case
of the other two examples with piecewise free phase evolution.
Power spectral densities To understand the meaning and scaling of the power spectral
densities, it is instructive to have a look at a monochromatic frequency modulation of the form
∆ν(t) = A sin(2pifmt), (B.22)
which has the power spectral density[181]
S∆ν(f) =
(
A√
2
)2
δ(f − fm) (B.23)
The value A/
√
2 is the RMS amplitude of the sine and can be replaced by the DC value for
frequency zero. The spectral density is connected to other often encountered measures via
S∆ν(f) = ν
2
0Sy(f) = f
2Sφ(f) = 2f
2L (f) (B.24)
The value mostly reported in manufacturer datasheets and manuals for single-sideband phase
noise is 10 log10(L (f)) in the unit dBc/Hz, which means ’dB below the carrier in a 1 Hz
bandwidth at the frequency f away from the carrier’. Close to the carrier frequency ν0 these
spectral densities can often be very well approximated by power laws, which are characteristic
for the dominant noise process in a specific frequency band [180]. Figure B.10 showsL (f)
of our microwave sources as specified in the manual with piecewise approximations by power
laws and additionally converted to a linear frequency scale to obtain a feeling of what it would
look like on a spectrum analyzer around the carrier frequency.
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Figure B.10 Collected specifications and characterizations of the microwave sources Here, the
single-sideband phase noise of our two HP microwave synthesizers is shown as specified in the manual.
The corresponding ’typical phase noise plots’, shown as gray solid lines, are shifted vertically to match
best the specified numbers (points). To better grasp the meaning of this plots, in the insets they are
converted to linear abscissa and mirrored as they would usually be viewed on a spectrum analyzer.
Piecewise approximations by power laws are plotted as dashed lines. The right plot additionally shows
a phase noise measurement of a Trimble GPS reference performed by John Miles [183] multiplied by
the factor 6832, which is the minimum increase of the phase noise in the process of direct multiplication
of the 10 MHz output to the relevant microwave frequency.
Phase variances With the help of the transfer functions and the phase noise spectral
densities, estimates for the expected value of technical phase fluctuations of the different
sequences can be obtained by integration of Eq. B.16 for different values of τ . For comparison
with long-term measurements, it is interesting to note the connection to the Allan variance,
which is a widely used clock characterization in the time domain. It is defined as
AVAR(τ) = σ2y(τ) =
1
2
〈(yk+1 − yk)2〉. (B.25)
It is the two-sample variance of average relative frequency deviations
yk =
1
2piν0
∆φ
∆t
=
φ([k + 1]τ)− φ(kτ)
2piτν0
(B.26)
over the integration time τ . Its frequency domain representation is [181]
AVAR(τ) =
∞∫
0
2
sin4(piτf)
(piτf)2
Sy(f) df. (B.27)
The transfer function has the same form as those of the spin echo sequence, the difference
being the normalization and that it incorporates two periods of length τ . The connection reads
σ2ϕ(τ)
∣∣∣
SE
= 2(piτν0)
2 AVAR(τ/2). (B.28)
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Figure B.11 Collection of Allan deviations and examples of inferred angle fluctuations The left
graph shows the short time Allan deviation obtained from the specifications of the microwave generators
and the GPS reference single side band (SSB) phase noise with a numerical integration from 10 Hz to
100 kHz. They approximately average down with 1/τ , which makes the accumulated phase noise only
weakly dependent on τ . The three curves at long integration times are three characterizations of the GPS
reference in the time domain. The solid black line is from the manufacturer datasheet, the dash-dotted
line is a measurement of John Miles [183] and the points show the result of our measurement of the
relative stability of two GPS references attached to the same antenna. The relative phase detector
consisted of an RF mixer and a low-pass. The value shown as diamond point is the specified accuracy of
the GPS reference (1.16× 10−12 with one day averaging). The right graph shows the conversion of the
short-term specifications of MW 1 to expected phase fluctuations of the atomic system. As comparison,
the standard quantum limit for 500 atoms is shown as well as the accumulated error for a DC deviation
of 0.5 Hz (∼ our magnetic field stability on the two-photon transition), which linearly grows with phase
accumulation time. The Rabi pulse has the weakest phase noise sensitivity, since the spin length only
gradually builds up during the pulse. The spin echo sequence is affected most, since the sidelobes of its
transfer function decay more slowly than those of the single interrogation (the ’frequency leakage’ is
bigger).
The Allan deviation is defined as the square root of the Allan variance. In Fig. B.11 the Allan
deviation for small τ is shown as inferred from the phase noise specifications and compared
to direct measurements in the time domain for the GPS reference at long integration times. A
scaling of σy with 1/τ means that the phase fluctuations average down at the same rate as the
integration time increases, thus keeping the phase error at the end of the sequence independent
of τ . This is approximately the case for small τ due to the characteristics of the microwave
and for very long τ due to the steering to the GPS clocks.
Our spin measurements show slightly better short term phase noise performance as the
specification of the microwaves would suggest. For a pi/2-pulse with a length of 800 µs we get
typical values of ≈ 0.5◦ phase noise, extracted via the linear slope of the number squeezing
parameter ξN versus atom number for a coherent spin state after an additional 90◦ rotation to
convert phase noise into imbalance noise [130]. However, the understanding of the ballpark
figures helps to appreciate the influence and importance of the frequency sources.
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